1. INTRODUCTION

Japanese politics is widely perceived to be exceptional. On the one hand, its government structure is British parliamentary: Voters cast ballots for individual candidates who bear party labels; winning candidates are then collectively responsible for directing and managing the activities of the bureaucrats who execute policy. There is no popularly elected executive to whom legislators can allocate either authority or blame for policy outcomes. On the other hand, Japanese government processes seem more American than British. Japanese elections are expensive and candidate-centered, much like U.S. congressional races. Japan's ruling Liberal Democratic Party, moreover, is seen as having a decentralized power structure. The party manages policy in large part through an extensive system of committees, each of which carries responsibility for overseeing its own set of cabinet ministries and bureaucratic agencies, much as the U.S. Congress relies on its own standing committees to oversee the executive branch.

Moreover, despite its parliamentary structure, Japanese politics seems highly particularistic and personalized. The LDP's Policy Affairs Research Council's system of standing committees spreads policy-making authority broadly among party backbenchers, reinforcing American-style individual responsibility for policy outcomes rather than the British model of collective responsibility centered on the prime minister and cabinet. The effects of this individualized policy-making process are seen in how the LDP distributes budgetary resources. The Japanese budget emphasizes spending on highly targetable benefits and programs, such as public works and small-business subsidies. The proportion of all general account spending going to public construction projects (roads, harbors, dams, housing, and so forth), energy production, and the like, is typically around 30 percent in Japan, compared to 15–20 percent of the supply estimates in
Britain, or 21 percent. Additionally, Japan typically subsidizes loans for projects and small businesses (outside of the regular budget) to the equivalent of about 40 percent of the total general account budget through the Fiscal Investment and Loan Program (FILP). Britain and Canada have no equivalent loan-subsidy programs.

Particularistic tendencies permeate the whole range of Japanese policies. Tax and regulatory policy decisions steer benefits to certain constituents (Rosenbluth 1989; Sakakibara 1991). The government also guarantees unsecured loans made by local credit associations to small manufacturers (Friedman 1988). Through these and other means, the government creates and protects markets for a panoply of interests (Lincoln 1990; Okimoto 1989; Ramseyer 1983). Thus, a cursory glance at Japanese policy outcomes reveals that the ruling party relies heavily on particularistic policies.

In this chapter, we provide a simple explanation for why British-style parliamentary structures in Japan yield U.S.-style electoral behavior and policy outcomes. Our explanation is institutional and is premised on the structure of incentives arising from Japan's electoral laws. Japan's electoral system, we argue, forces any majority-seeking party to apportion votes for the party in most districts among multiple candidates. In order to divide the votes of party loyalists efficiently, parties must devise an incentive-compatible scheme for grouping party voters with party candidates—a way for candidates to enhance their individual reputations without detracting from the party's overall appeal to voters.

We argue that the LDP's strategy to solve these collective dilemmas has been to distribute to its incumbent candidates effective property rights over aspects of policy making (through cabinet posts and the Policy Affairs Research Council [PARC] committee assignments), thus giving each candidate the opportunity to build his own reputation with voters on policy making. Thus, the party can limit competition between its candidates on policy grounds and at the same time provide voters with incentives to vote for particular party candidates. The LDP has made this strategy effective by devoting a large share of the budget (and off-budget spending, such as FILP) to policies that are amenable to narrow targeting and for which individual LDP members can plausibly claim credit.

The remainder of the chapter elaborates these ideas. In Section 2 we describe in greater detail the single nontransferable vote (SNTV) electoral system used in Japan and the incentives that system creates for candidates and voters. We then introduce the concepts of collective reputation, personal reputation, and personal vote coalitions and show why the LDP has an interest in subsidizing and managing its candidates' personal vote coalition–building activities. In Section 3, we present an explanation for how the party could contribute to these coalitions, and we present some
evidence on budgetary policy that supports our interpretation of party involvement in reelection activities. Section 4 describes the structure of the LDP and presents evidence that shows that the party has taken care to differentiate its incumbents in each district on policy grounds. Section 5 concludes.

2. SNTV AND CANDIDATES' INCENTIVES

In experimenting with different electoral rules, the Meiji oligarchs who dominated Japanese politics at the turn of the century chose new, democratic political structures with an eye toward keeping the party movement in check. They sought to divide the political landscape into a number of parties with medium-sized districts rather than single-member or large districts, and to dampen the degree to which the new parties would be unified on questions of policy and strategy. They did this by imposing the limited vote, SNTV electoral system rather than party-list proportional representation or the single transferable vote (Fukui 1988; Soma 1986).

Recent scholarship on the effects of electoral laws on political outcomes confirms the strategic wisdom of the oligarchs' choices (Lijphart, Pintor, and Sone 1987; Taagepera and Shugart 1989). These authors argue that SNTV is particularly good at allowing for representation of minority parties, largely because major parties tend to be too conservative in nominating candidates and not very good at dividing their votes.

Japan had a brief stint with a single-member district system between 1919 and 1925, when Prime Minister Hara apparently convinced oligarch Aritomo Yamagata that single-member districts would be an effective way to minimize Communist/Socialist representation in the Diet. It seems the only prospect that haunted Yamagata more than party democracy was socialism, though he was determined to avert either. But Prime Minister Hara's Seiyukai won an absolute majority in 1920, which changed Yamagata's mind about the wisdom of single-member districts. The medium-sized districts and SNTV introduced in 1925 are the basis for the current electoral system (Soma 1986; Fukui 1988).

After World War II, U.S. occupation officials rejected Japan's prewar electoral structure on the dubious grounds that the electoral rule may have contributed to the rise of militarism. The occupation introduced a large-district, proportional representation electoral system in 1946 as a way to draw in new political forces, but after the 1946 election gave the Diet a strong Socialist contingent (93 out of 464 seats), MacArthur relented to Liberal Party leader Shigeru Yoshida's request to return to the prewar electoral system. The Liberal and Democratic parties, which together commanded a Diet majority, revised the election law to reinstate the 1925
multimember district system. Despite this revision, neither of the conservative parties did as well at the polls in 1947 as was expected, and the Socialists actually took the lead with 143 seats over 131 for the Liberals and 124 for the Democrats. The conservative parties, however, rebounded by the next election (Fukunaga 1986: 445-446).

Yoshida's choice of the SNTV electoral rule was not obvious, since it poses clear problems for a party trying to gain or maintain a majority of legislative seats. Because each district elects two or more legislators, a party must run more than one candidate in each district to attempt to win a majority. This creates two important problems: party leaders cannot easily control loyal voters' choices among party candidates, and the party cannot control candidates' individual campaign efforts.

In casting their ballots, voters make decisions based on their preferences for individual candidates as well as party reputations and policy platforms. If voters were to cast their ballots purely on partisan grounds—as if they cared only for their party and were indifferent to distinctions between its candidates—then any particular party's voters would face a problem of pure coordination, with the concomitant possibility of an inefficient outcome.

A party's voters all want the same thing—to maximize the number of successful candidates from their party. But in the absence of some mechanism for allocating their votes, they risk spreading their combined votes too thinly among too many candidates and winning fewer seats than their share of the total vote would merit. Alternatively, they might concentrate their votes too tightly, thus electing a small number of candidates even though their combined votes could have elected more candidates had they been better allocated. In practice, the problem is worse still. Each candidate has personal characteristics that make him or her attractive to voters. In the case of a particularly charismatic candidate, these personal characteristics can draw too many voters, so that the charismatic candidate wins a glorious victory with surplus votes, to the detriment of the party.

On its face, the vote-division problem may seem a simple one to solve. Why could not each party instruct its loyal voters how to vote more efficiently? In other words, why couldn't the parties instruct their voters for whom they should vote, devising a means—by telephone number or address, for example—to divide votes among the party's candidates?

---

1. Newspapers predicted that the Liberals would capture a plurality with 160 to 170 seats, that the Democrats would run a close second with 150 seats, and that the Socialists would come in third with 125 seats. Part of the conservative parties' problem seems to have been the purge of local conservative politicians who formed the core of their personal support systems.

2. At present, the 512 members of the Lower House are elected from 130 districts. Thus, to garner a simple majority of 257 seats, a party would have to win an average of just under two seats per district.
Political parties in prewar Japan's SNTV system were reportedly somewhat successful in dividing the votes among candidates within each district through outright vote buying, brokered by local notables.  

If it were technically feasible for voters to carry out the voting instructions handed down by the party, the plan would work only if voters cared more about the party's electoral fortunes than they favored any particular candidate. The personal vote would have to be very weak (Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina 1987). However, the secret ballot makes it exceedingly difficult for any party to enforce such informal contracts or even to identify with certainty its core constituents, to whom instructions would be given (Cox 1987). Voters' incentives would not be aligned with those of the party; rather, voters would have an incentive to deviate from instructions. Even if we assume that the personal vote is weak in Japanese elections, and that voters have preferences only over public goods, a party would be unable to assure itself of a majority (indeed, a party would be unable to assure itself of a likelihood much beyond zero of winning a majority) on its ideological appeal alone. While ideological information might be sufficient for a voter to hold preferences for one party, it is clearly insufficient for choosing individual candidates within that party. 

Moreover, from the standpoint of the candidates, members of the same party must end up competing with each other for the same votes. By contrast, the single transferable vote (STV) rule, which transfers votes to the party's next candidate as soon as the first choice wins the minimum number of votes for a seat, gives candidates of the same party little incentive to compete against each other. Another name for the SNTV system might be the "first M past the post" system, where $M$ is the number of members to be elected from the district (the "district magnitude"). Every candidate is in competition with every other candidate to get past the post (the threshold for election) regardless of party label. 

Intraparty competition could cause the party to lose seats. Consider the example of a three-member district in which two candidates run from...
each of two parties, Party A and Party B. Party A's first candidate is popular in the district and is able to garner 66 percent of the votes cast in the election. Both of Party B's candidates are able to capture only 12 percent of the votes, while Party A's second candidate is assured of only 10 percent of the vote. In this case Party A, though winning 76 percent of the votes, captures only one of three seats. If Party A could find a way to divide votes more equitably between its two candidates, it could win two seats easily.

Indeed, if the party were exceptionally good at dividing votes it could field another candidate and win all three seats. Both the Liberal and Democratic parties, in the interim between World War II and their 1955 merger, apparently recognized the importance of efficient vote division. Both made ample use of the personal vote as a way of dividing votes among their own party's candidates in any given district, with some success (Soma 1986).

By contrast, in a closed party-list system, where only the party leadership determines the ordering of party candidates on the ballot, candidates can and will rely exclusively on the party label. Emphasizing individual character or personal abilities should have only a marginal effect on the candidate's electoral chances, and is more costly for both the candidate and the party than relying on the party's collective reputation. But Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina (1987) point out that the dynamics are different in a plurality system, in which, absent party control of access to the ballot, the electoral “market” is contestable. That is, just about anyone can run for office and get on the ballot by satisfying some nominal requirements, such as paying a small fee or having a certain number of eligible voters sign a

---

5. In this counterfactual example we have assumed that the number of candidates does not affect voter turnout. There is evidence, however, that new LDP candidates sometimes mobilize voters who otherwise would have stayed at home (Matsubara and Kabashima 1984).

6. In a more recent example, the Socialist party today has resorted to distinctions in personal style. When it runs two candidates in a district, one is typically a labor union candidate while the second is often a woman with an environmentalist or feminist platform. Though doubtless better than no vote division at all, this strategy based on personal style has been relatively ineffective.

7. This depends to some extent on how the ordering of the list is decided. For Japan's Upper House list, LDP leaders rank candidates by their past vote-getting record and future vote-getting promise. Candidates have a strong incentive to bring in registered party supporters, often paying dues on their behalf, to demonstrate their popular appeal.

8. A perfectly contestable market has perfectly free entry and exit. Thus, the market for bearing the party label is contestable to the degree that entry and exit into competition for use of that label in the general election are free. U.S. House primaries are a good example. Nevertheless, the party as a collectivity clearly decides who, within the House, does and does not get the ex post benefits of the party label. Parties can sanction members, for example, by refusing to give them committee assignments. A majority party can effectively deny particularistic benefits to any member's district, and can prevent any member's sponsored legislation from being considered on the floor of the House, thus denying that member of most of his opportunities for Mayhewian credit claiming.
petition. Individual candidates will have a strong incentive to supplement the party label with a personal vote that can serve as a barrier to entry in the face of would-be
challengers. Further, the market for the party label itself may be contestable: Others can seek to capture the party label in primary elections or through some other form of
party endorsements. Thus, even within a single party, potential candidates have an incentive to build personal vote coalitions.

It follows that majority-seeking parties in an SNTV system cannot rely on either their voters or their candidates to divide the vote efficiently. Any system
developed to divide a party's vote must be incentive compatible, both for the voters and for the party's candidates. The alternative, in a country where votes count and parties
compete, is to lose the voters' support and the candidates' allegiance. If the system were structured so that party and individual incentives were in conflict, the party would
have to invest heavily in a centralized authority structure (party leaders) and a set of tools and sanctions at those leaders' disposal to discourage shirking and slippage (Cox
and McCubbins 1993; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991). Such systems are of course possible, but they are susceptible to what has been called Madison's dilemma: the problem
of striking a balance between delegating too little or too much authority to a central agent.

More important, such centralized, "party-controlled" vote divisions are incompatible with the incentives facing individual candidates in district elections. In what
we have described as the "first M past the post" system, candidates have an incentive to pursue votes on their own. Since the vote, once cast, is fixed on a specific candidate
and cannot be transferred, each candidate has an incentive to give voters reasons to vote for him rather than some other candidate of the same party. Once having obtained
office, an incumbent member is in an advantaged position to use the resources of his office to further secure his position.9

Instead of fighting the incentives within SNTV for the personal vote, a majority-seeking party would be better off controlling the creation and maintenance of
members' personal vote coalitions so as to make the vote division induced by personal vote incentives more efficient. Such a strat

9. Thus, the literature on the incumbency advantage in the U.S. Congress, for example, emphasizes the resources at a member's disposal, such as the franking privilege, paid
staff, and position as a monopoly supplier of bureaucratic "fix-it" services to the member's district (Fiorina 1977). The fact of being an incumbent also may mean easier
access to "free" media, such as being interviewed on television, and it sends a signal to potential campaign contributors that this candidate is a proven vote winner, and thus
might be a good investment. Japan's Public Offices Election Law is also biased in favor of incumbents. Prohibitions on door-to-door canvassing, a short election period (forty
days in the case of the Lower House), and strict limits on the means and amount of advertising make it extremely difficult for challengers to make a strong impression during
egy increases the probability that the party may win a majority of seats. Everyone in the party, leaders and backbenchers alike, is better off if the party efficiently uses the total number of votes cast for its candidates to elect the maximum number of legislators, up to the point where the probability of attaining a simple majority of seats is maximized. In this sense, it is a second-best solution, but the best outcome that can be achieved given the circumstances.

Of course, voting and elections are not purely personalistic. To attract voters, parties will create and defend collective reputations about their positions over public goods. These collective reputations, or party labels, serve as information shortcuts for voters sifting through vast amounts of information in making their choices at the polls (Cox and McCubbins 1993; Downs 1957; Popkin 1991). Because the perceived ability to deliver public or private goods rides on reputation, and this reputation is costly to build on one's own, candidates for office have a strong incentive to tap into one of these party labels. Indeed, without attachment to a party, candidates cannot credibly claim to be able to offer anything beyond a very narrow range of private goods, since the probability of any single member being decisive in any legislative vote is effectively zero when all winning coalitions of members are equally likely (see, e.g., Schwartz 1986).

The outcome of this second-best solution—to manage the resources available to candidates for building personal vote coalitions—is a stable division of the electorate. As enforcement is lacking, this division can be established without explicit coordination on the part of voters. Candidates in district systems will identify voters likely to vote for them on the basis of their personal vote, and will cultivate them. In order to do so, a candidate will adopt a "home style"—a public persona to which he/she thinks voters will respond (Fenno 1978). Voters, for their part, will identify with certain candidates. If voters have preferences for particularistic goods provided by the government, and elections are district-based, voters will be inclined to vote for the individual legislators who could plausibly claim credit for the goods they care about most (Fenno 1978; Fiorina 1977; Mayhew 1974). The equilibrium will be that candidates cater to their voting coalition in the district, and that voters will remain loyal to these candidates (Cox and McCubbins 1986). The goal for the party, then, is to help its members build personal vote coalitions that also support the collective reputation of the party.

---

10. This does not imply that all voters identify with any particular candidate. However, the strength of the personal vote in Japan's Lower House is evidenced by the consistently stronger returns of LDP in the Lower than in the Upper House, where the party label is more important.
3. BUILDING PERSONAL VOTE COALITIONS

How do candidates go about establishing a personal vote? The first means is to court voters with personalized attention. Japanese politicians attempt to draw constituents into personal support organizations (koenkai). Politicians coddle citizens with small favors in exchange for votes. Journalistic reporting as well as scholarly analyses of Japanese elections invariably focus on individual candidates' support networks and the enormous sums of money needed to build and maintain them. LDP politicians are famous for showing up at weddings and funerals, helping voters with job placement, and sending bottles of sake for neighborhood festivals (Hirose 1989). Each LDP candidate is said to have spent the equivalent of $3 million to $12 million for the February 1990 Lower House election. While there is a spurt of spending on general advertising during the formal campaign period in the weeks leading up to the election, the bulk of expenditures goes to year-round activities of each candidate's fifty to eighty personal support organizations. These activities typically include candidate-subsidized new year's parties and group trips to hot springs, as well as policy discussion circles and "study tours" of the Diet for constituents.

From the standpoint of the LDP, the problem with personalized attention is that it offers little advantage to the governing party, since any party can undertake these activities. All Japanese politicians can and do build personal support networks and go out of their way to appear more personable, accessible, and attentive than the competition.

Facilitation services are a second means of creating personal vote coalitions. This method, more than personalized attention, has special advantages for the governing party. The governing party can be expected to use its institutional position to determine when and if bureaucratic decision-making processes are to be changed or specific decisions overturned. We therefore expect that, in equilibrium, bureaucrats will be more responsive

---

11. For more on how these koenkai are organized and operate, see Baerwald (1986); Curtis (1971; 1987); Hrebenar (1986); Kamishima (1985); and Stockwin (1987).

12. *Economist*, February 3, 1990. This is roughly between $50 and $120 per constituent. In comparison, recent research on U.S. House elections has found that incumbents spend less than $1 per constituent (Gary Jacobson, personal communication).

13. The majority party, of course, has something of an advantage in raising money for these little favors because it can sell regulation to big contributors. But other parties have other advantages. The Japan Communist Party (JCP) runs a popular and highly profitable publishing business, in most years making the JCP the "wealthiest" party according to publicly revealed campaign finance data. See, for example, Hrebenar (1986). The Komeito, while less flush with funds, has an army of volunteers from the Soka gakkai sect. The Japan Socialist Party and Democratic Socialist Party also each have a loyal core of union supporters who volunteer at election time. The LDP is said to be the only party without free help during the campaign season.
to the complaints and inquiries of ruling party members than of opposition party members. As Fiorina (1977) argues about the American case, bureaucracies can be
designed to create opportunities for legislators to intervene personally on the behalf of individuals or groups of constituents, thus allowing legislators a never-ending stream of
personalized, credit-claiming activities that can help build personal vote coalitions.

LDP members also use government resources to cultivate supporters. Members of PARC committees make a great show of pushing for their constituents' interests
in intraparty discussions, and claim credit for policy decisions that benefit their constituents. Agricultural policy making provides an example. During the annual
negotiations when the government decides how much it will pay farmers for rice, members of the PARC's agricultural division are vocal backers of a high price on behalf of
their agricultural constituents. Even in recent years, as the party leadership has imposed a lower price than the agricultural division has recommended, the division members
still claim credit for pushing as hard as possible in the face of the leadership's countervailing considerations, and for achieving some concessions (Fukui 1987).

The party in control of the government has, of course, a distinct advantage in creating personal vote coalitions for its candidates because it monopolizes policy and
budgetary favors. As long as the majority party can pass its legislation through the Parliament and can direct bureaucrats effectively, it can enact (or have bureaucrats
implement) particularistic policies that facilitate the creation and maintenance of personal vote coalitions.

If the majority party pursues a strategy of building personal vote coalitions for its members, it follows, all else constant, that the more such coalitions the party has
to maintain (the more members the party has to provide for), the greater will be expenditures out of the part of the budget used for vote coalitions, which we usually label as
particularistic spending. The main counter argument is that spending on particularistic programs increases when the party is doing badly—when it has to protect (see, e.g.,
Calder 1988b). Districts are said to be flooded with particularistic expenditures in such situations, in order to buy votes for the LDP. This is basically a Japanese version of
the thesis forwarded in the U.S. context by Tufte (1975). We can, of course, test the implications of our model of how Japanese elections are organized by examining
expenditures on particularistic programs.

If we are right that the electoral connection in Japan leads to incentives to create personal vote coalitions, which in turn lead to incentives to use particularistic
resources to create and maintain those coalitions, then we should be able to test whether or not expenditures on particularistic programs increase as the size of the LDP
coalition within the Diet increases.
Our hypothesis is simple: the larger the LDP coalition within the Diet, the more it needs to spend, all else constant, in order to maintain the personal vote coalitions of its members, and to help divide the district vote. The null hypothesis against which we test our alternative is that changes in the size of the LDP coalition in the Diet have no effect on spending in these programs. Another alternative hypothesis, which we also test, is that decreases in the size of the LDP coalition lead to increases in spending.

We test our hypothesis by looking at budgetary data for forty-nine general account items and seven special accounts for all years between 1952 and 1989. We selected our set of Japanese budget items from the larger data set used by McCubbins and Noble (Chapter 5 of this book), and is summarized in the Appendix. McCubbins and Noble selected data to cover the two major flows of funds in the general budget: expenditures in the general account, which is funded by tax and bond revenues, and subsidies to the various special accounts from the general account. We restrict our data set to items that McCubbins and Noble defined as either semipublic or particularistic.14

We test our hypothesis by pooling the expenditure data for all the agencies listed in the Appendix for fiscal years 1952–89 into a single regression. This allows us to test our hypothesis with a single regression coefficient. Our dependent variable in this regression is the percentage change in spending for an agency from one year to the next.15 The independent variables are listed in Table 3.1. There are four types of variables that we include in our regression. First is the percentage of seats held by the LDP in the House of Representatives (lagged, so that the size of the LDP coalition corresponds to the time at which decisions for the fiscal year under study were made). The coefficient on this variable tests our main hypothesis. Second, we also included dummy variables to represent election years for both the lower chamber and the upper chamber of the Diet. We included these because McCubbins and Noble report that there is good reason to believe that spending increases on many items in election years, including the items in our analysis. Third, we included dummy variables that represent the ministry in which the program resides. This is to capture different spending trends for different broad categories of policy. In the end only those dummy variables that were significant were 

---

14. The authors categorized all budget items as "public," "particularistic," or "semipublic" from the description of the items in government manuals and by examining the legislative charters of the various agencies. Of course, a taxonomy as simple as the one they use draws too fine a line, as nearly every government program contains some aspects of both publicness and particularism. Nonetheless, the labels do provide a rough indication of the general tenor of a particular program. See the appendix to McCubbins and Noble (Chapter 4, this volume) for details.

15. The actual dependent variable is the partial log of the budget item, where the partial log for a budget item \( Y_t \) is \( \log(Y_t/Y_{t-1}) \).
included in the table. Last, we included a variable to account for overall trends in expenditures, which is the percentage change in the remainder of the general account budget (subtracting from total expenditures the spending for the program in question, for each program in each year). This last variable is itself a choice made by the LDP, as is our dependent variable—spending for the programs in our sample. Thus this last variable is an endogenous variable; we use two-stage least squares to estimate the coefficient for this variable.

Cross section/time series analyses, particularly with nonlinear dependent and independent variables, generally suffer from a number of potential econometric problems; there are many reasons why the errors generated from such a test might not be normal. We tested for and, where possible, corrected a number of these problems such as heteroskedasticity.

16. We performed the standard F-test for the joint exclusion of all other ministry dummies; i.e., we tested the hypothesis that all other ministry dummies had a coefficient of zero. We reject at conventional levels of significance that the loss of fit due to the restriction is significant.

17. This choice of specification was based on a simple two-component budget model that is explained fully in McCubbins and Noble (Chapter 5, this volume). Briefly, in a model that explains changes in spending for a particular item, there are two items in the budget: spending for the item being examined, and all other spending. Their approach is similar to a two-good model of an economy, where the point is to examine how changes in the demand or supply of one good affects the price or quantity supplied of the other good.

18. Standard OLS results do not hold when any one of the independent variables is correlated with the error term, as is the case here. To solve this problem we estimate the endogenous independent variable—total spending for all other items in the budget—by a set of variables that are uncorrelated with the error term. We then use the estimated independent variable in the original regression. By construction, this estimated independent variable is uncorrelated with the error term and standard results apply.
autocorrelation, and general misspecification. In general, our diagnostics lead us to have a reasonable amount of faith in the estimated parameters presented in Table 3.1.

Our regression analysis shows that spending on particularistic programs does indeed increase with the number of LDP members in the Diet. The coefficient on the percentage of the Diet held by the LDP–PERCENTLDP in Table 3.1–is significant at well beyond the 95 percent confidence level in a one-tailed test. This allows us to reject the null hypothesis of no effect (a zero coefficient) and the second alternative hypothesis of a negative effect (a negative coefficient). This coefficient implies that a 1 percent increase in the size of the LDP's Diet coalition leads to slightly more than a 1 percent increase in spending for all particularistic programs. This is consistent with our hypothesis that the LDP uses spending on particularistic programs to enable their candidates to develop personal vote coalitions that ultimately reduces intraparty competition and leads to an efficient division of the vote.

The development of a personal vote reduces but admittedly does not eliminate intraparty competition. By controlling the resources available to develop a personal vote, the party manages the size of the personal vote coalition for each of its members in an effort to allow all party members equal access to the party's collective resources. The size of the personal vote coalition for each member may be quite different, but as long as a majority of members in most districts are able to be reelected, differences in the sizes of coalitions are unimportant to the party.

19. For example, we conducted a number of specification tests. Several of these tests examine the distribution of the residuals generated by the estimation in order to look for evidence of specific kinds of misspecification, the presence of which might lead to incorrect inferences from the parameters estimated for the explanatory variables. We first checked for serial correlation in the errors via a Lagrange multiplier test and were able to reject the presence of first-order autocorrelation at conventional levels of significance. Given that we have annual data, we did not test for higher orders of autocorrelation. We tested for the presence of contemporaneous correlation in errors, common in panel data, by looking for fixed-time effects that would alter all observations in that year. We could not reject the joint test for exclusion of the fixed-time effects at conventional levels–i.e., the explanatory variables that we included in our model seem to pick up substantially all of the fixed-time effects, leaving too little of this kind of correlation in the errors for us to need to further correct our model. We also checked for heteroskedasticity via the Breush–Pagan test (1979). Again we reject the presence of heteroskedasticity at conventional levels, which is to be expected since we are working with partial logs, which minimize the effects of varying size of agency budgets. However, since the power of the Breush–Pagan test is sensitive to the choice of possible explanatory variables affecting the variances, we calculated all standard errors using the White heteroskedasticity-consistent method (1980).

20. The coefficients on the other variables seem sensible, though we did not find, as McCubbins and Noble did in their study, that the LDP increased spending in election years.

21. Indeed, a party does not even care if it wins a plurality of votes in each district; it cares only about winning a majority of seats overall. Candidates of the Japan Socialist Party (JSP), for example, were the highest vote getters in 74 out of 130 districts in the February 1990 election, but in the vast majority of these districts the party fielded only one candidate. (Remainder of FN on 48) Many LDP candidates won far fewer votes than the Socialist candidate, but the LDP won a majority of seats in most of these districts. In six urban districts, the top Socialist victor won more than twice as many votes than the lowest-placed winner in the district, indicating that the JSP could have increased its seats by six had it been able to divide the vote among two candidates.
What does all this imply? By providing a wide range of services to a large part of the population and weakening the salience of ideological issues, LDP representatives collectively make it harder for politicians of opposition parties to compete. This electoral strategy leaves few niches of support groups unattended and vulnerable to appeals from other parties. It has been extremely difficult for opposition parties to make inroads beyond their traditional support bases, which are organized labor for the Japan Socialist Party and Democratic Socialist Party, the Soka gakkai for the Komeito, and left-wing intellectuals and various fringe voters for the Japan Communist Party. If it is true, as we argue, that the LDP’s range of services to local constituents makes it difficult for opposition parties to find new services to provide or to counter with ideological appeals, it follows that robust LDP intraparty competition reduces the risks to the LDP of interparty competition.

As long as rank-and-file party members can discipline their leaders, and as long as party leaders seek to win a majority of seats for their party, the rank-and-file members can get the party to establish policies and institutions to facilitate the development of particularistic policies. The party leadership attempts to hold the line on spending because both government budget funds and campaign contributions are costly to raise. But the leadership must permit at least enough expenditures to ensure a Diet majority and hence their jobs as leaders. The result of rank-and-file pressure is that the vote division in the districts results largely from candidates’ abilities to provide particularistic policies.

4. THE PARTY PROVISION OF THE PERSONAL VOTE

Given the importance of facilitation services and pork provision, rank-and-file members need an efficient means to influence bureaucratic and party policy making. Committees of one sort or another are common arenas through which politicians in representative governments oversee and direct policy making. In most parliamentary systems this committee structure is contained in one large committee—the cabinet. However, forums such as caucuses, cabinets, and leadership or ministerially led committees would fail to give the rank and file of the party the ability to
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22. The recent demise of British party leaders Margaret Thatcher and Neil Kinnock demonstrates that the rank and file hold the ultimate sanction over party leaders, even in supposedly top-heavy British politics.
derive credit from constituency services. In most parliamentary systems such credit claiming seems unnecessary for electoral success, but in Japan, we argue, credit-claiming activities for rank-and-file party members are very much necessary. The leadership serves as a check on the activities of these committees, but policy initiation, oversight, and facilitation services rest with the backbenchers in the committees.

In Japan, as we have argued, the multimember district, SNTV electoral system creates a need for personal support coalitions. The PARC provides such a system. Article 40, paragraph 2 of the LDP constitution requires all bills and policy plans to be examined and approved by the party's Policy Affairs Research Council (sei\text{mu chosakai}) before submission to the cabinet and the Diet.

The PARC consists of a chairman, five vice chairmen, a deliberation council or executive committee (which includes the chairman, vice chairmen, and fifteen other members chosen by their faction leaders) and seventeen committees that correspond to the ministries in the bureaucracy. The chairmanship of the PARC is considered to be one of the four top leadership positions in the party.

LDP Diet members generally belong to four PARC committees, two of which correspond with the representative's membership in a Diet committee (Sao and Matsuzaki 1986). The largest and most popular committees are agriculture, commerce, construction, and posts and telecommunications (Inoguchi and Iwai 1987; \textit{Jiyu Minshuto Seimu Chosakai Meibo} [LDP PARC membership roster] various years). These are also commonly held to be the most particularistic (Fukui 1987; Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983). Membership in these committees is limited, by convention rather than written rule, to politicians with at least one completed term in office (personal communication with LDP Diet members).

PARC committees typically meet once or twice a week when the Diet is in session. They hold hearings on legislation, calling in members of the

---

23. Again, we argue that the cause of the difference is to be found in the electoral system. All other parliamentary democracies use proportional representation, STV, or single-member-district plurality systems, in which a vote for a candidate is a vote for a party, rendering same-party competition unnecessary and therefore unlikely.

24. The others are the party president (who, since the party's inception in 1955, has always been selected to be prime minister as well), the secretary general, and chairman of the party's executive council (a group of senior politicians from each of the LDP's five largest factions). Each of these top four positions and the executive committees under them is divided among the factions in rough proportion to the factions' numbers in the Diet (Sao and Matsuzaki 1986).

25. Since faction leaders are said to make appointments to the Diet committees, they appear to control two of the four committee appointments. Although membership in the remaining two committees is in principle self-selective, faction leaders appoint committee chairmen and vice chairmen and thus exert influence on committee members who aspire to leadership positions. Because no data exists on member requests, it is impossible to determine the extent to which any of these assignments are self-selective.
private sector to express their points of view before redrafting the bill. Budget legislation, for example, is not submitted to the Diet until the relevant PARC committees approve the allocations that concern them. But most regulation in Japan is implemented through administrative guidance, only vaguely spelled out in legislation. The primary avenue of PARC influence on policy making is therefore directly through the ministries they oversee. They invite bureaucrats to give account of existing regulatory practices and suggest to the bureaucrats how to adjust regulation to better suit the interests of their constituents.26

Finally, LDP backbenchers are popularly dubbed part of a particular "policy tribe" or zoku when they have served three or four terms in a PARC committee. The press describes zoku as informal groups of committee members who are being groomed for party leadership positions and therefore carry some weight within the PARC's decision-making process. Recent scholarly writing on the LDP, however, has emphasized the degree to which senior party members tend to rotate among cabinet posts, PARC committee chairmanships, and Diet committee chairmanships (Park 1986; Inoguchi and Iwai 1987). From this perspective, zoku is largely a descriptive term: It refers to the pool of party leaders within an issue area. Zoku overlap a good deal with PARC memberships; but the PARC; because of its institutional formality, is a more useful indicator of product-differentiation strategies.

On some issues such as agricultural price supports, all members from farm districts are likely to take the same position. However, they will differentiate themselves on other issues, and will seek different PARC assignments in order to appeal to distinct groups of voters. Differentiation in PARC affiliations allows LDP members from the same district to build different personal vote coalitions. If members from a single district mirrored each other's PARC assignments, the committee system would not provide a solution to the twin collective-action problems faced by voters and LDP incumbents. Hence, we should observe that PARC committee assignment patterns show evidence that systematic care is taken to separate the committee assignments of LDP members from the same district.

Evidence for such differentiation is readily apparent on inspection of PARC committee assignments. We examined PARC committee assign

26. It is important to note that just because the party constitution requires PARC committee consideration of legislation before it hits the floor does not mean that these committees are autonomous gatekeepers. The party could always change the rules, and can certainly amend the committee's recommendation. As just discussed, party leadership also engages in screening and selection of committee members. (For a theoretical and empirical discussion of this debate in the American politics literature see Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991 and Cox and McCubbins 1993.) We are not making an argument about decentralized decision making in terms of an abdication of authority by the majority party to its committees. Rather, this is an argument about credit claiming and electoral strategies.
ments for the 1990 Diet session. Under the null hypothesis that committee assignments are made randomly for party members from a single district, it can be shown that the probability of observing no overlap at all in a district's LDP committee assignments falls rapidly as either the district magnitude grows or the number of assignments per member grows, all else constant. For example, assume that members can be assigned to any of seventeen different PARC committees,\textsuperscript{27} that district magnitude is two, and that each member gets four assignments. The probability that these two members have no overlap in assignments, assuming a random assignment process, is approximately 30 percent. Increasing the number of assignments to five per member drops the chances of no overlap to 12.8 percent. Further, a simple examination of the combinatorics involved in these calculations shows that much of the weight of the probability distribution function generated by the solution to the problem is tightly clustered around the distribution's central tendency. In other words, with random assignments, we would expect most middle-sized districts to exhibit quite a few overlaps in the assignments for LDP members from a particular district, with very few districts showing either no overlap at all or complete overlap of assignments.

Our test, therefore, is to calculate the probability that a given district will have no overlap under our null model of random assignments, and to compare that probability to the observed proportion of districts that had no overlap. Even with seventeen committees from which to choose, the odds of observing one or fewer instances of assignment overlap drop quickly to near zero with the number of district LDP seats greater than three and average assignments per member also greater than three.

We examined a sample of twenty-six districts, drawn at random, to see how often LDP members from the same district had no overlap in committee assignments.\textsuperscript{28} Thirteen of those districts had no overlap at all, while five districts had exactly one overlap between a pair of LDP members. Thus, for eighteen of twenty-six cases, we observed something—no overlap or only one overlap—that we would rarely expect to see if assignments were in fact random. This finding alone allows us to reject the null hy

\textsuperscript{27} We are looking at PARC bukai, which we translate here as "committees." In addition to the seventeen bukai, the PARC also contains forty-six chosakai (research committees), and forty-three tokubetsu iinkai (special committees).

\textsuperscript{28} Of the thirty districts originally chosen for the sample, four (Toyama 2, Fukuoka 1, Oita 2, and Ishikawa 1) were dropped because they did not offer any basis for comparison. This means that they contained either a current cabinet minister, a holder of one of the top four party positions, and/or a parliamentary vice-minister, none of whom receive PARC committee assignments, leaving one or zero PARC committee members in the district. The twenty-six remaining districts were: Hokkaido 5, Kanagawa 3, Aichi 5, Yamaguchi 2, Miyagi 2, Shiga, Nara, Okayama 1, Osaka 6, Nagano 1, Saitama 4, Gunma 1, Wakayama 2, Kochi, Okinawa, Tokyo 10, Chiba 3, Ibaraki 2, Hokkaido 2, Kanagawa 5, Nagasaki 1, Shizuoka 1, Mie 1, Fukui, Niigata 3, and Tokyo 4.
hypothesis that assignments are random. Of the twelve districts in our sample that had more than two LDP members, three had no membership overlap and four had overlap between only a single pair. These observations strongly suggest that there is some nonrandom process at work to prevent LDP members in a district from having overlapping committee assignments.

5. CONCLUSION

Japanese parties, if they are to win a majority in the Diet, must on average win more than two seats per electoral district. Because each voter can vote for only one candidate, candidates from the same party compete with each other in each district. The problem for the parties is to find a mechanism for efficiently dividing its supporters' votes. The vote division cannot be left to party voters, who would face a seemingly insurmountable coordination problem subject to all of the classic dilemmas of collective actions (Olson 1965). Neither can the candidates commit to a vote division scheme absent any external enforcement since, as in any prisoner's dilemma, each candidate has a dominant strategy to cheat. If the vote is to be divided efficiently, then, it behooves candidates—who, like all players in a prisoner's dilemma, prefer mutual cooperation if only it can be maintained—to delegate the task of dividing the vote to party leadership.

The leadership has a range of options. It could impose some arbitrary rule (like the phone number example mentioned) that would run the risk of being incentive incompatible for voters and, consequently, ineffective. And any attempt to differentiate candidates using ideological or public-goods criteria would, of course, undermine the party label, presumably the thing that defines the group of "party voters" whose votes are to be divided. The LDP's solution to the problem has been to institutionalize particularistic politics. This keeps the party label intact while simultaneously allowing candidates to differentiate themselves through credit-claiming. By maintaining control over the resources available to individual backbenchers cum candidates, the leadership can encourage candidates to indulge their desire to increase their personal vote coalitions and at the same time ensure that same-party candidates are not stealing votes from each other.

APPENDIX

METHODS
McCubbins and Noble (Chapter 5 of this book) defined the following items as particularistic in their data set of expenditures and revenues from fiscal years 1952 (the last budget compiled under the occupation) to 1989:
EXPENDITURE ITEMS
GENERAL ACCOUNT
Prime minister's office
  Science and Technology Agency
    1. Promotion of research into peaceful uses for nuclear power
    2. Science and Technology Agency research laboratory
    3. Science and Technology promotion
Hokkaido Development Agency
  4. Hokkaido road construction
  5. Hokkaido fishing port facilities
  6. Hokkaido housing construction industry
Ministry of Finance
  Ministry of Finance (internal)
    7. Supplement to People's Finance Corporation
Ministry of Education
  Ministry of Education (internal)
    8. National Treasury subsidies for educational expenses for the handicapped
    9. Supplements to private schools
Ministry of Health and Welfare
  10. Maintenance of environmental health and sanitation facilities
  11. Support for the disabled
  12. Welfare for the elderly
  13. Support for women
  14. Support for children
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries
  15. Fishing harbor facilities
  16. Strategic restructuring of agriculture
  17. Agricultural pensions
  18. Silk cultivation and horticulture promotion
  19. Diffusion of agriculture improvement
  20. Strengthening of wet rice agriculture
  21. Sugar price stabilization
  22. Strategic planning of food product distribution
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
  Ministry of International Trade and Industry (internal)
    23. Economic cooperation
    24. Promotion of industrial relocation
    25. Promotion of the computer industry
    26. Industrial plumbing facilities
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology
    27. Promotion of mining and manufacturing technology
28. Large-scale industrial research and development
29. Agency of Industrial Science and Technology experimental research laboratory
Agency of Natural Resources and Energy
30. Measures for underground resources
Small and Medium Enterprise Agency
31. Measures for small and medium enterprises
Ministry of Transportation
   Ministry of Transportation (internal)
32. Subsidies to account of Japan National Railway
33. Subsidies to Japan National Railway Construction Corp.
34. Subsidies for railroad track maintenance
35. Coastline enterprises
36. Subsidies for maritime transportation
37. Stabilization of shipbuilding industry
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
38. Integrated Telecommunications Research Lab
39. Local Telecommunications Administration Bureau
Ministry of Labor
40. Career change planning
41. Labor Protection Office
42. Employment Security Office
Ministry of Construction
   Ministry of Construction (internal)
43. Strategic planning regarding crumbling of steep inclines and related expenses
44. Coastline enterprises
45. Housing construction
46. City planning
47. Work related to stream and river disasters
48. Restoration of streams and rivers after disasters
Ministry of Home Affairs
   Ministry of Home Affairs (internal)
49. Adjustment grants to cities, towns, and villages that are the sites of [defense] facilities
SPECIAL ACCOUNTS
1. Foodstuff control
2. Measures for the improvement of farm management
3. Harbor improvement
4. Airport improvement
5. Road improvement
6. Flood control
7. National pensions

SOURCES

"General accounts data were taken from official Ippan Kaikei as submitted to the Diet by the Ministry of Finance on behalf of the cabinet . . . these documents are the only place listing all expenditures at the item (ko) level (the more commonly known "important item" [shuyo keihō] listed in the Kuni no Yosan and elsewhere are too highly aggregated and subject to periodic redefinition). All figures are on an initial budget (tosho) basis, that is, before any revisions by the Diet, and before any supplemental budgets. The lack of Diet revisions is not a serious problem, since revisions have been rare in the postwar period, occurring in 1948 (before the period considered here), 1953–55, and in two years since the formation of the LDP (1972 and 1977). Moreover, even in those years revisions covered only a tiny fraction of the budget.

Supplementary budgets are also relatively unimportant (in the 1960s the net addition to main budget expenditures was about 4.2 percent, in the 1980s only 3.1 percent), and omitting them greatly simplifies data collection, since in many years there have been two or even three supplemental budgets. Since the composition of items sometimes changes over time, we added and subtracted sub-items as necessary to ensure consistency over time. Generally speaking, we took the item as constituted in recent years and corrected as necessary as we went back through the data. A complete list of descriptions of the item (and other more detailed information) is available on request from the authors.

"Special accounts data came from the semiofficial and widely available Kuni no Yosan; in this case there are no problems of excessive aggregation and inconsistent definition. These are also on an "initial budget" basis. For the fourteen special accounts in our sample we measured only subsidies from the general account, since the overall budgets of the accounts include operating and other incomes not derived from national budgets. The Kuni no Yosan does not provide a summary figure for subsidies, so we derived them by summing the subsidies to each of the subaccounts (kanjo). The transactions between general accounts and special accounts are sometimes complex; in order to avoid any possible double-counting, we never use the two types of accounts in the same equation.

"Economic and demographic data were drawn from the five-volume Nihon Choki Tokei Soran/Historical Statistics of Japan and the annual Nihon Tokei Nenkan/Japan Statistical Yearbook, both bilingual" (quoted from the appendix to McCubbins and Noble, Chapter 5 herein).
The appearance of power: 
legislators, bureaucrats, and the budget process in the United States and Japan

Mathew D. McCubbins and Gregory W. Noble

1. INTRODUCTION

In democratic states around the world, legislatures hold a preponderance of formal, constitutional authority to govern. But formal authority is not always manifest authority. Many scholars contend—albeit not without controversy—that in Japan and the United States de facto law-making authority resides outside the national legislature.

Some scholars allege that the executive has usurped policy-making authority from the legislature. Executive officials in the United States and Japan, for example, compile, revise, and audit ministry and agency budget requests and are ultimately responsible for drafting budget legislation. In addition, legislators in both countries appear to defer to the superior knowledge of the executive upon receiving these draft budgets, accepting executive budget proposals without serious review or revision.

Furthermore, when the legislature is actually able to hang onto its formal authority to govern, this authority has often been captured by subgovernments composed of legislators, bureaucrats, and groups interested in a particular policy. The policy that results, then, is often characterized as irresponsible and disjointed particularistic pandering to interest-group pressure, rather than as reflecting some broadly recognized national “good.”

In this chapter, we challenge both views of legislative abdication. Previous challenges to this view have been limited largely to the U.S. case and, on the whole, have been policy specific in scope and theoretically rather ad hoc. Our approach, which concentrates on the Japanese version of the delegation/abdication debate, is designed to be both theoretically rigorous and broadly applicable. We challenge the “abdication” view by questioning the logic used to explain general observations such as those just

---

1. For a notable exception see Ramseyer and Rosenbluth (1993).
described about legislative–executive relations, as well as the validity of the evidence purporting to support these views.

In Section 2, we show the similarity in the arguments about abdication in the United States and Japan. We then demonstrate in Section 3 that the power of bureaucracies and subgovernments is more apparent than real. Our thesis, spelled out in Section 4, is that the observed behavior of legislators and bureaucrats results from managed delegations by the legislative branch to the executive, and from the majority party in the legislature to subgovernments. Moreover, while this managed delegation may lead to the appearance of executive and subgovernment influence, the majority party in the legislature retains real policy-making authority. Our model stands as an alternative to models that emphasize the appearance of power. In Section 5, we address the central contentions about abdication and question the empirical underpinnings of these contentions. We argue that our model can be distinguished from the simple models of legislative impotence so dominant in the Japanese and American literatures, by virtue of its ability to account for more of the functioning and structure of the American and Japanese political systems (e.g., administrative procedures, the Liberal Democratic Party’s Policy Affairs Research Council [PARC] system of “divisions,” the formal budget processes in both countries, and so forth). The last section concludes.

2. THE END OF DELEGATION

It is widely acknowledged that bureaucratic services are a ubiquitous feature of political development. Weber argued that the bureaucracy was a key facet of the modern administrative state, as “bureaucracy is the means of carrying ‘community action’ over into rationally ordered ‘societal action’” (Gerth and Mills 1946: 228). Similarly, in Theodore Lowi’s view, the rise of “administration” is “a necessary part of capitalism and capitalist society” (Lowi 1979: 21). For both Lowi and Weber, however, bureaucratic administration poses a threat to the individual freedom that is the promise of modern liberal democracy. Weber argued that the people effectively trap themselves into a rigid, illiberal regime by delegating authority to the bureaucratic machine:

The ruled, for their part, cannot dispense with or replace the bureaucratic apparatus of authority once it exists. For this bureaucracy rests upon expert training, a functional specialization of work, and an attitude set for habitual and virtuoso-like mastery of single yet methodically integrated functions. If the official stops working, or if his work is forcefully interrupted, chaos results (Gerth and Mills 1946: 229).

Inferring power relationships between political actors — for example, whether abdication has occurred—from observed behavior is not a simple
task, since we cannot observe people's preferences directly. In terms of government decision making, when we observe a legislature ordering a bureaucratic agency to make policy in a certain issue area and then see that the agency has made policy without further intervention by the legislature, can we conclude that the agency has been given free rein? What else would we have to assume in order to draw this conclusion?

The essence of the abdication hypothesis is that bureaucratic agents can make policy that legislators, if fully informed, would not prefer to existing policy. If a new policy implemented by the bureaucracy is preferred by the legislature to the existing policy, we cannot conclude that the legislature has abdicated its authority, since we cannot demonstrate that bureaucrats have done other than what legislators wanted them to do. Legislators never get something for nothing from their bureaucratic agents, of course—agents must be paid and must be given resources with which to do their jobs. By abdication, then, we mean something more than merely the statement that legislators had to pay more than they would have liked (since this is always the case). We mean that legislators are actually made worse off by the actions chosen by their agents than if the agents had not acted at all.

2.1. Bureaucratic dominance

The thesis of executive domination is that Congress actually has abdicated its authority to make decisions: When setting national policy, members of Congress neither choose policy nor influence the choices being made. The U.S. delegation/abdication literature identifies two kinds of democratic failures. First, Congress has abdicated its initiative and authority on most important policy issues to the president and the executive branch. Second, on all other issues, the majority party in Congress has similarly abdicated its rightful role to policy subgovernments.

The first abdication implies that Congress has no effect on the formulation or implementation of policies of broad national interest and, therefore, that congressional elections essentially are meaningless as a tool for implementing the will of the people. The implication of the second form of abdication is that there exists no central agency that can bear responsibility for the conduct of policies that have mostly regional or local impor
tance, and therefore policy is uncoordinated, often contradictory, and always porcine.

The evidence in support of these claims includes observations that many policy proposals are initiated by the executive and “are not seriously reviewed” by Congress (Sundquist 1981: 12). Further, executive officials make innumerable policy decisions, almost none of which is ever overturned (or even challenged) by Congress. The complaints of individual members of Congress with regard to apparent executive usurpations of legislative authority have also been cited as evidence for this interpretation.

According to this view, a general structural defect in Congress helps to ensure congressional abdication: Members lack the motivation, knowledge, and expertise to conduct adequate oversight (Fiorina 1977). In most policy debates, they defer to the more specialized knowledge of executive agents and subgovernmental actors. These informational and motivational defects, of course, are exacerbated by the general incoherence of legislative activity.3

These theoretical currents flow as well through much of the literature on Japanese politics. In Japan, the executive branch comprises the bureaucracy and the cabinet. As the literature points out, the bureaucracy writes nearly all legislation, which, it is claimed, the Diet barely reviews before rubber-stamping its approval (Pempel 1982). According to the standard view, the Diet itself does almost nothing of consequence. It does not draft its own legislation, and its committees do not hold substantive hearings or perform substantive oversight of the bureaucracy. Further, Diet members seem to know little about the issues involved in most policy areas (Kakizawa 1984). These observations have led many scholars of Japanese politics to conclude that “the elite bureaucracy in Japan makes most major decisions, drafts virtually all legislation, controls the national budget, and is the source of all major policy innovations in the system” (Johnson 1982: 20-21).

Abdication is assured as a result of certain defects in the Japanese parliament. First, bureaucrats are a prestigious, elite group in Japanese society (Johnson 1982: 20). Second, because of their abilities and specialized training, Japanese bureaucrats are said to have a large informational advantage over members of the Diet (Campbell 1977: 42; Johnson 1982: 20; see also Inoguchi and Iwai 1987: 35–36; Keehn 1990; Mat

3. Party leaders in the U.S. Congress are often seen as little more than traffic cops, facilitating the movement of legislation without imposing any programmatic structure (see, e.g., Sinclair 1983: 78–80). A traffic-cop model of leadership underlies most studies of committee assignments in the U.S. House as well. Both Shepsle (1978) and Westefield (1974), while assuming that the party leadership has substantial influence over appointments, argue that the leadership’s goal is to accommodate members’ assignment requests (see also Goodwin 1970: 77; Masters 1961; Smith and Deering 1984: 240).
suzaki, quoted in Ebato 1986: 177; Schoppa 1991). Third, many analysts believe that the bureaucrats are the only actors in the political system who have the incentive and ability to consider the needs of the whole society. Unlike politicians, they consider the cumulative effect of passing out promises to various groups (Inoguchi and Iwai 1987: 35–36, 281–282, 290–291; Ito 1980: 167). The Budget Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, for example, has been dubbed the "guardian of logic" for the way it protects the national interest against the particularistic demands of politicians and interest groups (Kuribayashi 1986: 10).

Finally, it is argued that the bureaucracy effectively colonizes the entire policy-making system by placing ex-officials in top posts in the ruling party, public policy corporations, advisory councils, private corporations, and so forth (Johnson 1975: 8–10, 22–27). About a quarter of LDP Diet members are former elite bureaucrats. Through the end of the 1960s, top party and government posts such as prime minister, minister of finance, and head of the Policy Affairs Research Council were frequently filled by former top bureaucrats.

2.2. Iron triangles

Representation in the administrative state, for Lowi, reverted from the empowerment of majoritarian political parties within the legislature to a process of government by negotiation—a kind of pluralism that recognizes no boundaries between private civil society and politics. Lowi calls this “interest-group liberalism,” in which “the role of government is one of ensuring access to the most effectively organized, and of ratifying the agreements and adjustments worked out among the competing leaders” of interest groups (Lowi 1979: 51). As more and more authority shifted from the hands of elected legislators to executive-branch negotiators, democracy faded away.

Lowi applies his reasoning particularly to the United States, but the basic argument has been applied to Japan as well. Indeed, the popular view in the United States of Japanese politics—of “Japan, Inc.”—probably better fits Lowi’s story than does the popular view of the U.S. government. A central theme in the Japanese literature stresses the ruling party’s inability to control itself. This literature, which parallels the literature on “iron triangles” in the United States,4 argues that subgovernments develop around each policy area, centered around a particular ministry, and composed of officials from the ministry, the interest groups regulated.

4 See, for example, Cater (1964); Davidson (1977: 31–33; 1981: 101–111); Davidson and Oleszek (1977); Freeman (1955); Griffith (1961); Jones (1961: 359); Lowi (1972, 1979: 62–63); McConnell (1966); Ripley and Franklin (1984); Schattschneider (1935); Shepsle and Weingast (1987a, b); and Weingast and Moran (1983).
or subsidized by the ministry, and politicians with electoral incentives to specialize in the policy area (Campbell 1977: 40–42, 123–128; 1984).

In keeping with the depiction of subgovernmental policy making, LDP decisions come out of a decentralized process. The position of the party president (who also serves as prime minister as long as the LDP retains its Diet majority) is weak due to factional conflict and instability at the top of the party (Campbell 1977: 165; Fukui 1984: 422; Sakakibara 1991: 75–78). His personal staff is tiny and he has a difficult time getting other influential members of the party to support him. Cabinet meetings are short, ritualistic, and nonconflictual, serving only to ratify decisions made elsewhere (Campbell 1977: 151; Kishimoto 1988: 80–83; Murakawa 1985: 189–190). The General Council, formally the party's highest standing body, plays virtually no part in the content of policy making; at most it orchestrates the timing and Diet deliberation of some controversial bills. The cabinet has little control over the budget and policy making, and there is no “super budget agency” (Murakawa 1985: 93–94, 99, 148, 156–157).

In the absence of adequate leadership and coordination from the prime minister, the cabinet, or the party's General Council, the individual committees of the PARC are said to have virtually unlimited power over their jurisdictions. As a result, the policy process is fragmented, often contradictory, and always conflictual. Where observers of Japanese foreign economic policy once spoke of “Japan, Inc.,” authors now title their books and articles “The Unbundling of ‘Japan, Inc.’” (Pempel 1987) and Japan, Disincorporated (Hollerman 1988).

LDP participation in these subgovernments comes mainly in the form of intervention into policy making by the various zoku (tribes) based in PARC committees, particularly the standing committees—“divisions”—corresponding to each ministry. The virtually universal assessment of outside observers is that these zoku politicians, while perhaps better informed on the content of policy issues than their predecessors, use that knowledge in the service of ever more effective policy plunder, gathering more resources for their constituents and favored industries no matter what the cost to the budget or to the overall consistency, coherence, and equity of government policy (Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983; Pempel 1987: 146, 150; see also Johnson 1990: 82; Sato and Matsuzaki 1986: 84).

5. Some limited reforms were made in 1968, however, in unifying the budget process to include salaries of government employees and decisions on rice prices (Murakawa 1985: 165). For a reprint of the recommendations on the budget of the (first) Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative Reform of the early 1960s, along with extensive commentary, see Kato (1992: 27–61).
3. THE FOUNDATIONS OF ABDICATION: HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE AND AGENDA CONTROL

As we understand it, the abdication thesis rests on two main assertions. The first is that bureaucrats have hidden knowledge, and that politicians are unable to observe all bureaucratic information and activities. This asymmetry of knowledge is partly the result of bureaucrats’ elite training, and partly a result of their hands-on experience with the details of regulation and administration. The implication, of course, is that bureaucrats can exploit their advantages to misinform politicians and act in contravention of their “orders,” secure in the knowledge that their political bosses will never know.

The second element of the abdication thesis is that bureaucrats exercise agenda control. This assertion stems from the observation that almost all legislation is written by bureaucrats and presented to politicians as take-it-or-leave-it offers. Moreover, it is often claimed that Japanese bureaucrats can circumvent the politicians altogether by means of informal law making (“administrative guidance”; see Johnson 1982).6

At first glance, the assertions of the abdication thesis seem quite plausible. The literature is filled with case studies of failed policies. But the thesis of abdication is much stronger than simply claiming that “we can do better” by “throwing the bums out” at the next election. Abdication means that throwing the bums out would have no effect on policy—indeed, that there is nothing the people can do within the prevailing legal framework (e.g., short of revolution) to change policy outcomes. We examine these two assertions in turn.

3.1. Hidden knowledge

It is quite natural to expect that agents will have some hidden knowledge, such as expertise. One of the reasons that principals delegate in the first place is to reap efficiency gains that come from specialization. For example, sick people hire doctors to treat their illnesses in the expectation that the doctor knows something about medicine that the patient does not. Similarly, owners of sick cars hire auto mechanics.

Clearly, in both cases it is possible for the expert agents to take advantage of informational asymmetries in order to make themselves better off at the principal’s expense. Both doctors and mechanics can perform unnecessary tests or procedures, or even do nothing while claiming to have

---

6 There are actually three necessary conditions. The third condition is that the principal must be unable to make enforceable contracts with the agent. In other words, the principal cannot force herself to follow through on a promise to reward or punish the agent for the actions he takes or the outcomes that the principal observes.
solved the problem. For our purposes, then, hidden knowledge means that the principal cannot directly observe everything that the agent knows, and must expend time and effort if she is to have any chance of observing anything that the agent does. Even with oversight, there may be situations in which the principal is unable to uncover the agent's hidden knowledge (Lupia and McCubbins 1993).

Although in theory informational asymmetries may be quite important (e.g., Niskanen 1971; Romer and Rosenthal 1978), there is little evidence to support the assertion that they actually exist. There are two basic problems with the asymmetry arguments in favor of executive dominance. First, legislators have access to many sources of information and expertise on technical subjects outside of the executive. It is reasonable to assume that the intended recipients of government services (voters and other interest groups) know whether or not they are receiving services, and at what level. To the degree that these constituents can inform members of the Diet of the quality and level of services they are receiving, Diet members can keep accurate tabs on policy outputs and on the procedures that bureaucrats are or are not following to achieve those outputs. In policy arenas that demand a great deal of technical expertise—such as environmental regulation, or economic regulation of utilities, industry, and financial markets—the technical expertise used to define standards and to design and implement regulations most is often drawn from the regulated markets and industries themselves, not from the ranks of career bureaucrats (Lowi 1979; Samuels 1987). Even where this is not true, the balance of technical expertise nonetheless often lies with the private sector, not the bureaucracy, and Diet members have as good or better access than bureaucrats to private-sector sources.

Second, it is not obvious that legislators need to master the technical details of policy making in order to approximate full-information decision making (Lupia 1991a, b). Under most circumstances, legislators need only collect and correlate enough technical information to make effective political inferences, and in the field of making political inferences from data, it is the politicians who are the experts.

7. In Japan, bureaucrats' superior knowledge is thought to be part cultural, in that bureaucrats are elites. This claim requires that voters and politicians disregard whatever information they actually possess about an issue and defer to choices made by bureaucrats.

8. The avoidance of noisy, public oversight processes in Japan relative to their prevalence in the U.S. case (Aberbach 1990) is at least partly attributable to the difference between a parliamentary governmental structure and the U.S. model of divided powers. The constitutional role granted the president in the United States often makes direct, less-public oversight techniques infeasible, especially when the president hails from a political party different from that of the majority in the two houses of Congress.
3.2. Agenda control

The second assumption is that the agent has sole control over the legislative agenda. This means that legislators can neither propose legislation on their own nor amend proposals presented to them by their agents. They may only approve or disapprove changes proposed by the agent. In our taxi-driver example, this would mean that the passenger could not order the driver to take an alternate route.

This assumption is much stronger than claiming that legislators do not know enough about a policy issue to propose amendments to a legislative initiative from the bureaucracy (which is an example of the potential effects of hidden knowledge). This assumption says that legislators are bound, either constitutionally or by some self-imposed rule, not to amend proposals or offer any proposals of their own.

The “textbook Congress” literature of the 1950s and 60s emphasized the power and independence of standing committees and their chairmen, in contrast to the relative weakness of the formal hierarchy of the majority Democratic party leadership (see, e.g., Brady 1973; Burnham 1970; Polsby, Gallahe, and Rundquist 1969; Shepsle 1988). A second literature, arising out of Kenneth Arrow’s impossibility theorem and out of the study of spatial theories of political processes, added further hand-wringer to this debate (Arrow 1951; Enelow and Hinich [eds.] 1990; Gibbard 1973; Plott 1967; Riker 1980; Sen 1970). Without the partisan discipline of political machines to restrict the feasible set of choices or to permit individuals to make credible commitments to coalitions, these literatures suggested, majority-party rule is all but impossible.9

While we accept as true the assertion that in many types of policy decisions bureaucrats have something akin to agenda control, this is not universally true. In the Japanese budget process, for example, there is considerable evidence of active LDP leadership.10 After the divisive ideological politics of the 1950s, Prime Minister Ikeda led the transition to low-profile policies focused on rapid growth in the early 1960s (Johnson 1982: 201–202, 252). In the early 1970s Prime Minister Tanaka normalized relations with China, boosted public spending, and expanded health and welfare benefits. A decade later Prime Minister Nakasone took the initiative in privatizing public corporations and reforming public finance, leading to the elimination of deficit bonds by 1990.

---

9. Since the mid-1970s, however, the intellectual worm has turned. Some scholars have argued that the power of legislative institutions can decline and resurge in generational patterns (Sundquist 1981). Others, such as Brady (1988) and Rohde (1991), argue that the degree to which the majority party acts overtly in the classic, strong Westminsterian party mold varies with the homogeneity of interests represented in the party.

10. For a similar observation concerning the American budget process, see Kiewiet and McCubbins (1991).
But looking for obvious leadership activities can be quite misleading. We would not expect the leadership of a political party to take the party into uncharted policy waters too often. Dramatic changes in policy will be few if the same party remains in power. Instead, collective responsibility and evolutionary change can be bolstered through structure and process.

Consider an analogy. If we were to look in on a factory, we might see a number of workers welding parts together. Other workers might be painting sheet metal while others lubricate engine parts. Each group is acting independently of the others; each has its own supervisor, its own hierarchy, and its own outside contacts. However, if we were to conclude that there is no collective responsibility in this factory—that each group of workers was its own “subfirm”—we no doubt would be wrong. Each subfirm is doing its job in accordance with schedules, incentives, and procedures designed by those responsible for the factory's output, so that the independent actions of the subfirms eventually fit together for the betterment of all of the factory's employees (and owners). The actions of the factory's leadership—management—can be quite difficult to observe, as its actions largely involve setting up and maintaining the structure and process that coordinates the disparate activities of each subfirm.

We observe the same sorts of structure and process in LDP policy making. According to the standard account, the budgetary process in Japan is supremely bureaucratic (Kakizawa 1984; Noguchi 1991:122-123). The Ministry of Finance develops guidelines for how much spending ministries can request. Ministries deliver budgetary requests to the MOF by the end of the summer. The MOF reviews them in the fall and announces a draft budget in December. In the revival negotiations around the end of December, the LDP backs reconsideration of a few of the items denied by MOF (mostly pork barrel in nature), but the amounts are small (about 3 percent of the whole budget) and always stay within the MOF's overall framework. After formal submission by the cabinet, and elaborate partisan posturing and frequent delays in the House Budget Committee, the Diet passes the budget. Revisions are rare (none in the past ten years) and never substantial.

The standard account, however, ignores the numerous opportunities that are built into the budgetary compilation process to allow the LDP to oversee, initiate, and veto. All major policy changes must be approved by party leadership. At the beginning of the process both prime ministers and ministers of finance exert powerful influence on the overall composition of the budget, often calling on *shingikai* (advisory or deliberation councils sure to include all interested LDP constituents) for coordination and legitimation. They pushed toward more stimulation from 1960 to the early 1970s, and for more restraint after the early 1980s. Similarly, final decisions in the revival negotiations that effectively cap the budget process are
made by the top three or four leaders of the party; virtually all new expenditures are approved in the revival negotiations, usually after receiving support from the party's General Council (Campbell 1977: 185, 194).

Between enunciation of broad principles and conclusion of revival negotiations, party oversight is ubiquitous. The finance minister, always a senior LDP politician, oversees the whole process. The MOF keeps a list of interested LDP Diet members for every single expenditure item and tax provision (Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983: 61). Spending ministries report to the relevant PARC divisions before they submit their requests to the MOF, and they keep in constant contact throughout the fall. Within PARC divisions and committees, backbenchers naturally press constantly for expanded spending in their policy areas, but the real decision-making power is in the hands of a relatively small group of chairmen and vice-chairmen (Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983: 18, 22; Sone and Kanazashi 1989: 185). And for all the talk of subgovernments, one of the key criteria by which these committee leaders are judged in the contest for top government and party posts is breadth of experience and ability to overcome particularism (Sato and Matsuzaki 1986: 50-51, 216). On the revenue side, the LDP’s Tax Commission is in control of yearly tax revisions (Kishiro 1985), while rice prices and government salaries are handled separately from the formal compilation process overseen by MOF, making LDP intervention even more flexible.

The LDP leadership thus provides overall guidance and coordination, as well as structured opportunities for clarifying and transmitting the goals and intentions of the party to the bureaucracy. Proposals, particularly new initiatives, must pass through a whole series of veto gates, all of which are controlled by the LDP, so bureaucrats have a strong incentive to tailor their proposals to appeal to the LDP. The Diet and cabinet appear relatively unimportant only because the LDP has a clear majority and prefers to keep real policy-making authority in-house—the PARC as overseen by top party leadership.

Agenda control comes up again in discussion of subgovernments that are one branch of the abdication side of the debate. Subgovernments, much like executive agencies, are creatures of delegated authority. Committees in the U.S. House, while of venerable origins, must be created anew every two years by a majority vote of the membership—and thus, in practice, they exist at the pleasure of the majority-party caucus, which writes the House rules and imposes them on the entire body.11 PARC divisions within the LDP arose almost simultaneously with the fusion of

---

11. Indeed, sometimes committees are abolished. Consider, for example, the comprehensive restructuring of the House committee system accomplished in the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, or the abolishment of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1977.
the Liberal and Democratic parties in 1955, and they exist solely as manifestations of LDP interests. The leadership of the majority party also reviews subgovernmental decisions and holds a veto over the actions of subgovernments through a hierarchy of party-dominated veto gates and through its control of legislative agendas. The full membership of the majority party, in turn, holds a veto over the actions of the subgovernments and reviews the activities of the leadership. These nested veto gates, controlled by the majority party or its agents, establish incentives that profoundly affect the choices of subgovernments (on the U.S. Congress, see, e.g., Cox and McCubbins 1993; Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991).

4. AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW: DELEGATION AND MANAGEMENT

These assumptions impose very stringent conditions on the legislator–bureaucrat relationship. In this section, we will demonstrate in an intuitive fashion that each must hold if abdication is to result. We will do so by demonstrating that the legislature can move policy in a direction it prefers (i.e., can avoid abdication) if any one (or both) of the conditions does not hold. We proceed by assuming, one at a time, that one of the two conditions does not hold (that the legislature does possess policy expertise or amendment power or the ability to write binding contracts) and by showing that abdication does not follow.

Recall that we have defined abdication as the situation in which the outcome of a delegation is, from the point of view of the ruling coalition in the legislature, worse than the existing policy. The implication of this section, then, is that legislators can use policy expertise, control over their own agenda, or contracting to avoid outcomes that make them worse off.

First, suppose that the bureaucratic agency has agenda control but no hidden knowledge (and further, that contracting is not possible). This means that the ruling party knows precisely what choices it faces (the status quo versus whatever take-it-or-leave-it alternative the agency offers). The legislative party logically will reject offers it regards as worse than the status quo; hence, abdication is impossible (Romer and Rosenthal 1978).

Second, now suppose instead that the agency's offer is not take-it-or-leave-it (the legislature can amend it), but that the hidden knowledge (and no-contracting) assumption is retained. Agenda control in the hands of legislators rather than bureaucrats can mean two things. First, it can mean that legislators hold veto and amendment powers over particular bureaucratic proposals, such as draft legislation. In this case, if the legislative party knows anything about what sorts of policies it prefers to the existing
one, it can amend any offer the agency makes to one it prefers to the status quo (such as its own ideal point) and, again, there is no abdication.

Second, legislative agenda control can mean that legislators can choose the scope of a delegation to an agency; that is, how often the agency has to go back to the legislature to ask for more resources. Examples of this aspect of agenda control include annual appropriations bills and so-called sunset legislation, in which an agency's mandate automatically runs out at a predetermined time—so that the agency must obtain legislative approval to stay in existence. Both the Japanese Diet and the U.S. Congress fund most programs on an annual basis.

It follows that a legislature can avoid abdication if it can (1) retain the constitutional ability to amend agency proposals, or (2) uncover at least some of bureaucrats' hidden knowledge through oversight. We turn now to a discussion of the tools that Japanese and American legislators can use to do these three things, allowing them to manage delegations of authority and thereby avoid abdication.

4.1. Controlling the legislative agenda

The simplest management tool available to legislators is the ability to approve, disapprove, or amend proposals emanating from the bureaucracy. No matter who drafts legislation, if legislators can review and amend the draft before it becomes law, they can reject anything that makes them worse off. Thus, any legislature that retains the right to pass judgment on bureaucratic proposals cannot be said to have abdicated its authority.

In parliamentary systems such as that of Japan, legislators introduce relatively few bills; most legislative proposals are instead presented by bureaucrats to the cabinet, which then introduces them as draft legislation to the Diet. Once politicians receive such proposals, however, they are free to change or reject them as they please. One recent example of Diet influence over law making is that of tax reform. The Ministry of Finance introduced reform legislation several times in the 1980s, seeking to impose a general value-added tax to shift the tax burden from corporate and personal income taxes toward greater reliance on taxes on small business. The Diet rejected these proposals time and again, holding out for a tax

---

12. A legitimate question at this juncture—the one asked by the social-choice literature—is the identity of "they" or "them." We are talking here about the LDP, which, at least until it lost its Upper House majority in 1989, has constituted a stable majority coalition in the Diet continuously since 1955. See McCubbins and Rosenbluth (Chapter 3, this volume) for a justification of discussing the LDP as a stable coalitional actor.

13. It may choose not to exercise this authority, but there is a fundamental difference between a player choosing not to take a given action and one unable to take an action.
that better protected the interests of small business, one of the LDP's core constituency groups. 14

In the U.S. system, not only do legislators have final say over the form and content of bills but, further, only legislators can formally introduce a bill. In the course of a typical congressional term, members of Congress will introduce several hundred bills on behalf of the president or other executive-branch agents. During the same period, members of Congress introduce on their own behalf as many as fifteen thousand to twenty thousand bills. Congress may pass as many as two thousand laws in a two-year span, most of which are of congressional origin.

4.2. Police patrols versus fire alarms in Japan

The most straightforward way to eliminate the conditions of hidden action and information would seem to be to institute procedures requiring agents to report whatever relevant information they have obtained and whatever actions they have taken. Every year congressional and Diet committees, regulatory agencies, and executive departments report millions of pages of material on their hearings, investigations, and policy recommendations.

There are costs associated with both the agent's provision and the principal's consumption of information, however (Williamson 1975). If nothing else, the transfer of information deflects time and attention away from other tasks. Best-case reporting requirements would force agents to reveal only enough information to align their incentives with the intent of the contractual agreement between principal and agent (Demski and Sappington 1987). Unfortunately, this is difficult to modulate; that the private sector invests hundreds of millions of dollars annually in the design of information-management systems attests to this difficulty.

A more serious drawback to reporting requirements is the problem of truthful revelation or incentive incompatibility. The agent has incentives to shade his reports or to reveal information in some other strategic manner in order to make himself look good. Employees may discover that energy, skill, and creativity applied to their weekly progress reports pays off much more handsomely than actually doing the job. Even if agents somehow can be constrained to be truthful in their reports, the principal will still not know what they are not reporting. For that reason, principals typically supplement these requirements with what McCubbins and Schwartz (1984) have dubbed “police patrol” and “fire alarm” oversight.

Police patrol oversight includes what we commonly think of as oversight–audits, investigations, and other direct methods of monitoring.

14. Ultimately, the Diet did agree to a tax on final consumption (national sales tax) in 1988. This tax, however differed substantially different from MOF's proposals (Kato 1992).
Fire alarm oversight involves the empowerment of interested third parties—individuals who are not party to the original contract between principal and agent but whose welfare is directly affected by agency action or inaction. An example would be the intended beneficiaries of the agent's actions, such as Social Security recipients or subsidized rice farmers. These affected third parties have an incentive to observe and to attempt to influence the actions of the agent, thus lowering the cost borne by legislators to achieve a given level of agency output. In addition to examining a sample of the agent's activities (or, more typically, the agent's reports about his activities), the legislative principal also obtains information from the affected third parties, who can be expected to report only on agency actions they find disagreeable. Thus fire alarm oversight filters out much of the agency activity on which the principal's interests are being satisfied, and concentrates legislators' attention on the problem cases.

In Japan, affected parties are included in the ubiquitous *shingikai*. The enabling legislation surrounding virtually every ministry or agency mandates the formation of one or more *shingikai*, and many more are formed on an ad hoc basis. Though not legally binding, their reports guide the work of both bureaucrats and politicians. The councils include representatives from affected interest groups, as well as scholars, journalists, and government officials. Often, their composition is set by law to represent a wide range of interests. Four of the five members of the Local Finance *Shingikai*, for example, are selected by associations of mayors, governors, and speakers of local and prefectural assemblies (Murakawa 1985: 176). In other cases, ministries in effect sponsor competing *shingikai*, each dominated by representatives of rival industries. Banking and securities *shingikai*, for example, compete to influence the regulatory framework of the Ministry of Finance (Rosenbluth 1989).

Observers often have dismissed *shingikai* as ineffective, or as nothing more than the mouthpiece of the ministry to which they report (or of the prime minister). They are particularly criticized for failure to represent the interests of the public at large. (Johnson 1982: 47–48). These criticisms miss the point: *Shingikai* are not intended as democratic clones of the legislature; rather, they give groups that are both interested and important to the LDP an opportunity to provide information, make suggestions, and monitor the policies coming out of the bureaucracy. Information and feedback, in turn, allow politicians to guide the bureaucracy to benefit their important constituents.

4.3. Checks and balances

Most of the problems and remedies we have discussed so far have characterized the principal's problem as one of inducing the agent to expend
more effort. The assumption is that the harder agents work, the more they produce. But agents are often in a position to do more harm to the principal than to simply withhold effort; embezzlement, insider trading, official corruption, abuse of authority, and coups d'état are all testaments to this fact. Whenever an agent can take actions that might seriously jeopardize the principal's interests, the principal needs to impose institutional checks on agency action (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991: 33–34).

Operationally, these require that when authority has been delegated to an agent, there is at least one other agent (or the principal) with the authority to veto or to block the actions of that agent. As Madison observed, ambition is best checked by ambition—that is, agents positioned against each other should have countervailing interests. This is best accomplished by making agents' compensation contingent on different standards, for example by rewarding managers for increasing production but rewarding comptrollers for cutting costs.

Checks are equivalent to what social-choice theorists refer to as the presence of veto subgroups. Similarly, the loss of flexibility that checks induce is the same thing as social-choice stability—difficulty in altering the status quo. Several scholars have analyzed the effects of veto subgroups upon social choice, and their major results are generally intuitive. First, the more veto subgroups there are, the harder it is to change the status quo. The status quo also becomes more difficult to change (a) as preferences within veto subgroups become more homogeneous, and (b) as preferences between veto subgroups become more diverse (Cox and McKelvey 1984). Checks inhibit the ability of agents to take actions that the principal considers undesirable, but necessarily retard agents from taking desirable actions as well; security comes at the price of flexibility. The desirability of imposing checks on delegated authority thus increases with the utility the principal derives from the status quo and with the amount of danger posed by inappropriate agency actions.

Checks are less necessary in Japan, given its parliamentary political system and long-term domination by one party. The LDP can delegate to the bureaucracy without having to worry about elected executive-branch officials with incentives different from those of the legislature, or relying on fire alarms to prevent undesired policies. Even in Japan, though, checks can help to elicit information and to prevent abuses. One of the most common and useful is playing one ministry or bureau against another (Johnson 1975, 1989; Rosenbluth 1989). Within the PARC itself, investigative commissions, which cut across ministerial jurisdictions, help check the narrow biases of the individual PARC divisions (Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983: 40).
4.4. Structure and process

Managing agency losses, then, comes down to structuring incentives and choices. The incentive effects of rewards and punishments are universally understood. However, we do not need to see principals reward or punish their agents to know that the promise of reward or the threat of punishment has an effect. Indeed, if the agent has been chosen well and the relationship of actions to rewards and punishments is clear, we would never expect to see the agent punished. That we observe, time and again, executive officials being excoriated before Congress, bears witness to the constitutional fact that members of Congress have little to say about the choice of their executive agents. On the other hand, that Japanese bureaucrats are only very rarely dressed down in public reflects the greater direct control the LDP leadership and PARC divisions have over the choice and promotion of Japanese ministry officials.15

Incentives are also shaped through structure and process. Structure refers to who makes what choices when; process refers to the procedures followed in making choices at each stage. The means to manage agency losses—from reporting requirements, to fire alarm systems, to checks—are contained in the structure and process established for executive decision making. In deciding on new program expenditures in Japan, for example, the ministries, in consultation with the appropriate PARC division members, first develop plans for new programs and write requests for the requisite funding. These new expense requests are then submitted to the Bureau of the Budget at the MOF for review by bureau personnel, the finance minister, the prime minister, and, perhaps, the cabinet. MOF and ministry officials then meet to bargain over the funding requests. If an agreement is struck in this meeting, then the new expense request is submitted as part of the budget sent to the cabinet and eventually to the Diet. If not, then a restoration request is submitted and taken up in what is referred to as revival negotiations, attended by ministry and MOF officials, as well as the minister of finance, members of the appropriate PARC division, the LDP secretary general, the chairman of the LDP, and the executive council of the LDP. If agreement is reached at this stage, then the new expense request is submitted in the budget to the cabinet. If not, then a final meeting is held at the prime minister's residence, wherein the prime minister and the LDP leadership meet with the finance minister to decide the ultimate fate of the new expense request. Again, of course, the full cabinet and the Diet have the ultimate authority to approve, amend, or

15. Recall as well our earlier point that such public embarrassments may do little to enhance the reputation of the majority party in a parliamentary system, where no blame for failed oversight can be conferred upon an independently elected executive.
disapprove new expense requests. At each stage of the budget process, the anticipation of actions at the next stage affects the decisions made.

Structure and process exist everywhere. Red tape exists, in all organizations, public and private, the world over. Public hearings are a major part of many administrative procedures in Japan, and notice and comment are often required. Though Japan has no equivalent to the U.S. Administrative Procedure Act (APA), procedures specified in a number of laws were modeled on the APA and the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (Upham 1987: 59–61). For example, the Basic Law for Nuclear Power (Genshiryoku kihon ho, P.L. No. 186, 1955) was amended via an order from the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) requiring public hearings before siting decisions involving nuclear power plants (MITI order No. 250, 1979). Under that rule, MITI must give all relevant “administrative organs” (i.e., local governments) and the general public forty days notice of a hearing (Sec. 2:1). Parties interested in attending or expressing opinions at the meeting must present MITI with a written outline of their comments within twenty days (Sec. 2:3), after which MITI then determines who may attend the meeting and who may speak (Secs. 2:3–2:4).

The appropriate test of whether delegation equals abdication, we argue, is whether there exists a significant causal link between legislative preferences and policy outputs. A growing number of studies indicate that there is such a link. Budget policy in Japan is responsive to shifts in the majority coalition in the Diet. Calder (1988b), for example, gives evidence that the LDP has repeatedly crafted policy initiatives in response to political and economic crises. Further, the literature on Japanese politics is replete with stories of LDP policy initiatives that were passed over bureaucratic objections, from compensating landlords and repatriates to creating toll roads and earmarking gasoline taxes (Campbell 1976; Fukui 1970: 173–197; Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983: 64). There are also examples of bureaucratic policy initiatives that failed (Johnson 1982: 255–260). In many cases, bureaucratic initiatives are delayed and modified until they satisfy LDP needs (Maramatsu and Mabuchi 1991).16

5. UNDERSTANDING POLITICAL EQUILIBRIUM

To understand political equilibrium, we must first understand what we mean by “equilibrium.” The easiest way to define an equilibrium is by example. In playing a card game such as blackjack, the players adopt

---

16. The story is similar in the U.S. case, where “appropriations decisions depend dramatically upon the party holding the majority in the House and in the Senate” (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991: 194). Different majority parties emphasize spending in different policy areas.
strategies that depend on the circumstances. For example, they may decide that they will take another card whenever their first two cards total less than thirteen, but pass whenever the total is fourteen or more. If the strategy adopted by each player in a game is a best response to those taken by the other players, then the set of strategies is an equilibrium. This implies that the strategies that each player adopts will be stable. As long as the other players' strategies remain constant, each player individually is best off if he sticks with his strategy.

Within the principal–agent game, the agent and the principal will adopt strategies for dealing with each other. The principal might decide upon a rule to conduct oversight at the sounding of a fire alarm; the agent might decide to take one action as opposed to another depending upon whether or not the principal is monitoring.

The premise of the previous section is that we can view bureaucratic–legislative and party–subgovernment relations as principal–agent games. In the first instance, the legislature delegates its authority to take action–to make law–to appointed officials in the bureaucracy. These bureaucrats are acting on legislated authority, using funds appropriated by law by the legislature, and being paid salaries approved by the legislature. In the second case, party committees (or legislative committees) are making proposals and taking actions for the majority party. The majority party establishes the rules of the legislature that create these committees and define their tasks, that appoint people to them, and that define the rules by which the committees' actions will be considered and rewarded.

Having established these problems as principal–agent games, we can examine the conditions under which abdication is an equilibrium and relate these conditions to the things we observe. We define abdication as meaning that the agent has complete discretion over the policy choices and that the principal has no control. This is an extreme definition, of course, as there may be relative amounts of abdication; but relative amounts of abdication imply that the principal is able to influence the agent's choices to at least some extent.

What do we have to assume so that abdication is the necessary consequence of delegation from the principal to the agent? It is not enough to assume that the agent has agenda control and can make take-it-or-leave-it proposals to the principal, as the principal can still influence the agent's proposals by threat of a veto. Nor is it sufficient to assume that the agent has hidden knowledge that remains hidden, even when combined with the power to set the agenda. In this case, the principal can still influence the agent's proposal (and therefore the policy chosen) as long as the principal can write a contract to influence the agent's actions or can select the agent in the first place in accordance with the principal's interests. Thus, to conclude that abdication is the equilibrium in an agency relationship, we
must assume that the agent is a monopoly agenda setter and that the principal is unable to offer incentives to the agent or to learn something of the agent's hidden knowledge.

If these conditions hold, then the agent's strategy in choosing a policy is not contingent upon the possible actions (ex ante or ex post) of the principal.

If, however, the principal can write binding contracts, set up institutional mechanisms such as fire alarms and reporting requirements, or modify the policy proposed by the agent, she can exercise some measure of control over policy. The common effect of each of these tools is that they ultimately affect the agent's utility, causing the agent to incorporate them (and hence the principal's interests) into his calculation about his own move. Thus, in equilibrium, we would expect to see policy at or close enough to the principal's ideal point that the cost of punishing the agent (including the cost in terms of time and money of oversight) outweighs the benefit of bringing policy any closer. We would also expect to see no punishment of agents, no sounding of fire alarms, and no ex-post modification of policy by the principal. Again, this is because the agent has anticipated the most he could ultimately get away with and has proposed that as policy.

In terms of our definition of equilibrium, we see that the players' strategies just described meet the test of "best response" strategies. Given the principal's strategy, the agent is best off not shirking; the principal, given the agent's compliance, is best off not altering policy or punishing the agent.

Returning to actual cases of legislative–executive and party–subgovernment relations, what we observe in Japan lends support to our theoretical approach. The power of the LDP to intervene is exercised on occasion, and the structure and process of policy making is rife with fire alarms that occasionally ring, infrequent policy changes, a few vetoes, and rare punishment of bureaucrats or committee members. The fact that out-of-equilibrium behavior does arise every once in a while is a sign that the informational assumptions of the simple model presented here are usually too strong in practice. The occasional ex-post, out-of-equilibrium behavior by principals, however, is also the exception that proves the rule, and is totally incompatible with the abdication hypothesis. Inaction by the principal does not imply abdication, but even sporadic action by the principal necessarily implies "not abdication."
6. COMPARATIVE STATICS

6.1. Testing the model

In principle, we could extend our model to make it testable. Having defined what an equilibrium is and discussed what things affect the political equilibrium, we can examine how changes in the conditions that gave rise to the equilibrium change it. Political intervention in bureaucratic or subgovernment decision making will be likely in four instances: (1) the majority party is replaced by a new majority coalition with different goals; (2) the composition of the majority party changes, again leading to different goals; (3) the policy is designed to appeal to some central tendency or interest in the enacting coalition, but allows for some wiggle room as it is applied on a case-by-case basis (cf. Fiorina 1977); or (4) the enacting coalition misforecasts the equilibrium bureaucratic or subgovernment response to the structure of the delegation, leading the coalition subsequently to fine-tune the terms of the agency's mandate or procedures. The first two cases suggest comparative statics tests, which would allow us to distinguish our model from the models of bureaucratic dominance (see, e.g., Calvert, Moran, and Weingast 1989; Weingast and Moran 1983). 17

Cases 3 and 4, however, are classes of “out-of-equilibrium” behavior that have no obvious, consistent interpretation in the abdication models. In the case of individual legislators meddling at the margins of a policy to curry favor for their constituents, what motivations do bureaucratic-dominance models offer for why bureaucrats should ever accommodate such demands? We argue that bureaucrats are likely to be responsive to such demands at the margins because they understand that the members of the enacting coalition expect and demand that they be responsive. In Fiorina's terms, “When a congressman calls about some minor bureaucratic decision or regulation, the bureaucracy considers his accommodation a small price to pay for the goodwill its cooperation will produce” (1977: 43).

The fourth case, that of legislative miscalculation, is perhaps the most interesting of the four classes of legislative intervention, and it is the most difficult for bureaucratic-dominance models to handle. Our model of delegation argues that the enacting coalition delegates in pursuit of a particular policy goal. If the structure and process chosen by the coalition—in anticipation that it will be sufficient to meet the goal—is not sufficient, our model suggests that the coalition will seek to modify the

17. Fortunately for students of Japanese politics, it appears at the time of this writing as though the idea of coalitional change may not be such a farfetched one for very much longer.
delegation so as to make the goal achievable. This implies, in many cases, that it will apply additional management tools such as institutional checks, procedures, or reporting requirements, to further modulate agency behavior.

6.2. A critical reevaluation of the thesis of abdication

The evidence given to support the abdication thesis is impressive. Yet, we have argued that this evidence is illusory, that the abdication implied by this evidence is more apparent than real. Take, for example, what we know about the budget process in light of the comparative statics just discussed. As discussed previously, in the Japanese budget process there are layers of veto gates controlled by the majority party that lie between MOF budget proposals and final approval of spending figures. These include PARC divisions, the executive board, the cabinet, Diet committees, and the Lower and Upper Houses; each must express approval. Final decisions on budget increments for the “continuing services” budget and all decisions on “revival negotiations” for new project spending, for example, are made by the cabinet and the prime minister.

Further, legislators can be observed to offer their own legislative proposals, as well as to reject, modify, or ignore proposals offered by executive agents. At every stage, politicians can remand or rewrite MOF proposals. At the earliest stage (from April to July of every year) spending ministries consult first with the minister of finance and the prime minister, then with the chairmen and vice-chairmen of the PARC division before announcing the guidelines for budgetary requests. Once the spending ministries have completed their requests, they show them to the PARC divisions before submitting them to MOF (Murakawa 1985: 137–158; Japanese sources also make reference to “gates”—see Sone and Kanazashi 1989: 183). All of this occurs even before the divisions conduct fall hearings, the PARC's Policy Deliberation Committee considers “important items” (around October) and the party's top leaders make the final decisions in the revival negotiations.

In the United States, even with an explicit delegation of authority to the president as in the 1921 Budget Act (see Sundquist 1981), Congress need

---

18. Indeed, we find a good deal of evidence in the literature that contradicts the impression of legislative abdication. For example, although it is perhaps not as comprehensive in its coverage of policy areas as the American literature, the Japanese literature provides numerous case studies of LDP oversight and policy making in virtually every policy area, including agriculture, construction, transportation, commerce and industry, science and technology, finance, labor, social welfare, and taxation (Inoguchi and Iwai 1987; Johnson 1989; Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983; Rosenbluth 1989).
The LDP's PARC, like the U.S. Congress, almost never acts without a proposal from a ministry. And, after formal introduction by the Cabinet, the legislation finally passed by the Diet usually closely resembles executive proposals. However, it is incorrect to infer legislative abdication or executive dominance from these observations. Indeed, we expect that successful legislation will usually bear close resemblance to executive proposals, regardless of who "dominates" the policy-making process. If executive proposals are to succeed, executive-branch agents must anticipate the reaction of legislators and accommodate their demands and interests. Since they know this, and since making proposals is costly in terms of time and effort, they rarely submit proposals that they expect to fail. This is the well-known law of anticipated reactions (see, e.g., Weingast and Moran 1983, who discuss the disciplinary effect on bureaucrats of congressional committees' "big stick behind the door"; references to anticipated reactions are also common in the literature on Japan, as in Campbell 1977: 126; Murakawa 1985: 104–105; Park 1986: 58). It follows that members rarely make significant changes to executive proposals, because their interests have already been accommodated.

At predictable points, however, there are deviations from the happy equilibrium just described. That is when the power and independent preferences of the legislature are then revealed. This has been particularly true in the United States, with its budget battles and dramatic vetoes and override attempts. In Japan, revision of bills in the Diet is actually fairly common (Iwai 1988; Richardson and Flanagan 1984: 354–356). The LDP's loss of control of the Upper House in 1989 led to defeats or enforced compromises on some bureaucratically drafted legislation, notably the recent failure of a bill to allow Japanese forces to participate in U.N. peacekeeping operations (a watered-down version later passed). We might expect to see more dramatic examples if another party were to gain majority control of the Lower House, only to have to contend with a bureaucracy stocked with agents hired, trained, and conditioned by the LDP. Such examples are lacking due to the LDP's continued dominance of Japanese politics. Only when executive actions deviate from equilibrium, then, is legislative autonomy visible.

Even if it is true that executive agents make uncounted policy decisions subject to only haphazard oversight by the Diet (or the LDP)—and there is

---

19. President Reagan complained, "Every year under the law I submitted a budget program . . . [and] they've put it on the shelf and have refused to even consider it" (Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, October 24, 1987: 2626).

20. The same could be said for any parliament in a democratic system. In equilibrium, we cannot distinguish from the absence of political intervention whether agencies act so as to make their political chiefs happy, or whether they really do act autonomously.
substantial evidence to the contrary—these claims are entirely consistent with an alternative interpretation, under which Diet members, in delegating, actually retain all of their authority over policy making. In this alternative view, legislators agree to delegate areas of policy-making authority to executive agents because doing so allows members to make policy on many more areas than they otherwise could. The Diet then uses direct and indirect means to structure the incentives to which executive agents respond when making policy choices.

This emphasis on incentives and oversight does not imply a return to an archaic and artificial separation between politics and administration. As Aberbach and his colleagues (Aberbach, Putnam, and Rockman 1981) have shown, patterns of delegation and oversight vary across countries, and bureaucrats routinely play a political role. Nor, as we have argued, are delegation and oversight perfect or costless. Our point is simply that bureaucrats act from a script written and directed by politicians and parties.

7. CONCLUSION

Social scientists are inclined to infer far too much from appearances. Social-scientific models of policy making often (explicitly or implicitly) exclude those actors in the policy process who appear to be powerless, and model only those who appear to be powerful. But the appearance of power follows most easily from casual observation and, as such, is often deceiving. Parties in the legislature, we argue, can be highly successful in their delegations and yet appear to be very weak in comparison to their agents. Japanese bureaucrats and PARC divisions seem powerful and autonomous vis-à-vis the collective interests of the party rank and file, but they are overseen by senior members of the ruling party. As Johnson (1982) and others have so long argued, the LDP rarely appears to be powerful because we seldom get to see the party publicly contradicting or disciplining its agents.

But models based on the appearance of power—such as those that we have termed abdication models—are incapable of accounting for even a small part of the interactions and connecting structures and procedures we observe between legislators, bureaucrats, and subgovernments. The explanations for abdication itself tend to be ad hoc cultural arguments or teleological arguments about the connection between political development and the “institutionalization” of policy administration. Such explanations carry the explanatory value of the appearance of power to the extreme, ignoring alternative, more parsimonious models in the process.

21. Indeed, stories of subgovernmental power in Japan and the United States themselves challenge the view that legislators cannot affect policy.
We have presented in this chapter an alternative model of Japanese policy making. Although much of our evidence is drawn from the literature on budgeting, our model is much more generally applicable. In our model, the majority party, in organizing its own decision-making processes, delegates authority to make policy decisions to executive officials and subgovernments. This delegation does not result in abdication, but rather is well managed so that in equilibrium we expect a balance between what legislators expect of their bureaucratic agents and what those agents deliver.

Political equilibrium refers in part to a regularity in the expected behavior of legislative principals and bureaucratic agents, given an institutional context, that is, legislative delegations of authority and the terms and conditions of those delegations. That regularity is itself conditioned on a balance between the expectations of political constituents, the governmentally produced goods and services they receive, and the votes they cast. Hence, political equilibrium invokes a kind of iron triangle of its own, between voters, legislators, and bureaucrats. As long as each actor receives from the others what he expects, given his expectations about the likely outcomes under alternative regimes, we do not expect to see significant change, whether in voting patterns in the electorate, in delegations and their associated structures and processes from the legislature, or in policy outcomes from the bureaucracy.

A well-designed delegation is not costless to implement and regulate. Thus, we do not and cannot argue that legislators get exactly what they want from their agents. Instead, we suggest that, given legislators' goals, delegation is likely to be efficient: Legislators can find no lower-cost means to satisfy their goals, all else constant. Our model has the potential to explain more of the bureaucratic and legislative behavior we observe, including the circumstances that give rise to changes in that behavior. Finally, where abdication models are at a loss to explain the observed structure and process of decision making, our model justifies—indeed requires—structure and process as tools to manage delegation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Government budgets represent a major component of economic policy in all countries. Governments can make and break domestic markets and industries with their influence over the economy, and government spending decisions can critically affect the behavior of other economic actors. The Japanese government, for example, directs more than 30 percent of the nation’s income through the budgetary process.\(^1\)

Despite its importance in shaping the government’s policies and in structuring the economy, however, there has been little research on the politics of budget making in Japan. What research there is suggests that there are three key elements to Japanese budgeting. First, changes in spending are incremental. Second, each agency and ministry, once included in the budget, receives a stable or “fair” share of the budget each year thereafter. Third, once a program is in place, spending on it cannot be retrenched. As a first step in understanding Japanese budgeting and politics, we question each of these three stylized facts. We demonstrate, with evidence we have compiled on Japanese spending for the period 1952–89 (see chapter appendix for details on methods and sources), that these “facts” are largely fictions.

The views of the budget-making process that have emerged to explain these fictitious facts have stressed the weakness of the party that has presided over Japan during the past four decades. The ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) is said to be unable to lead and unable to make tough political choices. It has difficulty changing existing budgetary patterns and is virtually incapable of constraining aggregate demands on the budget; thus it is forced to rely on the bureaucracy and on mechanical

---

1. Of this, 20.6 percent goes through the general account and 10.6 percent through the Fiscal Investment and Loan Program (Kuni no Yosan 1990: 1180–81).
rules of budget compilation. As a result, according to the dominant accounts, the pattern of budgetary expenditures tends to be extremely rigid. It lags farther and farther behind developments in Japanese society and constrains the LDP’s ability to appeal to new constituencies, particularly in urban areas. Our results suggest that it is time to rethink the LDP’s role in policy making.

We proceed as follows. In the next section we review the two branches of the bureaucratic-centric analyses of Japanese budgeting. We first consider the older branch, which argues that the Ministry of Finance dominates the budget process. We then discuss in greater detail the second, more modern, branch of the literature, which emphasizes the predominant role of “iron triangles” in Japanese budgeting. We review the literature on these triangles, or policy “whirlpools” (Griffith and Valeo 1975: 55–56), both from the view that they are driven by ministry desires and from the view that they are highly responsive to the LDP’s zoku (particularistic policy cliques). These two views, we point out, are largely contradictory. In Section 3 we outline the policy expectations derived from these variations on the bureaucratic-centric school and contrast them with program-, agency-, and ministry-level data for the years 1952–89. Section 4 concludes.

2. THE JAPANESE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE

One major theme of studies of policy making in Japan is that the LDP is unable to control and direct the bureaucracy. Tsuji, for example, argues that the Japanese bureaucracy has held a paramount position in the government structure since the beginning of the Meiji period [1868] . . . . In the postwar period, just as in the prewar period, the National Diet and the political parties, though clad in their new, gorgeous gowns, have danced on a stage synchronized by a complex bureaucracy (1964: 92; see also Tsuji 1969).

Tejima (1976: 126–127) argues that this constitutes a sort of technocratic “administrative state” in which the bureaucracy controls input as well as output functions. This view is common in American interpretations of Japanese politics as well: “The elite bureaucracy in Japan makes most major decisions, drafts virtually all legislation, controls the national budget, and is the source of all major policy innovations in the system” (Johnson 1982: 20–21).

In most accounts, four factors are adduced to account for the superiority of the bureaucrats in policy making. First, they are a highly elite group, attracting “the most talented graduates of the best universities” (Johnson 1982: 20). Higher-level ministry positions are widely considered
to be among the most prestigious jobs in Japan. Second, bureaucrats are said to have a near monopoly on the knowledge and skill necessary to operate the complex budgetary system (e.g., Campbell 1977: 42). Even those who focus on the role of LDP politicians in policy matters agree that bureaucrats have a decisive edge in information (Inoguchi and Iwai 1987: 35–36; Matsuzaki, quoted in Ebato 1986: 177).

Third, many analysts believe that bureaucrats are the only actors in the political system who have the incentives and ability to consider the needs and interests of the Japan as a whole (see, e.g., Inoguchi and Iwai 1987: 35–36, 281–282, 290–291). Unlike politicians, the argument goes, bureaucrats consider the cumulative effect of passing out promises to various groups (Ito 1980: 167). The Budget Bureau of the Ministry of Finance, for example, has been dubbed the “guardian of logic” for the way it protects the national treasury against the particularistic demands of politicians and interest groups (Kuribayashi 1986: 10). Fourth, the bureaucracy is seen as effectively colonizing the entire policy-making system by placing ex-officials in top posts in the ruling party, public policy corporations, advisory councils, private corporations, and so forth (Johnson 1975: 8–10, 22–27; Kuribayashi 1986: 148).

While there is something of a consensus that the bureaucracy is in charge of the actual conduct of policy making in Japan, there is considerably less agreement as to which bureaucrats actually make policy, particularly budget policy. The traditional argument is that the budget bureau of the Ministry of Finance has ultimate control. An alternative argument focuses on the tight links between individual ministries, groups of LDP politicians, and interest groups—the Japanese version of “iron triangles.” We will discuss each of these views in turn.

2.1. The Ministry of Finance (MOF)

Several top Japanese scholars have made the claim that the MOF compiles and coordinates the budget and is therefore the most influential policy-making organ in Japan. “Nowadays, Ministry of Finance officials have come to exercise leadership not only over budget compilation, but over the whole policy-making process” (Ito 1980: 159, 161). And in a recent overview, Noguchi argues that despite the increasing prominence accorded to politicians in recent years, “the MOF still controls the essential parts of the budget by various technocratic means . . . . Consequently, political factors . . . play a minor role in budget making in Japan” (Noguchi 1991: 140–141).2

2. This interpretation is also common among journalists and other analysts (Ando 1984). Japanese newspapers' exhaustive coverage of the final stages of the annual budget- (Remainder of FN on 84) compilation process focuses overwhelmingly on the way the Ministry of Finance makes a few strategic concessions to politicians and spending ministries in order to hold the budget together.
These assertions of MOF dominance, however, are difficult to test directly. Knowing that the MOF sets the budget does not help us to formulate expectations about how much money will be spent on specific budget items and programs. We would still need to know the MOF’s spending priorities. It may well be true that the MOF cares more than other budget participants about minimizing the size of the budget, eliminating waste, and implementing appropriate fiscal policies as well as, perhaps above all, preserving its own autonomy and status (Campbell 1977: 111), but it is difficult to operationalize these goals and test the degree to which the MOF attains them. In any case, it flies in the face of evidence that budget deficits are quite frequent in Japan to argue that the MOF is both powerful and concerned with balancing the budget (see Zaisei Seisaku Kenkyukai 1985: 176 for a comparative overview of the ratio of budget deficits to GNP in Japan).

Thus, we do not test the thesis of MOF dominance directly. Rather, we merely note in passing that the recent findings of the “iron triangles” literature imply that the MOF-dominance view cannot be correct, as the MOF cannot dominate budget politics if there is in fact no central coordination to the spending of the iron triangles. It is to this more recent literature that we now turn.

2.2. Iron triangles

A more widely held version of bureaucratic dominance argues that bureaucrats are individually powerful, but not centrally coordinated. Each ministry, and sometimes each bureau within a ministry, is a power unto itself. Responsibility for initial preparation of ministry budgets naturally devolves to the individual ministries and agencies and, the argument goes, it is difficult or impossible for the MOF to scrutinize each item in these budgets.

While many analysts agree that MOF oversight of the spending ministries is weak, the currently dominant view holds that an individual ministry is not so much an independent center of power in contention with the MOF, but rather one vertex of an iron triangle (on the U.S. literature, see Cater 1964; Freeman 1965; Griffith and Valeo 1975). A second vertex arises from a decentralized network of zoku—literally “tribes” or “clans”—groups of middle-level LDP politicians headquartered in the committees of the ruling party’s Policy Affairs Research Council (PARC) (Inoguchi and Iwai 1987; Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha [ed.] 1983). Zoku politicians use specialized knowledge (gained from PARC committee ser
vice) in the service of increasingly effective policy plunder, gathering more resources for their constituents and favored industries regardless of the cost to the budget or to the overall consistency, coherence, and equity of government policy. The third vertex consists of the constituents of the first two groups.

The iron-triangle interpretation of bureaucratic dominance suggests that there is no “responsible” party government in Japan because there is no coordination of zoku influence on the separate policy clusters. It stresses that the reason the LDP cannot exercise direction and leadership over the bureaucracy, and the budget and policy making more generally, is not so much the inherent superiority of bureaucrats as the ruling party’s inability to control itself (cf. Schoppa 1991). As Johnson (1990: 82) summarizes the situation, “The result [of the rise of zoku] was the appearance of . . . the ‘headless chicken’ or the ‘truncated pyramid’—the ‘headless monster’ for short—meaning a Japanese system in which no one [is] ultimately in charge.”

This inability of the party to control itself is said to arise from three sources. First, the recruitment of LDP Diet members is not subject to LDP management and is dominated by ex-bureaucrats. About one-fourth of LDP Diet members are former bureaucrats who thoroughly dominated top party and government posts through the end of the 1960s.

Second, the leadership of the LDP is not given the resources to enforce discipline and to coordinate policy making. Most analyses stress that the party president (who is also prime minister as long as the LDP retains its Diet majority) is institutionally weak (e.g., Campbell 1977: 165; Sakakibara 1991: 75–78), with a minuscule official staff and few institutional tools with which to control party affairs. Further, the cabinet is said to wield little control over the budget (Campbell 1977: 151; Kishimoto 1988: 80–83; Murakawa 1985: 189–190), and there is no “super budget agency” empowered to enforce policy coordination (Murakawa 1985: 93–94, 99, 148, 156–157). Similarly, it is argued, the General Council

3. The weakness and indiscipline of the LDP has been a staple feature of accounts by the bureaucratic-dominance school (see, e.g., Ito 1980: 166–167). But academic analyses of the LDP's indiscipline have taken on more importance in the past decade or two as scholars have come to agree that politicians play an important role in policy making. To proponents of the bureaucratic-dominance view, such as Johnson (1990), the LDP simply supplements a system built around bureaucratic units. Contrast this with Murakawa (1985: 1–2, 116–117, 136, 170–171), who emphasizes that bureaucrats consult their political masters at each stage of the process. There is more agreement over the basic cause of this increase in LDP influence: Political stability and the LDP's long-term majority in the Diet have led to the growth of policy expertise within the party (Sato and Matsuzaki 1986). The zoku are the embodiment of that new expertise.

4. Some limited reforms were made in 1968, however (see Murakawa 1985: 165). For a reprint of the recommendations on the budget of the (first) Ad Hoc Commission on Administrative Reform of the early 1960s, along with extensive commentary, see Kato (1992): 27–61.
(formerly the Executive Council, and formally the party’s highest-standing body) and the Policy Deliberation Commission (the PARC’s executive committee), play essentially no part in the content of policy making (Sato and Matsuzaki 1986: 99; for a contrary view, see Murakawa 1985: 100–101).

Third, the LDP is said to be nothing more than a persisting logroll among a set of special interests. In the absence of adequate leadership and coordination from the prime minister, cabinet, General Council or Policy Deliberation Commission, the individual PARC committees gain virtually unlimited power over their respective jurisdictions (Noguchi 1991: 131, 133; Sakakibara 1991: 53, 69, 75, 78).

3. PERCEPTIONS AND REALITY

The central message of the iron-triangle model of budget politics is that policy is made independently, issue by issue. However, strictly interpreting the logical implications of this view, independent issue-by-issue budget policy making implies that there is no politically imposed overall budget constraint restricting the growth in government in Japan. The only possible budget constraint must arise from the individual preferences of the actors in each policy whirlpool. Each iron triangle is in charge of only a slice of the overall budget. Members of this iron triangle, therefore, can restrain overall budget growth only by restraining spending in their own areas. Since members of any one group cannot be assured that other groups will likewise restrain themselves, it is easy to show that the iron triangles are themselves caught in a prisoners’ dilemma: No set of interest groups wants to slash its spending programs in the name of balanced budgets when others do not follow suit. The implication is that the overall budget will grow explosively.

The adherents to the bureaucratic-dominance view are unwilling to follow the full logical implications of their theory. They recognize that overall budgets typically do not show explosive growth in real expenditures, nor do budgets appear to tend toward absorbing all of a country’s gross national product. Therefore, there must exist some coordinating mechanism that helps these hypothesized iron triangles to overcome the prisoner's dilemma they face. Since (by assumption) there is no enforcement mechanism that impels each iron triangle to stay under a particular budgetary target, it follows that the coordinating mechanism must be decentralized and must satisfy some generally acknowledged norm of fairness, so that it does not create overt, zero-sum conflicts between iron triangles over how overall budget cuts or increases should be distributed. These iron-triangle adherents have further argued that Japanese iron triangles, through repeated budgetary bargaining with one another over the
years, have developed norms of behavior that govern how budgets are to change in each policy area. Spending for each agency and ministry changes only “incrementally” from year to year, and each agency’s or ministry’s share of the budget is stable, or “fair.”

Agency and ministry budgets are then included in a gigantic omnibus logroll. This logroll has been protected institutionally by the creation of government ministries and PARC committees, each out to protect and expand its respective turf and budget. The budget process, therefore, has become increasingly rigid. Competing demands can be reconciled only by relying on precedent and mechanical rules of allocation. If the alliance of bureaucrats, politicians, and interest groups in each policy area is bound with ties of iron, retrenching the budget even of obsolete areas becomes difficult or even impossible. The persistent bias toward public works and the countryside, despite the massive shift of population out of agriculture, has been a continuing theme in the literature (e.g., Noguchi 1980b, 1982; Sakakibara 1991). The pattern extends beyond the countryside, however: “Much of the party’s weight has been thrown on the side of the status quo, protecting programs and ministries which the Ministry of Finance, for one, would prefer to cut back . . . . its net effect has been to diminish responsiveness” (Campbell 1977: 142).

These implications of the iron-triangle model of Japanese budgetary politics can thus be boiled down to three simple concepts, labeled in the literature as “fair shares,” “incrementalism,” and “nonretrenchment.” We discuss and test each of these concepts in turn.

3.1. Fair shares

By far the most commonly cited terms in Japanese budgeting are “balanced,” “fair,” or “equal shares.” Wildavsky (1964) defines fair shares in terms of the budgetary “base” for a ministry, agency or program.

The base is the general expectation among the participants that programs will be carried on at close to the going level of expenditures . . . . “Fair share” means not only the base an agency has established but also the expectation that it will receive some portion of funds, if any, which are to be increased over or decreased below the base of the various governmental agencies (1964: 17).

Campbell (1975: 72, 76) argues that Japanese budgeting fits the “fair shares” paradigm.

Japanese budget allocations do not fluctuate very much. It is as if the new revenues that become available each year are shared out more or less evenly so that each ministry gets about the same proportion of the new as it had of the old. The equilibrium of the previous year is maintained; no “unbalance” is introduced . . . . Balance . . . is not setting an expenditure level by assessing how important a program is to national priorities, how effective it has been in the past, or even how much political support it has attracted.
This balanced outcome, he argues, is most observable at the level of ministries, but also applies to bureaus and specific programs within ministries (Campbell 1975: 77–78). As a norm undergirding interactions among the elites involved in budgeting, it is both a value (evenhandedness, equity) and an aid to calculation (“add together and divide by two”—Sato and Matsuzaki 1986: 161–162).

If the norm of balance is so widely used, however, the problem becomes balancing what with what. As Campbell (1975: 77) notes, “balance is not a tightly defined administrative rule.” One possibility is that budgeters try to balance and equalize the benefits given to different groups, or to the individuals within them. Campbell (1975: 75–76) cites former MOF vice-minister Kono Kazuyuki as pointing to health care benefit levels for different demographic groups in Japan as one example of balance. Evidence suggests, however, that balance across benefit groups does not explain budgetary outcomes. If one looks at the budget allocations for health care and pensions before the reforms of the mid-1980s, for example, the picture that emerges is quite different from the one highlighted by Kono. The Japanese government subsidy for health insurance contributions was 100 percent for the elderly, 50 percent for farmers, 32 percent for the self-employed and workers in small businesses, 16.4 percent for employees of big companies, and zero for various government-sector employees and teachers in private schools. This pattern has little to do with balancing benefits, but correlates very well with the degree to which the groups support the LDP. Precisely the same political logic could be observed in government contributions to various pension programs (Zaisei Seisaku Kenkyukai 1985: 100, 95).

The fair-shares notion expounded in the literature predicts that all agencies and ministries share proportionately changes in the full budget. Thus, if the budget increases by 10 percent, then each agency and ministry expects to receive a 10-percent increase. Such an expectation would imply that a randomly chosen Japanese agency should receive a percentage spending increase equal to the increase for the budget as a whole. However, we found that it is never true in our data on Japanese spending that

---

5 It should be noted that Kono was writing in 1957, whereas these figures reflect the situation in 1985; since then, as part of the broader movement to reform administration—and shift the LDP’s constituency base—both health care and pensions have been rationalized somewhat. The actual allocation formulas for health care in the mid-1980s were in a couple of cases slightly more complicated than the simplified summaries given in the text, but they do not change the overall pattern. It should also be noted that benefits (as opposed to contribution subsidies) were actually lower for the self-employed: 70 percent vs. 100 percent. There was little difference in treatment of dependents, however, and full benefits were provided to the self-employed once costs exceeded 57,000 yen per month. Moreover, even in the various employees’ health insurance schemes, a 10 percent copayment was introduced after October 1984, further decreasing the gap. Kuni no Yosan 1989, pp. 89–90. See also Fujii and Reich (1988).
the percentage change in an agency or ministry budget (from one year to the next) exactly equals the percentage change in the overall budget. Clearly, the “fair shares” argument is not literally true. We therefore need a less stringent test of the basic notion underlying “fair shares.”

An alternative test begins with the premise that random shocks might cause a given agency’s budget share to move away from its usual level, but that the overall budget process is governed by a norm of constant fair shares. We would expect, then, that once the emergency had passed, the budget share for the agency would return to its historic level. If after some time this did not occur—that is, if the shock caused a lasting increase or decrease in the agency’s share—we would be inclined to reject the fair-shares hypothesis.

The empirical problem is to choose a time frame that is long enough such that any shock can be fully neutralized, but not so long that overall budget priorities will have changed. We choose to examine agency budget shares over moving five-year periods (for example, for an item introduced in 1952 we examine the periods 1952–56, then 1953–57, etc.) to look for fair shares. The actual test regresses each agency’s or ministry’s net share (the agency budget divided by the total budget net payments on the national debt) on a time trend. If the time trend is found to be significant, then on average the share for the agency was either increasing or decreasing over the five-year period. This would be contrary to what the fair-shares model would predict.

Thus our test of the fair shares hypothesis is performed by running the regression

\[ \text{Share}_it = C_i + B_i \text{Time} + e_{it}, \]  

(1)

where \( \text{Share}_{it} \) is the net share for agency \( i \) in year \( t \), \( C_i \) is a constant, and \( e_{it} \) is a random error. We test the null hypothesis of fair shares that \( B_i \) equals zero (there is no time trend in the agency’s or ministry’s share) against the alternative hypothesis that \( B_i \) does not equal zero (there is a time trend) with a standard t-test on \( B_i \). If \( B_i \) is not statistically different than zero, we cannot reject the fair-share hypothesis. Since we are estimating the model over such a small time frame, we are biasing the results of the test in favor of the fair-shares model because the confidence intervals for \( B_i \) will be fairly large and will likely include zero.

Before we present our test results, it is helpful to get some intuition for our test by examining some examples of budget shares. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 present the net share of the budget for two ministries from 1952 to 1989. Let us look first at agriculture, a critical constituency for the ruling party. Figure 1 plots the net share of the budget allocated to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF); the ministry’s budget jumped from 11 percent to a peak of 16 percent in the 1950s and then
dropped, in only four years, to 8 percent of the net budget. MAFF’s share of the budget then climbed to more than 14 percent by 1970, before sinking again into single digits (7 percent by 1989).

While the data shown in Figure 5.1 appear on the surface to be inconsistent with the idea of stable shares, our test might still fail to reject the null hypothesis that the overall budget shares are constant for many subperiods because there appears to be little or no overall trend in MAFF’s share of the budget. Figure 5.2, however, presents a pattern of spending shares that would lead us to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that budget shares are not constant. In Figure 5.2, although the budget share for the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) oscillates wildly, it nonetheless evinces a general increas
ing trend (from less than 1 percent to almost 2.5 percent of the net budget).

The evidence in Figure 5.2 foreshadows the findings from our statistical test. We estimated the budget-share trend equation (equation 1) separately for 92 items and 15 ministries in the Japanese budget from 1952 to 1989 (this entailed up to 34 separate regressions for each item or ministry). In every instance we were able to reject the fair-shares null hypothesis that the trend coefficient was statistically indistinguishable from zero, at the .05 significance level. Thus we found no evidence at all that Japanese budgets conform to a fair-shares notion of budgetary stability.

This result is quite intuitive upon a little reflection on the fair-shares hypothesis. The hypothesis states that each agency or ministry garners a near-constant share of the total budget over time. This implies that pro
grams cannot be added to (subtracted from) the budget without a compensating subtraction (addition) of another program, since any new program receiving a nontrivial budget, relative to the whole, necessarily reduces every other program’s share. Further, fair shares implies that budgeting priorities cannot change, either, because changes in programs and the program mix within ministries - - such as often occur - - would make balance difficult or impossible to maintain.

3.2. Incrementalism

3.2.1. Conceptual ambiguities. The concept of incrementalism is closely related to that of budget balance: “Each year most budget items receive a small increment of additional funds above what had been received in the previous year” (Campbell 1977: 16; but note Campbell’s definition on p. 63, which could have very different implications). Conventional incrementalism exercises have asked “Does last year’s budget predict next year’s?” and they usually conclude that it does (see, e.g., Wildavsky 1964). Incrementalism as an analytical approach suffers from a number of limitations. By itself, the concept is vacuous, telling us nothing about budgeting changes across or within spending categories, or about rates of change. If rates of increase were not exactly the same in all areas—for example, steady increments of 1 percent in one area, 6 percent in another area, and 12 percent in a third, as shown in Figure 5.3—budget shares would, of course, diverge quite substantially over time. In Figure 5.3, we simply project the budgets of three hypothetical agencies, all of which begin with equal shares of the overall budget in the first year, but grow at different “incremental” rates thereafter.

Contrary to the expectations in the incrementalism literature, the hypothetical example illustrated in Figure 5.3 is easily matched from our sample of Japanese agencies. Figure 5.4 plots spending (in current yen) from 1961 to 1981 for budget items from the MAFF, the Ministry of Transportation, and the Ministry of Labor, respectively. Spending for each agency started at roughly the same level in 1961, and each agency grew at a different rate during the succeeding twenty years. As a result, spending for the strategic restructuring of agriculture ended up at three times the level of the Meteorological Administration, which in turn was almost twice as high as unemployment countermeasures. It should be obvious from this figure that incrementalism does not tell us much without auxiliary assumptions about when to include what in the base and about the political motivations behind the rates of change for particular budget items.

3.2.2. Tests of the basic model. We can test also incrementalism more formally. If budgets are incremental, then “the largest determining factor
of the size and content of this year’s budget is last year’s budget” (Wildavsky 1964: 13). This implies that last year’s budget is a good forecast for this year’s. The usual test, performed on U.S. budget items by Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky (1966) in pathbreaking work using regressions similar to equation 2 below, is to forecast this year’s budget as a simple, linear function of last year’s budget and test whether or not the coefficient on last year’s budget, $B_i$ is positive and significant. Davis et al. judge that if $B_i$ is positive and significant, then spending for agency or ministry $i$ is incremental:

$$y_{it} = a_i + B_i y_{it-1} + e_{it} \quad (2)$$

where $y_{it}$ is the budget in constant (1970) yen for agency or ministry $i$ in year $t$; $a_i$ is a constant term for agency or ministry $i$; $B_i$ is the coefficient for the previous year’s budget; and $e_{it}$ is an error term.
There are several critiques to be made of this approach. As we have already noted, a finding that $B_i$ is positive and significant does not itself tell us anything about "incremental" budgeting per se. Also, inferring from an estimated $B_i$ that the true $B_i$ is significantly greater than zero, as Davis et al. do, depends on equation 2 being the correct or "true" specification of the model, that is, that there are no explanatory variables left to the error term that also significantly affect $y_{it}$. In a later test Davis et al. acknowledge that equation 2 is not the true specification. Moreover, even if equation 2 did accurately portray the true model, it does not follow that a large t statistic for $B_i$ means that last year's budget is the "largest determining factor" of $y_{it}$. Such a finding merely implies that $y_{it-1}$ has a statistically significant effect on $y_{it}$. The largest systematic component determining spending could well be the constant term, $c_i$. Or, the "largest determining factor" might not be either systematic component ($c_i$ or $y_{it-1}$) at all, but rather the stochastic component of budget choice (the error term).

More important, such a test puts no bounds on the range of $B_i$ for which incrementalism would be supported. Does a $B_i = 2.3$ (implying that the budgets for agency $i$ grow by 230 percent per year on average) qualify as incremental? What about $B_i = 1.5$, or $B_i = 0.6$? Indeed, the range of estimated values of $B_i$ for our sample of ninety-two Japanese agencies is from less than 0.5 to greater than 2.5.

Finally, nearly all economic time series satisfy the condition that in a regression such as proposed, the coefficient on the lagged independent variable, $B_i$, will be positive in equation 2 (i.e., that the series is positively serially correlated; Harvey 1990). Typically, however, we do not interpret regressions on sales of refrigerators or housing prices or income to imply anything about incremental decision making on the part of consumers, producers, or wage earners. Rather, we observe that the economy has grown, which implies that consumers have more income and are able, therefore, to purchase more and better goods. Unless our theory about the relationship between government services and household income tells us that government services are inferior goods (demand decreases as income increases), we have no reason to expect anything but a positive $B_i$, regardless of our theory about how budget makers think, given that we have not controlled for changes in the size of the economy. The simple linear forecasting equation based on last year's budget, therefore, does not provide a direct test of the incremental hypothesis.

The task of empirically testing the incrementalist model is difficult, in part because nowhere in the literature is the full model of budgeting explicitly stated, nor are all of the necessary consequences of such a model discussed. The central tenet of the incrementalist model, however, is clear in a colloquial sense: Budget decisions are "small." Politicians and bu
reaucrats, according to the incrementalists, lack the faculties and resources necessary to make fully “rational” decisions in a highly complex environment. This claim has two important corollaries. First, decision makers facing great uncertainties in the world prefer to change from existing policies to new policy goals only bit by bit, and in ways that are easily reversed. For example, suppose a newly elected policy maker wishes to change the budget to enhance his own reelection chances. The best budget choice to reach this goal is not clear. The decision maker therefore might choose to experiment-to reallocote a small amount of money (or slightly increase or decrease a particular budget item) and see what happens. If things work out well, he then slightly increases the allocation. If, on the other hand, things go awry, he can easily reverse his initial policy choice, since very little has been invested.

Second, to further reduce the degree of complexity that a budget maker need consider, incrementalists argue, he will tend to accept without question most of the existing relationships between budgetary items and programs and most of the decision rules used by the previous budgetary officer to make policy (i.e., standard operating procedures). Hence, the incrementalist policy maker addresses only a “small” number of policy questions at any one time and risks only “small” changes from the status quo in those policy areas.

Thus, we can derive two clear hypotheses from the incrementalist theory of budgeting: First, changes in agency budgets will tend to be small from one year to the next; second, since budget makers can handle only a small number of issues at a time, most budget items will tend to move together in any given year. However, since budgetary changes are subject to a collective-choice mechanism (perhaps in the form of the omnibus logrolling process discussed earlier) where individual iron triangles are responsible for justifying budget proposals in each policy area, it is not obvious why incrementalists would believe that budget makers would be incapable of adjusting budgetary priorities across the board every year. Hence, this form of incrementalism is itself inconsistent with the larger thesis of bureaucratic influence on budgeting. Incrementalist theory cannot have it both ways: Either budgeting decisions are made by a central agent that suffers from cognitive limitations (and hence moves cautiously and “incrementally”), or they are not. If, on the other hand, the individual iron triangles are in a divide-the-budget-yen competition with one another, as implied by the logrolling story, virtually any division of the budget pie could arise from annual negotiations. A strict interpretation of the budgeting-through-logroll thesis, then, implies that we cannot make any predictions about the outcome of the process with any real confidence, beyond perhaps a “don’t rock the boat” kind of prediction, which
would be equivalent to the fair-shares hypothesis that we rejected in the previous subsection.

Nonetheless, the “small” and “few” implications of incrementalism are widely held to apply to Japanese budgeting. We might be able to test these incrementalist claims by collecting budget data and assessing whether or not changes in annual allocations are in fact small and few in number. Doing so raises a number of methodological questions, such as what are the appropriate level of analysis, the proper specification of the dependent variable, and so forth (see, e.g., Natchez and Bupp 1973). For example, at what level of budgeting—ministry, agency, or line item—should we look? The higher the level of aggregation, it stands to reason, the higher the chances that budget policy will appear stable in the fair-shares and incrementalist senses, since many divergent trends for different agencies may cancel each other’s effects on the aggregated budgetary unit.

Allowing that these methodological questions can be addressed satisfactorily, the next question is how we decide what cutoff makes a change small. We might agree that 1 percent is small, but what about 10, 15, or 20 percent? Are percentage changes appropriate when comparing changes in programs of radically different sizes (what if a 1-percent change in outlays for a program corresponds to a change of more than one billion yen, while in another, the same change counts for only a few million yen)? Testing “how small is small” is a hopeless task, in that we cannot nail down a “fair” test that would be accepted widely as addressing the appropriate question.

The basic incremental model presumes a great deal of stability in budgeting. Hence, we want to find tests of the “stability” notion, beyond the results we presented in Section 3.1, where we rejected “fair shares.” The most common stability concept used by incrementalists is the one used by Wildavsky. Annual budgets, he suggests, are composed of two parts—a base defined by the previous year’s budget, plus an “increment,” a deviation from last year’s budget that reflects changes in the world (Wildavsky 1964: 17). To test for incrementalism, we must assume that the changes in the world that influenced budgetary decisions last year are independent of those affecting this year’s increments. This follows from Davis et al., who state that they “have chosen to view the special events of each year for each agency as random phenomena that are capable of being described by a probability density or distribution” (1966: 533). In other words, “we may represent the sum of the effects of all such events by a random variable that is an increment or decrement to the usual percentage of the previous year’s appropriation” (1966: 533). What follows from this claim is that the errors from a regression of this year’s budget on last year’s budget will be white noise—as Davis, et. al. put it, “The random variable
[will be] normally distributed with mean zero and an unknown but finite variance” (1966: 533).

In its simplest statement, therefore, modeling this year’s budget involves estimating a coefficient on last year’s budget under the assumption that the error process is correctly specified (e.g., in equation 2, this requires us to assume that no significant explanatory variables are omitted). What do we expect of the relationship between last year’s budget and this year’s? Davis, et. al. argued that the requests in a given year should be, on average, greater than the appropriation for the previous year (1966: 533). Hence, they expected the coefficient on last year’s budget, $y_{it-1}$, in this regression to be greater than 1. This test differs somewhat from the more simplistic notion of incrementalism discussed above (as described in equation 2), where the incrementalists found support for their hypothesis in a finding that the coefficient on last year’s budget was significantly greater than zero ($B_1$ was positive). But, as we have mentioned, Davis et al. were modeling nominal budget figures, and they did not control for general growth in GDP and the overall budget. Hence their test was biased in favor of their hypothesis that coefficients for each spending item are greater than 1. This bias becomes apparent once we make the observation that there is in general a positive relationship between government spending and underlying trends in the economy. Indeed, they found only two “exceptions” (Davis et al. 1966: 539) to this expectation for a data set including fifty-six U.S. agencies from 1947–63.

But, as Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky recognized, a coefficient greater than 1 in their simple model implies an explosive growth process (1966: 546). It is hard to reconcile the stability of the budget base with the “explosive growth rates” that characterize Davis et al.’s findings. Strictly speaking, if the budgetary base is stable, the coefficient on last year’s budget in a regression on this year’s budget should equal 1. For Japanese budgets in the postwar period, we test the hypothesis that the incremental process is “stable”—in other words, that the coefficient is equal to 1 or that the incremental process is explosive, that is, that the coefficient is greater than 1 as predicted by Davis et al.—against the alternative hypothesis that the coefficient is less than 1. Davis et al. argue that if the process is incremental, then the coefficient must be greater than or equal to 1 (1966: 539). Therefore, if we can reject the hypothesis that the coefficient is greater than or equal to 1, we can reject Davis et al.’s version of incrementalism for Japanese budgets.

We therefore would like to test the following basic model:

$$Y_{it} = B_1Y_{it-1} + e_{it}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $Y_{it}$ is spending for budget item $i$ in year $t$ and $e_{it}$ is some small
(random) deviation from the base, $Y_{it-1}$, last year’s budget. The coefficient $B_i$ is the subject of our test.

However, we can test the incremental hypothesis in this manner only if equation 3 is correctly specified. For example, if there are excluded variables that are correlated with $Y_{it-1}$, these will bias our estimate of $B_i$. We would not be able to interpret the results of such a regression as evidence for or against the null hypothesis (that budgets are incremental). That equation 3 is not correctly specified was recognized by Davis et al. themselves, in that they later estimated a model that also included political and economic explanatory variables in the regression (Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky 1974).

An important excluded factor in estimating government spending would be the general growth in population and the economy that countries such as the United States and Japan have experienced over the past two or three decades. Governments have also grown, both in real terms and as a percentage of GDP, for most countries in the twentieth century. We should expect this general growth in government to be positively correlated with spending in any particular budget item; thus, not including a general-trend term in the regression will result in the estimated coefficient, $B_i$, being larger than the “true” coefficient $B_i$. We also need to include a constant term in the equation. Not including a constant will also bias the estimates of $B_i$ (Maddala 1977).

In estimating economic time series, it is well known that many such series exhibit serial correlation. Failure to correct for serial correlation leads to estimated standard errors for $B_i$ that are too small, leading us to incorrectly accept the null hypothesis that the process is incremental too often, especially when the estimated coefficients are positively biased. We corrected for this by also including the lagged first difference of the dependent variable, $Y_{it-1} - Y_{it-2}$. Like Davis et al., we will leave any other economic and political effects to the error term, as we assume that they are uncorrelated with the included variables (an assumption with which we are admittedly not too confident, but it simplifies our exposition here and, furthermore, biases our test in favor of the null hypothesis). Note that we do adjust for inflation by using constant yen values for budget items.

Thus, we estimated the following equation:

$$Y_{it} = a_i + B_iY_{it-1} + D_i \text{TREND}_{it} + G_i(Y_{it-1} - Y_{it-2}) + u_{it} \ (4).$$

where $\text{TREND}_{it}$ is a sequential counter starting at 1 for the first year in our data set, 2 for the second, and so on for program $i$ (typically, the first year is 1952). This counter increases year by year, mimicking the effects of an annual trend in spending. The data set used to estimate equation 4 is described in the appendix to this chapter. The test is then on whether $B_i$ is
greater than or equal to 1 (the incremental model) or, alternatively, less than 1.6

In this estimation, under the null hypothesis that the process is incremental, the distribution of the test statistic on $B_i$ (the usual t-statistic from an OLS regression) does not have a student’s t distribution because, fundamentally, the process assumed by Davis et al. is explosive—that is, the errors from the regression have infinite variance. Instead of a simple t-test, therefore, we employed a Dickey–Fuller test (Dickey and Fuller 1979; see also Fuller 1976; MacKinnon 1991). This test statistic has a distribution that accounts for the infinite variance of the errors (if the null hypothesis is true that the underlying process is nonstationary, i.e., $B_i$ is greater than or equal to one). Coincidentally, this test statistic also biases the test results in favor of the null hypothesis, that is, toward finding that the process is incremental (Simms 1988).

We found that we can reject the null hypothesis that $B_i$ is greater than or equal to 1 for more than 90 percent of the cases in our data set (for 99 of 108 Japanese budget items over the period 1952 to 1989, the coefficients were positive, but less than 1). Given the results of this test, we find almost no evidence for the Davis et al. incrementalism hypothesis for Japanese budgeting. Given that Japan has a parliamentary system, and that a single party (the LDP) has dominated postwar Japanese politics, Japan should have been one of the strongest cases for the incrementalism theory. Hence, our results also suggest that the incrementalist budgeting theory may have little utility.

3.2.3. Testing piece-wise incrementalism. Not satisfied that these results will completely convince adherents to the incrementalist approach, we conducted yet another test of incrementalism. Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky argue that if budgeting is incremental, changes in agency budgets will tend to be “smooth.” This means that the budgeting rule used to determine year-by-year changes for an individual agency does not itself change from year to year. In other words, the budget base is stable even though there may be large deviations from year to year in an agency’s budget. Thus Davis et al. imply that for most agencies a single, linear regression line will well fit the entire data series—that is, that there are no kinks or discontinuities in the spending trend for the agency. Recognizing that this claim is testable, Davis et al. conducted a test for structural breaks by dividing each agency time series into two parts (breaking at “the

---

6. Equation 5 is really just the test for a unit root in the series $Y_t$, which has been studied extensively in the econometrics literature. See White (1980), MacKinnon and White (1985), and MacKinnon (1991) for a thorough review of the problems associated with such tests and for more accurate tables for the distribution of the test statistic.
probable year of change”; Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky 1966: 547), fitting a separate regression line to each part. They then used Chow’s F-statistic to test whether or not the regression lines for the two parts were significantly different. In their simple case with only a single regressor, the test tells whether or not the coefficient on the single explanatory variable is significantly different for the two subperiods. They reported for their U.S. budget data set that “a substantial majority of cases fall into the not temporally stable and temporally unstable categories” (Davis, Dempster, and Wildavsky: 538).

Although this in itself is evidence against the incrementalist hypothesis, Davis et al. interpreted their results as indicating something akin to piecewise incrementalism. They argued that the breaks they observe often can be explained by referring to “political” events (1966: 540–543). While budget making is disturbed occasionally by exogenous events, between shocks it reverts to a characteristically “incremental” process. Of course, this implies that their original model was misspecified, and that incrementalism is at best only part of the story.

Our intent here is not to critique Davis et al. Their work provided a great advance for the field of budgetary studies in the 1960s. We return again to what they said and how they tested their model because they present the clearest statement of the incrementalist model of any we have found in the literature. We agree that a test of incrementalism should look for structural breaks (Davis et al.’s “shift points”) in the estimation of agency spending parameters. The incrementalist model, strictly speaking, predicts that there should be no structural breaks. Apparently, one structural break per decade is not enough to get those who have put forth the incremental model to reject that model. We are willing to accept the Davis et al. hypothesis of piecewise stability and test for it. The piecewise incremental hypothesis, therefore, is simply that there will not be more than one structural break per decade per agency. The alternative hypothesis is that structural breaks occur more often than once in ten years.

Testing this is not as simple as running a regression for two time periods and using a Chow statistic to test whether the estimated parameters differ significantly. This test is appropriate only when the “shift point” is known (Beck 1983). An alternative method is provided by Brown, Durbin, and Evans (1975). The idea behind this test is to estimate the regression for some subperiod and use the results of that regression to forecast the next year’s budget. If there are no structural breaks, the forecasts should be “good;” that is, the forecast errors will be statistically small. Conversely, if a structural break occurs in the year being forecast, the error will be large. The statistic suggested by Brown et al., called CUMSUMSQ, resolves the problems that invalidate the Chow test when the “shift point” is not
known a priori. Basically we are looking to see if the test statistic stays within upper and lower bounds derived by Brown et al. (for statistical tables, see Harvey 1990; for a discussion of the test, see also Beck 1983). Examples of the test statistic and the Brown, Durbin, and Evans upper and lower bounds are given in the following two figures.

In Figure 5.5, we show an example of a program for which there were no significant structural breaks, “Expenditure for Atomic Bomb Victims.” At no point in the series did the CUMSUMSQ statistic exceed its upper or lower bound (denoted by parallel lines in the figure). In Figure 5.6, we show a similar figure for the much-studied Ministry of Finance. In contrast to the “Expenditure for Atomic Bomb Victims” program, MOF expenditures failed the CUMSUMSQ test for most years, including every year from 1962 to 1983.

Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on your patience), we cannot present graphs for all 107 agencies for which we conducted the test. Therefore, we simply summarize the results of the CUMSUMSQ test. We found that the vast majority of the cases show clear evidence of multiple structural breaks each decade in the budget time series: 85 of 107 agencies or programs showed three or more statistically significant structural breaks. Of the remaining twenty-two cases, seven had one or two statistically significant breaks. Thus, again, very few of the Japanese budgetary items we examined exhibited the fundamental characteristics that would allow us to accept the hypothesis that they were generated by an incremental process. Here too, then, our results indicate that we can, with a high degree of confidence, reject the incrementalist budgeting model for Japan.

3.3. Nonretrenchment

The third basic concept in the existing literature on Japanese budgeting is the difficulty of retrenchment: imposing cutbacks on existing beneficiaries of budget programs, particularly when those beneficiaries are strong supporters of the LDP. Even Calder, who argues that political choice and responsiveness shapes budgetary outcomes, says that pressure groups exercise “near veto power over change in entitlement programs” (1988b: 375). If some programs are allowed to grow faster than average under a fixed total budget, others necessarily are squeezed.

7. The CUMSUMSQ statistic for each agency is a vector with T elements (one for each subperiod, starting from year k+1, where k is the number of parameters in the model) calculated as follows: for each subperiod (1, . . . , t), we calculated and summed a series of forecast errors (first forecasting the t_{k}^{th} observation based on having observed periods 1 through t_{k–1}, then adding t_{k} to the observed data and forecasting t_{k+1}, and so forth up to year t. That sum is then divided by the sum of forecast errors for the same iterative process for the entire period through year T.

8. We dropped one item because its time series was too short for our test.
Cutting existing benefits and entitlements is difficult in any democracy, of course. The evidence from our detailed study of budgetary outcomes suggests that it is no more difficult in Japan than elsewhere. Indeed, it appears that it may even be easier: From the end of the 1970s, when the budget deficit suddenly expanded, the LDP in fact cut back on the benefits supplied to several old support groups as it worked to bring the budget deficit under control and diversify its constituency base.

Spending on public works was cut drastically in the 1980s, even though this hurt building contractors, who had become a crucial source of electoral support for the politicians of the ruling party (see, e.g., Curtis 1988: 69–70). From a peak of 16.9 percent in 1979, the share of the general account budget going to public works was cut nearly in half, declining to 9.9 percent by 1990 (Zaisei Tokei 1990: 208–217). Noguchi’s seemingly ad hoc explanation that “politicians are more interested in the geographical allocation of the public works budget than in its total size” (Noguchi 1991: 136–137) is of no solace to the politician who cannot get a dam or old folks’ home built in his or her district because some other politician has received the only project available.9

Other examples of cutbacks abound. For instance, agricultural price supports were reduced beginning in the late 1970s (Noguchi 1991: 136; but see also, Kuni no Yosan 1986: 920; 1989: 908, 916; cf. Curtis 1988: 58); the level of central-to-local government subsidies was drawn down throughout the eighties (Kuni no Yosan 1989: 244–245; Zaisei Seisaku Kenkyukai 1991: 111, 121); and increases in government spending on health care and pensions lagged behind the growth in eligible beneficiaries (Fujii and Reich 1988; Kuni no Yosan 1989: 98; Reich 1990; Zaisei Seisaku Kenkyukai 1985: 95; and see, in general, Noguchi 1991).

The argument that politics made cutting of benefits to old programs and beneficiaries impossible while economic and demographic factors alone explain increased spending is untenable. As we have seen, many policy changes have been made, including cuts and shifts in the costs and benefits of programs. Nor are economic and demographic effects, important though they are in all countries, automatically translated into outcomes: A number of efforts have been made to counteract the effects of Japan’s aging population, and more will undoubtedly be made in the future. Japanese budget makers can change programs, and are able to retrench even in the face of opposition.10

---

9. It should be noted that the experience of the 1980s also contradicts Noguchi’s earlier (1979, 1980a) arguments that public works expenditures are allocated in an apolitical way to optimize social-overhead capital and counteract business cycles.

10. While Noguchi’s (1991) argument that retrenchment is well-nigh impossible in Japan is untenable, he is on target in pointing out that much of the reduction in the deficit in the 1980s came about through increases in corporate and individual income taxes and social (Remainder of FN on 106) security contribution rates. These are hardly apolitical acts, however, and the ability of the LDP leadership to resist tax-cutting pressures from backbenchers and interest groups has been notable. See Muramatsu and Mabuchi (1991).
It is worth noting that successful retrenchment is not just a novel phenomenon made possible by the administrative reform movement of the 1980s. Despite the prognostications of the iron-triangles model, retrenchment has been a common occurrence in Japanese budgeting. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 offer two examples of agencies whose budgets (in constant 1970 yen) have been retrenched at least twice each. In Figure 5.7, we show that the Natural Resources and Energy Agency in MITI was cut severely in the early 1970s and then again in the 1980s. The budget for the Ministry of Construction, illustrated in Figure 5.8, shows a similar pattern.
Evidence of retrenchment can be found even well before the 1970s. Sixty-four of the items in our sample of Japanese agencies and ministries had their budgets cut in the 1950s. Many of these agencies and ministries were scaled back for several years in a row. For example, personnel supply management in the Defense Facilities Administration Agency was cut in 1954, 1955, 1956, 1958, and 1959. Spending for weapons and vehicles in the Defense Agency was cut in 1954 and from 1957 to 1959. The MOF itself was scaled back from 1954 to 1956; agricultural promotion in MAFF was retrenched in each year from 1956 to 1958; and subsidies for maritime transport were cut every year from 1955 to 1958. Similar cutbacks occurred in the sixties, and in the 1970s, 84 items of 110

---

11 All comparisons refer to 1970 constant yen amounts.
in our sample were cut at least once. Moreover, almost every item in our sample was retrenched year after year in the eighties. The cuts were most widespread and steepest between 1983 and 1986, showing the very real impact of the administrative reform movement.

4. CONCLUSION

Existing accounts of the Japanese budgetary process stress the inability of the LDP to make political choices, especially its inability or unwillingness to impose burdens on existing constituents. In some accounts, the main sources of resistance are the elite bureaucracies, either the Ministry of Finance or an alliance of it with spending ministries.

Many accounts of the budget process stress that the Ministry of Finance plays the central role in budget-making decisions. We made little effort in this chapter to test the claim of MOF dominance since, in its usual form, the argument is almost impossible to falsify. It is undeniably true that MOF has been delegated many budget-making functions and duties. If some policy is enacted over the opposition of particular politicians or subgovernments, it is easy to claim that MOF is responsible.

An examination of the degree to which the MOF has been able to enact its key preferences, however, provides a better handle on this question. The MOF is said to have resisted the trend toward ever-increasing deficit spending from 1965 to the late 1970s; yet it failed. It tried to persuade the LDP to introduce a new value-added tax in 1979; again, it failed. A resurrected VAT was then watered down into the consumption tax under further electoral pressure, finally achieving passage in 1989. And the defense and foreign aid budgets increased rapidly in the 1980s, despite MOF conservatism.

Further, the MOF-dominance thesis gives us little insight into the timing of various policy changes. The MOF strove throughout the 1980s to reduce the issuance of bonds, yet the deficit-reduction account decreased in the mid-1980s before increasing in the late 1980s. In some years strong tax receipts led to large supplementary budgets; in other years, the extra revenue was used to retire government bonds. It is difficult to explain these differences by looking at the MOF alone.

This is not to say that the MOF never wins any battles; clearly, it does win some. But if subgovernments (spending ministries backed by interest groups and rank-and-file politicians) sometimes lose the battle for budgetary resources to the MOF, it may behoove us to ask why. The Ministry of Finance is clearly a crucial player in the budgetary system, but it does not act on its own, and it is not free to follow its own objectives at the expense of the goals of the ruling party, whether particularistic or collective. It is
the LDP, through its parliamentary majorities, that has the constitutional authority and the electoral incentive to govern budget making.

Particularly in recent years, the dominant interpretation of Japanese policy making has stressed the strength and resilience of subgovernments, or iron triangles, of bureaucrats, politicians, and interest groups in each policy area. These subgovernments, it is said, tenaciously resist efforts to impose spending limits or coordinate policy across subgovernmental boundaries. Given the absence of political leadership and coordination, the only way to write the budget has been to rely on various mechanical rules—balanced budgets, equal shares, zero ceilings—whether imposed by the MOF or the administrative reform movement. Nobody actually makes choices: Only inertia, mechanical rules, economic fluctuations, and demographic trends can explain how the budget is made.

These explanations, however, “explain” the wrong outcomes. Closer examination of Japanese budgetary expenditures and related policies reveals that changes in items, programs, and shares are much more dynamic than existing accounts allow. Clearly, as Campbell (1977) and others have shown, politicians, bureaucrats, and interest groups form subgovernments in Japan just as they do in the United States and elsewhere. Such specialization is rational and understandable. The crucial question is whether the triangles are really made of iron. Our evidence on the Japanese budget suggests not. We tested a variety of “stability” notions, including fair-shares budgeting, incremental budgeting, and the rule of nonretrenchment, that we drew from the existing literature on Japan. In each case, we were able to reject soundly the stable-budgeting hypotheses.

Existing explanations for Japanese budgeting, therefore, cannot account for the dynamism we have found in the budgetary data. The most promising avenue for such a new approach is to reexamine the influence of party politics. Recent work by Calder (1988b) on the way the LDP has historically paid off valued constituents whenever it gets into electoral trouble; by Kohno and Nishizawa (1990) on the timing of public works projects; and by Mabuchi (1989) on the impact of the partisan composition of the Diet on budget expenditures, all suggest that politics and partisan influences exert a major impact on budget outcomes in Japan.

Of course parties try to help their constituents. To do so, they seek to acquire and allocate governmental resources. And, of course, policy making is messy and conflictual. That does not mean, however, that choice and leadership are impossible. If it did, it would be difficult to explain how the LDP has remained in power as long as it has, and how it managed the transition from the political decline and budgetary chaos of the 1970s to the austerity, fiscal reconstruction, and political recovery of the 1980s. The important issue is how parties balance their diverse constituencies,
conflicting demands for particularistic and collective goods, the desires of various groups for spending versus popular resistance to taxation, and so forth. To go beyond the current myths about the Japanese budgetary process requires a model of party organization that incorporates these tensions.

Appendix

METHODS

We selected data to cover two major flows of funds in the complex Japanese budgetary system: expenditures in the general account, which is funded by tax and bond revenues, and subsidies to the various special accounts from the general account.

In selecting individual items, whether items in the general accounts (kō), or special accounts receiving subsidies from the general account, we followed the following principles: (1) In order to ensure statistical robustness, we eliminated item, special accounts, or public agencies covering less than ten consecutive years; most items existed throughout the whole period, or started in the 1950s or 1960s and then continued through 1989. (2) We picked at least one item from each ministry or agency; for most ministries we picked between four and ten items. (3) We tried to include virtually all of the major spending items in the budgets, as well as a sample of medium-sized and smaller items. (4) We tried to include a broad range of substantive types, including some items that are clearly public in nature (Board of Audit, Meteorological Agency, national pensions), others that seem to be “pork barrel” in nature (Hokkaido fishing port facilities, industrial plumbing facilities), and some “semipublic goods” in between (industrial relocation promotion, career change planning).

The number of items in the annual general account budget has ranged from 400 to 500, increasing somewhat over time; in 1986, for example, the number was 484. Our sample of eighty-eight individual items thus accounted for about one-fifth of all items. The total spending accounted for by our item was nearly 100 percent of total general account spending in 1986.

In the time period we studied, sixty-two separate special accounts appeared; twelve either lasted less than ten years (most less than five) or were transferred to other accounts, leaving fifty long-lived accounts. The special accounts are extremely diverse, and many are essentially accounting conventions. Our sample covers fourteen of the more substantively important special accounts, including six of the thirteen special accounts with gross expenditures greater than one trillion yen in 1991.
SOURCES

General Account data are taken from the basic official *Ippan Kaikei* documents as submitted to the Diet by the Ministry of Finance on behalf of the cabinet. These documents are highly detailed (850–900 pages each) and hard to acquire. To our knowledge, no previous academic study of the Japanese budget has used these primary documents. These documents offer a crucial advantage over all other sources: They are the only account of all expenditures at the item (*ko*) level (the more commonly known “important item” [*Shuyo Keihi*] listed in the *Kuni no Yosan* and elsewhere are too highly aggregated and subject to periodic redefinition). All figures are on an initial budget (*tosho*) basis, that is, before any revisions by the Diet, and before any supplemental budgets. The lack of Diet revisions is not a serious problem, since revisions have been rare in the postwar period: 1948 (before the period considered here), 1953–55, and two years since the formation of the LDP (1972 and 1977). Moreover, even in those years, revisions affected only a tiny fraction of the budget. Supplementary budgets are also relatively unimportant (in the 1960s the net addition to main budget expenditures was about 4.2 percent, in the 1980s only 3.1 percent), and omitting them greatly simplifies data collection, since in many years there have been two or even three supplemental budgets. Since the composition of items sometimes changes over time, we added and subtracted subitems as necessary to ensure consistency over time. Generally speaking, we took the item as constituted in recent years and corrected as necessary as we went back through the data. A complete list of descriptions of the item (and other more detailed information) is available on request from the authors.

Special Accounts data come from the semiofficial and widely available *Kuni no Yosan*; in this case there are no problems of excessive aggregation and inconsistent definition. These are also on an “initial budget” basis. For the fourteen special accounts in our sample we measured only subsidies from the general account, since the overall budgets of the accounts include operating and other incomes not derived from national budgets. *Kuni no Yosan* does not provide a summary figure for subsidies, so we derived them by summing the subsidies to each of the subaccounts (*kanjo*). The transactions between general accounts and special accounts are sometimes complex; in order to avoid any possible double-counting, we never use the two types of accounts in the same equation. Economic and demographic data come from the five-volume *Nihon Choki Tokei Soran/Historical Statistics of Japan* and the annual *Nihon Tokei Nenkan/Japan Statistical Yearbook*, both bilingual.
EXPENDITURE ITEMS

GENERAL ACCOUNT
* Total Expenditures
A. Imperial Household
B. Diet
  1. House of Representatives
  2. House of Councillors
C. Court of Justice
D. Board of Audit
E. Cabinet
F. Prime minister’s office
  Management and Coordination Agency
    1. Pensions (veterans; also MPs and government officials)
  Hokkaido Development Agency
    2. Hokkaido road construction
    3. Hokkaido fishing port facilities
    4. Hokkaido housing construction industry
Defense Agency
  5. Weapons and vehicles
  6. Aircraft
  7. Shipbuilding
  8. Facilities maintenance
  9. Research and development
Defense Facilities Administration Agency
  10. Facilities operation and related expenses
  11. Personnel supply management
Science and Technology Agency
  12. Promotion of research into peaceful uses for nuclear power
  13. Science and Technology Agency research laboratory
  14. Science and technology promotion
Okinawa Development Agency
  15. Okinawa education promotion
National Land Agency
  16. Coordination of national comprehensive land development
G. Ministry of Justice
  Justice Agency
    1. Office of Administrative Reform
H. Ministry of Foreign Affairs
  Ministry of Foreign Affairs (internal)
    1. Economic cooperation
    2. International allotments and other expenditures
    3. Operating expenses for international cooperation organizations
I. Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Finance (internal)
1. Economic cooperation
2. Supplement to People’s Finance Corporation
3. Ministry of Finance (internal)

National Tax Administration
4. Tax Administration Office

J. Ministry of Education
Ministry of Education (internal)
1. National treasury subsidies for educational expenses for the handicapped
2. Promotion of school education
3. Maintenance of public educational facilities
4. Scholarship expenses
5. Supplements to private schools
6. Science promotion

K. Ministry of Health and Welfare
Ministry of Health and Welfare (internal)
1. Research and development
2. Expenditure for atomic bomb victims
3. Public health and sanitation
4. Lifestyle protection
5. Support for the disabled
6. Welfare for the elderly
7. Support for women
8. Support for children
9. National supplement to Social Insurance Fund
10. Subsidy to National Health Insurance Plan
11. Aid to bereaved families and families of internees
12. Maintenance of environmental health and sanitation facilities

L. Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (Internal)
1. Agricultural promotion
2. Strategic restructuring of agriculture
3. Agricultural pensions
4. Silk cultivation and horticulture promotion
5. Diffusion of agriculture improvement
6. Strengthening of wet rice agriculture
7. Promotion of animal husbandry
8. Sugar price stabilization
9. Strategic planning of food product distribution

Forestry Agency
10. Promotion of forestry
Fisheries Agency
  11. Promotion of fisheries
  12. Fishing harbor facilities

M. Ministry of International Trade and Industry
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (internal)
  1. Economic cooperation
  2. Promotion of industrial relocation
  3. Promotion of the computer industry
  4. Industrial plumbing facilities

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology
  5. Promotion of mining and manufacturing technology
  6. Large-scale industrial research and development
  7. Agency of Industrial Science and Technology Experimental Research Laboratory

Agency of Natural Resources and Energy
  8. Measures for underground resources

Small and Medium Enterprise Agency
  9. Measures for small and medium enterprises

N. Ministry of Transportation
Ministry of Transportation (internal)
  1. Subsidies to account of Japan National Railway
  2. Subsidies to Japan National Railway Construction Corp.
  3. Subsidies for railroad track maintenance
  4. Coastline enterprises
  5. Subsidies for maritime transportation
  6. Office of meteorological administration
  7. Stabilization of shipbuilding industry
  8. Promotion of employment for deckhands

O. Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
Integrated Telecommunications Research Lab
  1. Integrated Telecommunications Research Lab
Local Telecommunications Administration Bureau
  2. Local Telecommunications Administration Bureau

P. Ministry of Labor
Ministry of Labor (internal)
  1. Unemployment countermeasures
  2. Career change planning
Labor Protection Office
  3. Labor Protection Office
Employment Security Office
  4. Employment Security Office

Q. Ministry of Construction
Ministry of Construction (internal)
1. Strategic planning regarding crumbling of steep inclines and related expenses
2. Coastline enterprises
3. Housing construction
4. City planning
5. Work related to stream and river disasters
6. Restoration of streams and rivers after disasters

R. Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Home Affairs (internal)
1. Subsidies for principal and interest on local debt
2. Subsidies to cities, towns, and villages that are the sites of nationally owned and operated facilities
3. Adjustment grants to cities, towns, and villages that are the sites of [defense] facilities

SPECIAL ACCOUNTS
1. National Forest Service
2. National land improvement
3. Harbor improvement
4. Airport improvement
5. Road improvement
6. Flood control
7. Welfare insurance
8. Sailor’s insurance
9. National pensions
10. Laborer’s insurance
11. National hospitals
12. Foodstuff control
13. Measures for the improvement of farm management
14. Coal, petroleum, and alternative energy
In all nations, telecommunications is among the most heavily regulated industries. Until the 1970s, most nations had publicly owned telephone companies, operating either as part of a ministry that included the post office or as a quasi-independent, government-owned corporation that was extensively regulated by such a ministry. A few democracies permitted telephone companies to be private, for-profit corporations, but in these cases the industry was an extensively regulated monopoly.

During the 1980s, the structure of the telecommunications industry and its regulation underwent massive reorganization in most Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, and even in many developing nations. The reasons for this transformation are many, and their full explication is beyond the scope of this chapter. In brief, amazingly rapid technological progress in telecommunications and in the entire microelectronics and information sector made traditional methods of providing and regulating telecommunications obsolete. In response to these changes, most countries have adopted policy changes that are broadly similar. Although the details of the reforms vary among countries, two important generalizations are accurate. First, the emerging consensus is that private ownership is superior to public ownership in producing efficient, low-cost, technologically progressive telecommunications systems. Second, most governments have come to believe that in some parts of the industry, competition is superior to monopoly.

Japan and the United States are not exceptions to these generalizations, although they have adopted very different approaches to reform. Liberalization of telecommunications policy began in the United States during

---

1. For a discussion of the reasons for change in the United States, see Peltzman (1989) and Joskow and Noll (1993). These essays reflect the general consensus in the scholarly literature that the regulatory reforms of the 1970s and 1980s were not the result of an ideological shift to neoconservatism, but instead were brought about by changes in technology and the economic conditions of regulated industries.
the 1960s, through a series of decisions by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)—the federal regulator of telecommunications—and the federal courts, that introduced competition into long distance service and terminal equipment. American policy makers now are debating the last logical step in liberalization, the highly controversial commitment to competition and, eventually, deregulation in local service. In Japan, liberalization began in 1986 with the privatization of Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) and Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD), and the introduction of both value-added and facilities-based competitors shortly thereafter. Unlike the United States, Japan's liberalization started at roughly the same time as other advanced industrialized democracies adopted similar policies. And, while Japan, like the United States, has introduced structural competition into almost every component of the industry, the Japanese system remains heavily regulated and only partially privatized. U.S. policy, by contrast, has been to deregulate whenever a market is structurally competitive.

This chapter explores the similarities and differences between Japan and the United States in the structure, process, objectives and consequences of liberalization. Japan and the United States profess to have the same basic objectives in telecommunications policy, but in practice their policies are very different and produce different consequences for both users of telecommunications services and manufacturers of equipment. In our view, these policy differences arise from variations in the political structures of the two countries. In the United States, the regulatory system "stacks the deck" in favor of end users, especially rural consumers and information-intensive business customers. In Japan, the structure and process is designed to favor firms that manufacture telecommunications equipment and, among end users, rural customers and information-intensive industries.

Which policy orientation is "better" depends on debatable value judgments as well as cause–effect economic relationships; however, objectively, the main differences in outcomes are that the Japanese system charges substantially higher prices and provides less service, but generates proportionately greater sales revenues for Japanese makers of telecommunications equipment. One purpose of this chapter is to compare the industry's performance indicators in some detail, and to explain why the policy institutions in each country lead to these differences in outcomes.

2 The liberalization process in the United States actually began in 1959, when the "Above 890" decision by the Federal Communications Commission allowed companies to build microwave networks for their own private use. Then, between 1968 and 1970, a series of decisions by the FCC and the courts permitted competition in terminal equipment, long distance, and value-added services. For details, see Noll (1979) and Noam (1983b).
1. POLITICS, ECONOMICS, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The centerpiece of our analysis of telecommunications policy in Japan and the United States is the political process, and the policy objectives of elected political officials. The two main premises of our argument are as follows. First, a nation's political institutions, such as the organizational structure of the government and the electoral system, have an important influence on the policy objectives of elected governments. Second, technical and economic reality are most productively viewed as establishing limits and creating trade-offs that constrain the attainment of the policy objectives of a government. The main burden of this section is to explain the implications of both premises for telecommunications policy making in Japan and the United States.

1.1. Politics and Policy

Chapters 1 and 2 provide the basic theoretical framework for our analysis of the policy significance of the differences in political structure between Japan and the United States. Here we seek to expand and embellish these points to focus on their implications for telecommunications policy. The key differences between Japan and the United States that are the focus of our analysis are as follows.

1.1.1. Federalism. In Japan, all power to regulate infrastructural industries like telecommunications resides in the national government, whereas in the United States policy authority is divided between the state and federal governments. The importance of this difference is immediately apparent from the analogy between states in a federal structure and nations within an international trading system. In a federal system, each state seeks to advantage its own citizens at the expense of citizens of other states and nations. Basic access and other local services are consumed almost exclusively by residents of the community that contains the local exchange. In contrast, on average half of long distance customers reside

---

3. The U.S. federal government is constitutionally entitled to assert jurisdiction over all aspects of the regulation of infrastructural industries through its power to regulate interstate commerce. Because interstate services share the use of local-exchange systems, the latter is in interstate commerce and so could be federally regulated. But historically, the states were the first to engage in regulation, and the first federal statute on economic regulation, the Interstate Commerce Act, was passed in part to reassert the right of states to regulate after the Supreme Court ruled in the **Wabash, St. L. and Pac. Ry. v. Illinois** (1886) case that states could not regulate intrastate railroad service if the railroad also provided interstate service. All subsequent federal economic regulatory statutes have preserved a role for state regulation, including the Communications Act of 1934, which gives states the exclusive right to regulate local access and intrastate long distance telephone service.
elsewhere, and far less than half of the telecommunications equipment that is used within a state is actually manufactured there. Likewise, a local-exchange company is more closely identified with a state than are long distance carriers and national information-service suppliers, which are more dispersed. Hence, all else equal, state regulation will be prone to biases in favor of local services and local-exchange carriers, whereas national regulation will give greater weight to interstate services and equipment manufacturing. By the same logic, national regulators are more likely to favor domestic services at the expense of international service, but less likely to favor local service at the expense of national services and equipment manufacturing.

1.1.2. Government structure. The main differences in the organization of government between the United States and Japan are the role of the courts and the relationships between legislative bodies and executive institutions. Concentration of most authority in a single parliamentary body composed of members elected from different constituencies, as in Japan, makes decision making easier and more flexible, but it also enhances the influence of particularistic interests. An important implication of the U.S. system, with bicameralism and an independent, nationally elected executive leader, is that it leads to more explicit conflict among elected officials, which in turn creates a more formalized relationship with the bureaucracy, and a greater reliance on the courts to review bureaucratic decisions and to resolve policy disputes. In telecommunications, U.S. regulatory decision making is procedurally complex, and is carefully scrutinized—often reversed—by the courts. By contrast, regulatory procedures in Japan are informal, confidential, and with few exceptions unlikely to be scrutinized by the judiciary.

1.1.3. Electoral system. In the United States, both state legislatures and the federal House of Representatives are elected from single-member districts, with the winner chosen by plurality in almost all cases. The U.S.

4. The nature and scope of judicial review in the United States is governed by the constitutional guarantee (Fifth Amendment) that a person cannot be deprived of the use of property without due process, the Administrative Procedures Act of 1946, procedural provisions of substantive laws like the Communications Act of 1934, and court decisions that embellish these provisions. The court has actively supervised state and federal regulation since the beginning of the nineteenth century. States, too, are subject to the constitutional protection (fourteenth Amendment) of due process and their own administrative legislation. To a first approximation, standing is granted by the courts to anyone who is materially affected by a regulatory decision. See Shapiro (1988: 45).

5. Judicial review is governed by the Administrative Case Litigation Law of 1963. In most cases, standing is given only to the person or company that is the subject of a ruling, and even then, if a statute confers broad authority on an agency, the court normally grants discretion to the agency in interpreting its statutory authority and mandate. For more details, see Upham (1987) and Tanakadate (1986).
Senate has dual-member districts (states), but each senator is elected in a separate election, again nearly always on the basis of a plurality of the votes. In Japan, the electoral system is in the process of being redesigned; however, during the period of liberalization in telecommunications policy, the members of the more powerful Diet branch, the House of Representatives, represented multimember districts, with the winners being the leaders in an election based on a single nontransferable vote (SNTV). In this system, some Diet members were elected with as little as 10 percent of the popular vote in their districts.

Both electoral systems give candidates an especially strong incentive to advocate narrow, special-interest policies in return for campaign contributions. These contributions can be used to engage in extensive advertising and to provide personal favors for constituents, thereby increasing an officeholder's electoral security through the development of a personal vote through name recognition. However, candidates can use campaign contributions to increase their personal welfare, through either personal expenditures or expenditures on behalf of other candidates that increases the power of the legislator who provides them. The incentive to engage in such behavior is present in any system in which voters choose from among individual candidates rather than parties, but it is stronger in a system of multimember districts with SNTV. In this system candidates can succeed electorally by focusing their attention (and expenditures) on much narrower interest groups. Hence, they can advocate policies that benefit a small proportion of the population and still achieve electoral security. Of course, whether politicians will respond to these incentives depends on the systems of controls on campaign expenditures, including the vigor with which they are enforced. While both countries have relatively ineffective controls on campaign finance, the Japanese system, at least through the 1993 election, had much weaker enforcement than the U.S. system. Consequently, although in both countries legislators raise substantial campaign contributions for both electoral success and personal welfare, the amount raised by Diet members, especially members of the LDP, was substantially larger than the contributions received by members of the House of Representatives. In Japan, important sources of these contributions are the large trading combines that, among other things, have affiliates that manufacture telecommunications equipment and provide various communications services.

To summarize, the legislative systems of both countries accord greater political power to organized particularistic interests with significant economic stakes in government policy decisions. The structural bias in favor

\[^6\] States determine the details of their election systems for House and Senate, and in a few cases a runoff system requires that the winner obtain an absolute majority of the votes cast.
of organized groups is somewhat greater in Japan for several reasons: (1) The absence of a formal, open policy-making process and extensive judicial review makes policy deals with particularistic interests more difficult to detect; (2) Japan lacks the checks and balances that arise from an independent executive and a small, coequal legislative branch, both of which have larger, more heterogeneous constituencies; (3) The Japanese electoral rules in force until 1993 (multimember districts with SNTV) forced the LDP to divide the vote among multiple candidates in most districts, which was partly accomplished by having candidates specialize in different policies in order to cater to different interests; and (4) The concentration of authority in the national government is inherently less favorable to consumers and other localized interests because they are less well organized in national policy making than in state/prefectural or local politics.

The regulatory-policy implications of these core differences in the political system are straightforward. Both countries are likely to care about the efficiency of their infrastructural industries, but their policies will also reflect their distributive objectives. In pursuing both goals, their regulatory systems and policy outcomes should reflect the differences in their political systems in three ways.

First, when the ruling coalition in Japan wants to change policy, it ought to be able to do so more quickly because it has fewer checks and balances. Moreover, the Japanese policy-implementation process ought to be more flexible because the close connection of the ruling party to the bureaucracy in a one-house parliamentary system removes the need for formal process in the bureaucracy. Because the Japanese governmental system contains fewer veto points and procedural requirements, Japan can move more quickly in making major alterations in policy, such as decisions to introduce competition, to privatize, to adopt network standards, or to change pricing methods.

Second, because the administrative process in Japan is more flexible and more easily controlled by the parliamentary majority than is the case in the United States, Japanese political leaders should be more prone to use regulation for distributive policies that benefit organized economic interests. Moreover, in Japan the absence of federalism should advantage national service and manufacturing companies at the expense of local service. The local-service bias in the United States means not just lower prices to consumers, but also prices that reflect distributive politics in a state: a bias in favor of rural communities and local industries that use information services intensively, such as financial services, especially in comparison to customer groups, national service providers, and equipment companies located outside a state. In Japan, the distributive bias should reflect national politics, which favor rural interests (as in the
Third, elected political officials in Japan should find it easier to benefit personally from telecommunications policy because the same informal, largely invisible administrative system that accords flexibility also makes political corruption more difficult to detect. Thus, the Japanese regulatory system, all else equal (including the integrity of political officials), is likely to be more scandal ridden and more all-encompassing. A larger, more comprehensive regulatory system creates greater opportunities for political leaders to exercise gatekeeping roles, through which they can obtain personal or electoral favors, and a more informal, less visible system makes the costly and even corrupt aspects of such a policy less likely to have negative political consequences.

1.2. The economic constraints

Telecommunications policy involves three types of economic issues: structure, prices, and fiscal status. Structure refers to decisions about entry and exit in markets: whether the players are government entities or private firms, and which players can own which types of telecommunications facilities, can provide which services, and can sell which types of equipment. Price policy has two elements: setting a ceiling on a firm’s total revenues, and hence on average prices; and determining the price structure, or the relative prices for different services and customer classes.

Fiscal status refers to the connection of telecommunications services to direct expenditures and revenues by the government. In telecommunications, structural and pricing policies are the primary means for achieving the political objectives of government officials. Obviously, these policies allocate economic burdens and benefits among the players in the industry, including its customers, and so are essential to the distributive objectives of the government. Pricing policies are also closely tied to a government’s fiscal objectives, for a company cannot provide revenue for other government activities unless its prices accommodate the transfer.

An important factor affecting telecommunications policy is the nature of demand. For most citizens and all businesses, the demand for basic access—installation plus the monthly fee before any call charges—is highly inelastic, whereas the demand for calling and information services is elastic. Demand is inelastic if a change in price causes a smaller percentage change in the quantity of service that is purchased. In advanced economies, the best estimates of demand elasticity are that a doubling of access price reduces the access by only a few percent, but that a change in the price of calling causes a larger percentage change in usage.
sally available and affordable, so that anyone who wants it can have it. Inelastic demand makes achieving universal service through subsidies very expensive—large subsidies are required to achieve small gains in the number of subscribers. Thus, the main effect of subsidizing access is redistributional, whereas an implicit tax on usage to finance this subsidy imposes social costs through reduced efficiency because it discourages calls that consumers would buy at a price that exceeds the cost of supplying them.\(^8\)

Although telecommunications policy is a playing field for distributive politics, three factors enhance the standing of efficiency considerations in the policy-making process. First, like other infrastructural industries, telecommunications derives political salience from its ubiquitous economic linkages. All industries and nearly all consumers use communications services, giving the entire society an economic stake in a well-functioning system.

Second, telecommunications, like most but not all infrastructural industries—for example, not like freight shipping—is a relatively homogeneous consumer good with approximately the same price everywhere. Hence, citizens, the press, and political officials can easily and cheaply use the performance of the telecommunications sector as an index of the state of the economy and government economic policy, giving the industry a political visibility and importance that extends beyond the stakes of individuals and interest groups in any particular policy decision. As a result, telecommunications policy is somewhat less likely to be completely controlled by the narrow interests with a large stake in the industry than is the case for many other economic regulatory policies.

Third, of all infrastructural industries, telecommunications has the most substantial linkage to high-technology manufacturing. Telecommunications service providers and their customers constitute a large fraction of the market for microelectronics-based products. Because the information sector is experiencing extremely rapid technological progress, a moribund telecommunications industry can handicap a nation's economic growth.

The tension in telecommunications policy arises from the fact that economic constraints force conflicts among the political objectives of elected officials. Specifically, distributive objectives, short-term cost minimization, and economic growth are not fully compatible. As one example of trade-offs among these objectives, in choosing policies about pricing and facilities ownership, a government must strike a balance between short-term cost minimization and technological progress, in that the latter is

\(^8\) For an explanation of how and why state regulators nevertheless try to cross-subsidize access from toll tariffs, see Noll (1985).
induced by letting innovators set prices above their production costs. Likewise, regulators who choke off low-cost bypass of local telephone companies may keep access prices lower, but harm the competitiveness of information-intensive industries. Or, if regulators introduce price competition among carriers, they undermine the ability of service providers to subsidize a favored group. A government that wants to subsidize favored groups must keep some prices above costs, which in turn usually requires protecting a monopoly or managing a cartel.

1.3. Implications for performance

By combining political and economic analysis, we can make several predictions about differences between Japan and the United States in the performance of the telecommunications sector. To summarize the main conclusions: Both nations should care about technical progress and economic efficiency, but their distributive biases should produce different policies. Japan should focus more on the implications of telecommunications policy with respect to the health of its high-technology manufacturing industries, reflecting the priority accorded these interests in national politics. The United States should focus more on telephone prices and service quality. Thus, in the United States, not only do we expect prices to be lower, but we expect to find that businesses will face fewer roadblocks against constructing their own systems and bypassing the public network.

We also expect Japanese telecommunications service companies to spend more on equipment, using higher service prices to pay for more equipment at higher procurement prices from the telecommunications equipment industry. Moreover, we do not expect to find that the decision to permit multifirm participation in a market will be accompanied by one to permit competition to occur, for true competition would undermine the process by which telecommunications service firms support the profits of equipment companies through procurement. We expect that large businesses -- equipment manufacturers and intensive users of telecommunications -- derive more of the benefits of liberalization and multifirm participation in the Japanese industry than in the United States.

2. APPLYING THE THEORY: POLITICS AND PROCEDURES

The preceding section provides several predictions about the differences between Japan and the United States in telecommunications policy during the liberalization period. This section examines the processes and outcomes of telecommunications policy during the liberalization period to
determine whether the differences between the countries conform to these predictions.

2.1. Regulatory structure and process

The structure and process of regulatory agencies are the organizational and procedural aspects of decision making. The elements of structure and process that are important here are the institutional arrangements of telecommunications regulation that enable an elected government to retain control over policy while delegating its day-to-day implementation to civil servants. 9

The nature of the delegation problem differs substantially between Japan and the United States. In parliamentary systems like Japan's, the ruling party or coalition in the legislature runs the government and resolves policy disputes. The American system of federalism, bicameralism, and an independent executive makes the resolution of conflicts in policy implementation far more difficult. Consequently, in the United States, political officials are more likely to rely on the design of implementing agencies as a means to assure compliance with the general policy agreement that is embodied in a statute. Thus, U.S. regulatory statutes define more clearly the methods to be used to make decisions. U.S. legislators, knowing that they are likely to have policy conflicts between legislative branches and with the independent executive, are more likely to rely on formalized decision-making processes and judicial review to police the decisions of agencies than are legislators in Japan.

2.2. Legislative mandate

In both Japan and the United States, the core of the structure and process of telecommunications regulation is statutory; however, the nature and origins of the statutes that have governed the liberalization process are very different. In Japan, the NTT Corporation Law and the Telecommunications Business Law, which were enacted in April 1985, authorized the privatization of NTT and established the basic regulatory structure for the domestic industry. In the United States, the sections of the Communications Act that deal with telecommunications have not been significantly amended since the act was passed in 1934. Indeed, the basic approach to federal regulation has not changed materially since the Mann–Elkins Act of 1910, which instructed the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate interstate telephone service in the same way it was regulating the railroads, a procedure that itself was enacted in 1887. Thus,

---

Japan's liberalization has taken place under a statute designed for that purpose, whereas the U.S. liberalization has been under the authority of a statute designed to regulate nineteenth-century railroads.

2.3. Structure

In the United States, most regulatory authority is delegated to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), a quasi-independent regulatory commission. The FCC has five commissioners, each of whom is appointed for a fixed five-year term. Appointments to the commission are nominated by the president and confirmed by the Senate. A new president can pick the chair of the FCC, but unless a position is vacant, must select a chair from the existing membership. In practice, the chair usually resigns when the presidency changes, so that the new president is free to nominate anyone as the new chair; however, a new government does not acquire a voting majority of commissioners until three members have resigned or finished their terms, which typically takes about two years.

The chair of the FCC is more influential than the other commissioners because the job carries two important powers. The chair is in charge of the staff and can pick the primary bureaucratic officials, who do not hold fixed-term appointments. The second powerful role of the chair is to set the agenda of the commission, which makes decisions on the basis of simple majority rule.

In addition to the FCC, the Department of Commerce plays some role in telecommunications policy by sponsoring research and development joint ventures in high-technology industries, and through the planning function of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration. However, the antitrust division of the Department of Justice is probably the most important player other than the FCC.\textsuperscript{10} The Department of Justice, not the FCC, has the primary authority to police anticompetitive activities in the telecommunications industry. The jurisdiction of Justice includes all operations of the industry that are part of interstate commerce. Because the network is fully integrated, this jurisdiction includes local service, even though the FCC is precluded by statute from regulating intrastate services.

The structure of state regulation varies considerably. Most large states have organizations that are broadly similar to federal regulatory agencies, headed by multimember commissions having fixed terms. In some states, the commissions are elected, rather than appointed by the governor. In

\textsuperscript{10} Justice has been involved in telecommunications since it divested Western Union from AT&T in 1908 and negotiated the Kingsbury Agreement in 1913. The latter permitted AT&T to acquire local-service monopolies in return for providing long distance interconnection for other local companies.
still others, regulation is a branch of the state attorney general’s office. Whatever their structure, these organizations also regulate other utilities, typically including electricity, gas, water, and transportation.

Because the jurisdictional boundary between state and federal authorities is blurry and constantly in dispute, several bodies have been created to coordinate national regulatory activities. The most important is the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, which is an organization of state regulators that, among other things, sponsors studies of jurisdictional issues, participates in federal regulatory proceedings, and organizes joint federal–state meetings about common issues. In addition, periodically the FCC organizes special conferences with state regulators to make joint decisions about jurisdictional matters.

In Japan, responsibility for telecommunications policy is vested almost exclusively in the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, headed by a cabinet appointee serving at the pleasure of the prime minister. Before liberalization, NTT was part of the government, and no formal mechanisms were needed to make policy. Pricing issues were studied in the MPT, but price changes and investment budgets had to be approved by a vote of the Diet. With liberalization came a more complex regulatory system, adopted by statute, that set up a structure and process for resolving disputes among participants in the industry and between the now-privatized industry and the government. The MPT controls prices, investments, and service offerings by facilities-based carriers, entry for all types of service, and all telecommunications-sector standards.

In the new regime, the minister is advised by the Telecommunications Business Advisory Council. As of October 1992, the Advisory Council had twenty-two members, all of whom were otherwise fully employed (Table 6.1). Of these, four were university professors, one was a leader of the Japanese Federation of Housewives, one was a labor leader, and the rest were executives from businesses with a stake in the industry.

The only other Japanese agencies with a role in telecommunications policy are the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), and the Ministry of Finance (MOF). MITI sponsors research consortia for developing telecommunications equipment. MPT and MITI sometimes find themselves with overlapping interests when MPT policies about entry and standards create conflicts with MITI's preferences regarding the directions new technology should take.11 MOF has responsibility for managing the sale of NTT equities during the privatization process. MOF's potential conflicts with MPT arise over the decisions by the latter concerning prices and market structure, since lower prices and more competition

11 For a lively account of the jurisdictional battles between MPT and MITI over telecommunications policy, see Johnson (1989).
reduce NTT profits and hence the revenues derived from privatization. As in the U.S. Congress, in Japan agencies with different policy responsibilities serve somewhat different groups of Diet members (and hence constituencies), and so frequently favor somewhat different policies; however, in most cases MPT is the most influential agency because of its control of licensing, investment, and prices for facilities-based carriers.

The main significance of the structural differences between Japan and the United States is that the American system reflects greater concern that telecommunications policy might be implemented by an appointee who
will not carry out the policy agreement in a statute. The advantage of America's multimember, specialized commission and further division of policy responsibilities among agencies is that this structure minimizes the problems associated with a single appointment, perhaps orchestrated by a president with superior information who wishes to implement a policy that the legislature would never approve. Of course, this safeguard is not without costs, because security from a maverick appointment is purchased at the cost of making policy responsive to changes in the preferences of elected officials.

2.4. Process

The formal procedures for making regulatory decisions differ markedly in the two countries. The Japanese system has very few formal procedural requirements, whereas the United States is procedurally complex.

In Japan, a distinction is made between policy and regulatory functions, which are procedurally simple, and enforcement and punishment, which are more complex. Regarding price and entry issues, the new Japanese Telecommunications Business Law establishes three types of business activities that require a license. Type I businesses are facilities-based carriers; Special Type II consists of domestic information services that are offered to "many and unspecified persons" and all foreign value-added services. General Type II refers to other value-added services.

Type I services are the most extensively regulated. To receive a license to build new facilities or to offer new services on an existing facility, a carrier must receive a "permission" from the MPT. Permissions can be granted only to companies in which Japanese nationals hold a controlling equity interest (at least two-thirds, although NTT and KDD, the international carrier, must have 80 percent Japanese ownership). The Telecommunications Business Law (Article 10) stipulates that the request for permission be evaluated on the basis of a description of the facilities to be constructed and the services that will be offered, a business plan that demonstrates financial viability, a market assessment showing that demand justifies the service and that the new facility will not create excess capacity, and engineering information proving compliance with technical standards as promulgated by the MPT. Type I carriers also must have their tariffs approved by the MPT, which must be cost-based, "fair and reasonable," and not "unfairly" discriminatory (Article 31). The Telecommunications Advisory Council must be consulted about new or amended permissions, changes in tariffs, changes in regulatory rules regarding the definitions of the types of carriers, and changes in regulations pertaining to the interconnection requirements between networks, between types of carriers, and between networks and terminal equipment.
Special Type II carriers apply for a "registration," and need only supply information about the service to be offered, the facilities to be used, and their business plan (Article 24). Registration can be denied if the proposal is false or incomplete, or if the prospective licensee is deemed to lack financial and technical competence.

Special Type II carriers must submit tariffs to MPT, but there are no further requirements about their levels and they are not technically subject to an approval process.

General Type II carriers submit a "notification," which requires only the specification of the service offered and the facilities used (Article 22). No approval is required, and no tariffs need to be submitted.

The Japanese Telecommunications Business Law makes no special provisions for judicial review of any MPT decisions, and requires only a hearing for enforcement actions against licensees. MPT is required to hold a formal hearing to revoke a permission or a registration, to issue an order to improve business operations, to order interconnection by a Type I carrier, and to revoke a designation to a private entity to test terminal equipment for compliance with technical standards (Article 94). In addition, compulsory arbitration can be invoked to resolve disputes over rights of way for telecommunications facilities (Articles 75–77). Denials of license applications and tariff proposals do not require a hearing, nor does the promulgation of the rules on which these decisions will be based.

Judicial review of MPT decisions is available through Japan's Administrative Case Litigation Law. This statute, and its interpretations by the Japanese Supreme Court, provide a far narrower basis for judicial review than in the United States. With few exceptions, standing to appeal is limited to the company that is the subject of a regulatory decision. Thus, a carrier can appeal a decision about its prices, investment plan, standards compliance, or license application, but judicial review is not available for the company's customers, suppliers, or competitors. Administrative law requires that MPT follow the procedural guidelines in its organic statute and demonstrate a reasonable basis for a decision. As a practical matter, the court almost never rejects ministerial decisions, but instead defers to an agency's interpretation of its statutory powers and requirements. In any case, the standing limitation stacks the deck in favor of regulated firms, for only they can pose even a slight threat to cause judicial reversal of a regulatory decision.

In the United States, the FCC, like other regulatory agencies, is subject to complex procedural guidelines for licensing carriers and regulating rates. One set of procedures flows from the Administrative Procedure Act and related case law that applies to all regulatory agencies. These procedures require the agency to give affected parties the right to submit evidence in regulatory proceedings, to take into account all relevant evidence in reaching a decision, and to make decisions that are consistent
with the agency’s legislative mandate and that are rationally based on the evidence before them. A further procedural distinction is made between general rule making and case adjudication. The former is less complex and rule bound, but it does require that the agency offer parties the opportunity to submit evidence pertaining to its proposed rules. Adjudication includes both the enforcement activities that require hearings in Japan and the investigations into pricing and entry if the agency is going to deny an application. These hearings closely resemble court procedures and are presided over by an administrative law judge. The judge's opinion, together with the evidence collected in the process, is then submitted to the commission.

A second set of constraints on U.S. regulation arises from judicial interpretations of the federal Constitution. For example, the constitutional prohibition against uncompensated takings has been interpreted as requiring that a regulated firm must be permitted to set prices high enough to earn approximately a competitive return on capital investments. In addition, the "due process" protection in the Constitution has been interpreted to give standing to parties affected by a decision other than the regulated company.

The FCC's decision making is also constrained by the details of the Communications Act. In essence, the FCC bears the burden of proof that a license or a rate proposal should be denied, and that it has jurisdiction (rather than the states) to decide an issue. Moreover, a proposal by a common carrier to change rates or to post a tariff for a new service automatically goes into effect after a brief waiting period unless formally challenged by the FCC. The agency's decisions about standing to participate, the evidentiary basis of decisions, and the compatibility of the decision with the statute are all subject to judicial review, which is often searching and occasionally extremely important. In both terminal equipment and long distance message toll service, the courts played an important role in liberalization by ruling that the FCC had not met this burden of proof when it denied permission to a prospective competitor of the regulated monopoly.12 Likewise, the court has prevented the FCC from
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12. In Hush-A-Phone, the court reversed an FCC decision banning an attachment to telephones that enabled the user to speak into a telephone without being heard by others in the same room. (See *Hush-A-Phone Corporation v. FCC*, 238 F. 2d 266 [D.C. Circuit Court 1956]). This decision led to *Carterfone*, in which the FCC authorized radio telephones that were not manufactured by AT&T. (See 13 FCC 2nd 420 [1968]). In *Execunet*, the court reversed an FCC decision to deny MCI authority to compete with AT&T in interstate long distance toll service. (See *MCI Telecommunications Corporation v. FCC*, 561 F.2d 365 [D.C. Circuit 1977] and *MCI Telecommunications Corporation v. FCC*, 580 F.2d 590 [D.C. Circuit 1978], cert. denied 461 U.S. 938 [1978].) See Noll (1989) for further discussion of the role of the courts in liberalizing U.S. telecommunications policy.
requiring uniform accounting practices (such as depreciation allowances) for both interstate and intrastate services.

Unlike the Japanese legislation, the Communications Act does not specify the standards for setting prices and granting licenses. Instead, the FCC is given considerable latitude in both areas, including the freedom not to regulate. Thus, most important policies are specified in rules issued by the FCC or decisions by the courts in reviewing these rules, not in statutes. In practice, the FCC has not regulated the activities of any of the competitive facilities-based carriers since the Exectunet decision of 1978, and has never regulated value-added services. Indeed, the FCC has never engaged in extensive regulation of facilities construction even by the dominant carrier and former monopolist, AT&T. The primary focus of FCC regulation is the tariffs charged by AT&T for long distance services and the tariffs and service characteristics of local exchange carriers for interconnection to long distance networks. The FCC is not bound by statute to be concerned about the adequacy of demand for new facilities and services, and as a practical matter has ignored these issues since 1978. Thus, the agency regulates far less than MPT regulates in Japan; however, what the FCC does regulate must be accomplished through its highly formalized process.

The procedures in the United States serve two functions that are not needed in Japan. First, they are necessary for a system that relies upon judicial review to assure that agency decisions are consistent with the policy preferences expressed in a statute. Second, formalized procedures make decisions depend on information, much of which can be supplied only by groups having a stake in a policy. Procedures, then, empower some groups at the expense of others, by determining the extent to which agency decisions are constrained by the information that these groups provide (or do not provide).

The U.S. procedures serve a third function that is performed in another way in Japan. Legislative delegation of policy implementation requires "oversight"—some means of monitoring the development of policies in the bureaucracy to assure that mistakes are not being made. A common form of monitoring, attractive because it is not very costly and avoids mistakes before they occur, is fire alarm oversight. In this form of monitoring, the interests that are supposed to be served by a policy are given formal roles in its development, which allows them to detect policies that they oppose before they are adopted. In Japan, the Telecommunications Advisory Council provides a "fire alarm" to the interests represented on
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13. For an analysis of the Communications Act, see Paglin (1989).
it. In the United States, the formal processes of the FCC perform a similar function. In both cases, affected parties can not only voice concerns directly to the relevant regulatory body, but also pull the "fire alarms" in the offices of political representatives if their intervention is deemed necessary and desirable.

Finally, structure and process in both countries serve to stack the deck in favor of certain policy orientations and interest groups. The U.S. federal system stacks the deck in favor of local service. The more cumbersome U.S. decision process slows changes in policy, and in so doing advantages incumbents and dominant firms at the expense of entrants and smaller competitors; however, the fact that the FCC's regulation of individual firm decisions is discretionary has strongly benefited competitors, since their proposals are rarely reviewed. By contrast, because in Japan an entrant must receive a license before entering a market, the Japanese system is more heavily stacked against entrants and competition. This situation applies with greatest force to facilities-based carriers, which bear a burden of proof that their services are desirable.

2.5. Political sources of liberalization

In both Japan and the United States, telecommunications liberalization arose because important user and supplier groups were dissatisfied with ubiquitous regulated monopoly and managed to achieve policy change. The way change came about, however, differs substantially between the countries, due to differences in their political structures.

2.6. Reform in the United States

Prior to liberalization, AT&T, which provided all long distance service and about 85 percent of local service, was vertically integrated with Western Electric, an equipment manufacturer. AT&T purchased virtually all of its equipment from its own affiliate, and required that its subscribers use only Western Electric telephone instruments. The largest independent local telephone company, GTE, was also vertically integrated and practiced the same procurement policies.

Vertical integration of telephone companies was always a matter of sharp controversy in the United States.15 When the Communications Act of 1934 was passed, there was intense floor debate about whether to prohibit vertical integration. Republicans and conservative Democrats blocked language that would have led to divestiture, but the latter joined
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15. For a history of telecommunications policy from the invention of the telephone until the liberalizing changes of the 1970s, see Brock (1980).
their liberal colleagues to block attempts to sanctify vertical integration and horizontal monopoly in the statute. Eventually, Congress settled for a statute that did not designate an official national carrier, that did not excuse the industry from antitrust (as other regulatory statutes had done for other infrastructural industries), and that required the FCC to embark on a study of the vertical integration issue and propose an appropriate policy. By the time the study was completed in 1939, the government was occupied by World War II, and took no action.

After the war ended, the FCC report, which had been critical of vertical integration into manufacturing, became the basis of a 1947 antitrust lawsuit against AT&T, seeking divestiture of Western Electric. The Truman administration took the position that legislation was unnecessary because the Communications Act accorded regulated telephone companies no antitrust exemption. In practice, liberal Democrats faced the same blocking coalition in Congress that they had faced in 1934, so that a legislative solution probably was not feasible.

The rationale for the suit was that many companies in the electronics industry were excluded unfairly from sales to telephone companies because of the latter's procurement policies. But the case never went to trial. When the Republicans regained control of the White House in 1953, they quickly moved to settle the antitrust case. The settlement required that AT&T license its technologies broadly and stay out of any businesses other than selling telecommunications services and equipment. However, reflecting the Republican position when the 1934 act was passed, the settlement permitted AT&T to remain vertically integrated and to continue its sole-source procurement policy.

The settlement did not satisfy the firms that wanted to sell telecommunications equipment, and they continued to work for relaxation of the procurement rules. But the means to break the monopoly switched from antitrust litigation to pleadings before the FCC and, when unsuccessful, appeals of these decisions to the courts.

World War II generated another rival against the established monopolies. Rapid technological progress had made feasible the use of microwave technology, rather than cables, as a means of transmitting telecommunications messages. Many large companies preferred to build their own private microwave systems rather than to buy service from telephone companies, and some even sought to provide microwave-based connections for others. Immediately after the war, both types of companies began to lobby the FCC for licenses to build microwave systems.

For the most part, the FCC resisted requests for entry from potential competitors of AT&T. But two key decisions eventually caused the entire system to unravel. One was "Above 890," which permitted a company to build a microwave system for its own use. The other, deriving from the
settlement of the antitrust case, allowed a customer of a telephone company to own a computer that was attached to the telecommunications system, even though a customer could not own a telephone. These exceptions to the system of ubiquitous monopoly created new demands for further relaxations, as well as irrefutable common experience that a hybrid system was workable and, to some, desirable.

Eventually, in 1969 the FCC decided to allow owners of private systems to sell dedicated lines to others, and also let competitors sell services that the authorized monopoly carrier did not offer, such as high-speed data connections and value-added services. But the FCC did not authorize competition in ordinary long distance toll service. Initially, the agency took the position that entry was permissible only for services that AT&T was not providing, or for which the company was not meeting all demand. In a 1976 decision, the FCC explicitly ruled that long distance toll calls were adequately supplied by AT&T, and so were off-limits to competitors. But this decision was overturned by the court in *Execunet*, which stated that the agency had failed to bear the burden of proof that competition was undesirable.  

The most cataclysmic liberalizing event was yet another antitrust case, filed by a Republican administration in 1974. Although the FCC supported the suit, the regulators played very little role in developing and prosecuting the case. Once again, the case was in response to complaints from equipment manufacturers and new service providers that AT&T was unfairly handicapping them in their attempts to compete. The 1974 case was far more ambitious than the 1947 complaint, for it sought to separate local telephone service from all other elements of the industry: terminal equipment, long distance, network equipment, and value-added services.

As before, the Department of Justice sought no legislative action. But the legislature became involved in the case nonetheless. Between 1976 and 1981, AT&T and supporters of the status quo lobbed intensively for a revision of the 1934 Communications Act that would at least preserve
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16. A similar sequence of events took place in terminal equipment. The FCC tried to ban all terminal equipment that was not owned by the telephone company, but this decision was overturned by the courts. Moreover, the settlement of the 1947 case, not an FCC decision, prevented AT&T from owning computers that made use of telephone lines. In responding to the loss of control over terminal equipment, the FCC gave AT&T the right to test "foreign" attachments and, if it saw fit, to deny them the right to be used unless they conformed to company standards or used an expensive interface device manufactured only by AT&T. The effect of this policy was to prevent significant competition, because AT&T found that all competitive equipment failed its tests. The abuses from this process eventually led the FCC to set up its own testing and licensing system, and to deregulate terminal equipment.
AT&T as an integrated enterprise, and hopefully reestablish ubiquitous regulated monopoly in the industry. The two most important sources of support for AT&T were state regulators and the Department of Defense (DOD). State regulators perceived correctly that federal liberalization threatened the flow of subsidies from federal to state services, and would put pressure on them to liberalize as well. They supported re-establishment of the status quo ante through legislation as a means to preserve the orientation of the old system toward their primary concern, local telephone service. The Department of Defense saw liberalization as a threat to an integrated national network and the research capabilities in AT&T, both of which were valuable for defense purposes.

As before, Congress did not act, as moderates blocked legislation that would have given AT&T what it wanted. The final showdown came in late 1981, when legislation that would have put an end to the antitrust case was narrowly defeated; within a few weeks, AT&T proposed a settlement that gave the Department of Justice most of what it sought without the need to litigate the case to conclusion. The settlement led to the separation of AT&T into eight companies, seven regional companies that provide local-access and local toll service, and AT&T, which continues to provide long distance service, value-added services, and telecommunications equipment. The seven regional companies are precluded from manufacturing and long distance, and until 1990 were precluded from most information services as well.

The purpose of divestiture was to assure that a local-access carrier had no ownership interest in companies that supply it or its customers with equipment, long distance service, and value-added services. The theory is that prohibiting vertical integration promotes competition. It does this by eliminating the incentive of local-access carriers to pay too much for equipment and services from sister companies or otherwise advantage them through discriminatory practices.

Through divestiture, the federal government has succeeded in introducing competition into all markets within its jurisdiction. The states still regulate local access and the shorter toll calls that local-exchange carriers are permitted to provide. The nation has been divided into 165 "local access and transmission areas" (LATAs). The least-populous states are a single LATA, but some large states have ten or more. Most states have (sometimes reluctantly) copied federal policy and permitted largely unregulated competition in this segment of the industry. But states have not
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17. For a history of these attempts, see Temin and Galambos (1987).
18. For a description and analysis of the divestiture agreement and its economic rationale, see Noll and Owen (1988).
copied the federal lead within the LATAs. Most states prohibit or severely limit competition for local access and intra-LATA toll calls.\textsuperscript{19}

The final irony in the history of liberalization in the United States is that by the mid-1980s, the Department of Justice had reversed its position about vertical integration in telecommunications, but could do very little about it. When the Reagan administration came to power in early 1981, many of its top officials expressed traditional Republican opposition to the antitrust case. However, most of the Reagan officials were recused from decisions about telecommunications because they had business ties to AT&T. Hence, the antitrust division of the Department of Justice continued to prosecute the case vigorously. But general skepticism about it prevailed in the administration, notably in DOD, and in appointments to the FCC, the Department of Commerce, and eventually even the Department of Justice. Although none of these officials espoused a return to the predivestiture world, they did advocate permitting the seven regional companies to enter manufacturing and long distance services.

The structure of the industry and the nature and scope of its regulation continue to be unsettled.\textsuperscript{20} All participants continue to jockey for favorable position, and the presence of numerous policy-making institutions continues to produce inconsistencies and conflicts. Seven years after divestiture, the local-access carriers succeeded in getting the court to permit them into information services, and local carriers still seek entry into other prohibited areas. But the steadily increasing reliance on competition rather than regulated monopoly is unlikely to change. Court and FCC decisions that have allowed multiple entities in facilities-based services such as private lines, long distance, local private networks, and radio telephones have created an enormous, well-organized constituency that will oppose a policy reversal. And the fragmented policy structure—including the court—virtually guarantees that these players can always find a decision maker who will thwart an attempt to seriously roll back the liberalization process. In essence, procompetitive statutes, judicial review, and the jurisdictional conflicts between federal and state regulators provide structural protection for competition once it has been established.

The history of the reform process in the United States can be interpreted in an implausibly Japanese way. Specifically, while elected officials in Congress and the executive stood passively by, bureaucrats in the FCC

\textsuperscript{19} The extent to which states inhibit local service and intra-LATA toll competition varies enormously. In some states, toll carriers are allowed to place intra-LATA calls, but are not allowed to tell their customers that they do! In a few large cities, significant access competition has emerged, especially for multiline access service to large businesses. For a detailed discussion of these developments, see Huber (1987).

\textsuperscript{20} For a review of the pending issues, see Lehr and Noll (1991), Noam (1983a, b), and Noll (1989).
and the antitrust division proceeded to unravel the status quo. The major un-Japanese element to the story is the proactive role of the courts, which were at least as responsible for liberalization as the bureaucrats. But this interpretation is superficial, for the failure of the elected political officials to take action as the story unfolded is also consistent with the view that policy was developing in a manner that was compatible with the original statutory policy, structure and process, and the policy preferences of key veto players in the political process.

Like other quasi-judicial independent regulatory agencies, the FCC was set up procedurally to favor the status quo. Its procedures are complex, and the agency depends on industry for the information necessary to reach decisions. But anyone could ask to enter any market—and they did, frequently. Thus, the FCC was not set up to prevent entry and competition, although it was sure to retard it by virtue of its structure and process.

The process of judicial review, in a generally procompetitive statutory environment, was stacked in favor of competition. Because the agency had to prove its actions were correct if it did not grant the wishes of a potential entrant, but could grant an entrant's wishes as long as it had a rational basis for doing so, judicial review normally could only reverse anticompetitive decisions. Moreover, the judiciary was not structurally tied so closely to the incumbents as was the FCC. Hence, a process in which the court acts to liberalize more rapidly than the FCC prefers is predictable from the structure that was established by the 1934 legislation.

2.7. Reform in Japan

Liberalization in Japanese telecommunications began in earnest not long after the momentous 1982 settlement of the AT&T antitrust case in the United States. But the different regulatory paths the two countries have taken reveal a great deal about how the structure of decision making shapes both the policy-making process and policy outcomes. Two features are most notable about Japan: the small number of veto points in the policy-making structure, and the systematic policy bias in favor of producers.

In Japan, prefectures have no effective role in most aspects of economic regulation, including telecommunications. Japanese courts were also silent in telecommunications liberalization, deferring instead to the bureaucracy's interpretation of the law. But Japan's telecommunications reform was not engineered by central bureaucrats largely insulated from dissenting views and therefore free to pursue their own vision of Japan's technological development and economic growth. The liberalization of Japan's telecommunications markets—to the extent it has occurred—has been a highly political process, coordinated by the top echelons of the
Liberal Democratic Party. The struggles over policy choices have not been principally between the LDP and its rivals or agents, but within the party itself.

Telecommunications liberalization in Japan took place roughly simultaneously with the liberalization of two other industries, surface transportation and tobacco. The context in which the liberalization movement arose was a general dissatisfaction with the efficiency of government-owned companies, and telecommunications reform quite plausibly would not have taken place in the absence of strong sentiment to reform other nationalized industries, especially the Japan National Railroad. Nevertheless, the inclusion of telecommunications in the reform process arose because the practices of MPT and NTT had become controversial.

The first significant demand for liberalization dealt with the equipment market, and it came from abroad. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, NTT’s closed procurement patterns came under U.S. scrutiny. U.S. trade representative Robert Strauss threatened to take action against Japan, noting that NTT was buying huge amounts of equipment, virtually all from Japanese suppliers, at higher prices than those of U.S. suppliers. Japanese export industries were alarmed, knowing that their large stake in foreign trade made them vulnerable to retaliation by the United States. Consequently, the LDP was eager to ward off a trade war, but without making large enough concessions to hurt important constituents—including the privileged NTT suppliers. The LDP was chagrined, then, when NTT president Akigusa fanned the flames of U.S.–Japan rancor when he announced, “The only things NTT will procure from U.S. suppliers are mops and buckets.”

A second impetus for telecommunications liberalization in Japan came from the most intensive and largest business users of telecommunications services—financial institutions, trading companies, and manufacturers with far-flung operations. These industries had watched with interest the antitrust proceedings in the United States, and warned the government that substantial telecommunications price cuts in the United States without comparable changes in Japan would leave them saddled with a competitive disadvantage in international markets. Not satisfied to lobby only for price reductions in long distance and high-volume services, these businesses argued that the entire regulatory edifice was increasingly untenable. Without competition from other sources, the nationally owned monopoly, NTT, had too little incentive to innovate new kinds of telecommunications services.

Joining the telecommunications users in the swelling chorus for change
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were electronics firms not already part of the NTT "family" of suppliers. NTT procured almost all of its equipment (1.7 trillion yen in 1980) from four firms–Nippon Electric (NEC), Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Oki Electric–and their seventy or so subcontractors.23 The family firms also benefited from NTT’s large R&D budget, through privileged access to the NTT research institute’s policy results.24 Toshiba, Matsushita, Kyocera, and other nonfamily firms were outside of the loop.

At the prompting of the Keidanren, Japan’s largest and politically most influential business organization, in which firms that supplied NTT and other Japanese parastatals were outnumbered, in 1980 the Diet passed legislation establishing an Ad Hoc Administrative Reform Council.25 The Diet ordered the council to examine the government’s fiscal and regulatory policies and to recommend reforms that would "reduce the government budget deficit and make economic policies more efficient."26 Prime Minister Nakasone appointed former Keidanren chairman Toshio Doko—who also had been Toshiba’s chairman—to spearhead the reform efforts. The Administrative Reform Council’s Fourth Committee, led by Keio University economist Hiroshi Kato, immediately took up the question of privatizing nationally owned enterprises, including NTT, Japan National Railways, and the tobacco and salt monopoly.27

The Administrative Reform Council encountered mixed enthusiasm in the LDP. The party leadership accepted the business community’s charge that certain areas of economic regulation, including telecommunications, were antiquated and inefficient—or at least not to their liking. Ranking members of the party’s Policy Affairs Research Council (PARC) telecommunications committee were staunchly opposed to change. These party backbenchers benefited richly from NTT’s cozy relationships with insider firms, accepting large donations from the “family” in exchange for supporting the regulatory status quo.28

23. In 1980, for example, NEC sold NTT 130 billion yen in equipment, accounting for 17 percent of NEC’s total sales that year. NTT did not place orders on the basis of competitive bids, but on the basis of friendly deals with these “family” companies. Friendly, in fact, may be too weak a word. Fujitsu had been selling switching equipment to NTT at $560 per port and exporting the same equipment at half that price. Similarly, the insider firms were selling standard black telephones to NTT for about twice the price of the same telephones in export markets. Ohmae (1979: 259); Yayama (1982: 127).
24. See Ohmae (1979: 259), and Yayama (1982: 126). Sixty percent of the executives in the top ten family firms were from NTT, either on loan or as retirees (Asahi shimbun, February 4, 1982).
25. The members of the Reform Council, hand-picked by Prime Minister Nakasone, were mostly business executives and academics who favored budget reductions and regulatory reform.
In January 1981, before the Administrative Reform deliberations had gotten very far, Prime Minister Nakasone replaced NTT president Tokuji Akikusa with a reform-minded outsider and Doko protégé, Hisashi Shinto. Nakasone made this appointment over the objections of the PARC telecommunications group members, who were pushing instead for NTT vice-president Yasusada Kitahara to succeed Akikusa. Kitahara had risen to NTT's top ranks by nurturing ties with the PARC telecommunications committee members, helping to funnel in their direction large and continuous donations from the NTT suppliers.

NTT's new president, Shinto, was more amenable to the LDP leadership's plan to revamp telecommunications policies along the lines that the Keidanren wished. In February 1982, for example, Shinto disclosed NTT's secret list of technical standards for NTT procurement in order to widen the circle of suppliers. But Shindo's action was a small step, and the Administrative Reform Council sought far greater changes when, in July 1983, it recommended privatization and the breakup of NTT.

The cabinet responded swiftly to the council's proposals, deciding on August 10, 1982, to submit privatization legislation by the next Diet session. But the party leadership had to work out a scenario that was acceptable to the PARC Telecommunications Division in order to obtain a parliamentary majority for reform. Mindful of the necessity to retain an LDP majority to continue to control the government, parliamentary leaders are careful not to undermine too drastically the constituency base of any group of LDP members. As a transitional measure, according to a compromise worked out by party leader Shin Kanemaru, NTT would first be turned into a stock company that was owned by the government. Eventually, the government would adopt a plan whereby half of the stock was to be sold in a series of offerings spread over four years. The law also required that the government retain at least one-third of the shares permanently. Because share placement did not go well, by 1992 national and local government entities still owned 65 percent of the shares. Thus,

30. Kitahara was known in the business community as NTT's "political bureau chief," although there was no such post (Nishii and Nishimae 1989b: 16). An informal group of business leaders known as "the Committee to Establish a New NTT" backed Nakasone's decision to appoint Shindo the new NTT president. Members of this committee included Hiroki Imazato of Seiko, Sohei Nakayama of the Industrial Bank of Japan, and Ryuzo Sejima of Ito Chu trading company. The PARC telecommunications committee apparently launched a brief but abortive campaign to oust Shindo soon after he was appointed (Nishii and Nishimae 1989b: 16; Yayama 1982: 128).
34. NTT Corporation Law of 1985, Article 4.
the protectors of the status quo—led by the PARC Telecommunications Division members—succeeded in preventing real privatization of NTT for several years.

Another task for the LDP was to establish criteria for entry into telecommunications services. The LDP's Commerce Division represented the interests of businesses outside the family, taking up where the party's Administrative Reform Task Force left off. It argued in favor of free entry for telecommunications carriers and for firms providing value-added services on leased lines. The Commerce Division went so far as to invite Clyde Prestowitz, a former U.S. Commerce Department bureaucrat, to speak to it about the dangers for U.S.–Japan relations of not opening those markets to foreign competition. MITI, reflecting its greater concern about trade relations and the efficiency of Japanese export industries, strongly supported a less restrictive regulatory system. The PARC Telecommunications Division—which represented NTT and its suppliers—and MPT disagreed, arguing that MPT should retain strict control of new entry into all facets of telecommunications, from facilities-based carriers to value-added networks.

As had been the case with NTT privatization, LDP leaders brokered the details of the entry rules. The top four officers of the LDP—the party president (also the prime minister), the secretary general, the PARC chairman, and the Executive Council chairman—hammered out a deal by April 6, 1984, that was eventually incorporated into the Telecommunications Business Law. Strict entry controls, as advocated by MPT and the Telecommunications Division, were applied only to facilities-based carriers. For General Type II carriers (offering value-added services to a restricted group), entry controls were minimal, as advocated by MITI and the Commerce Division. A compromise was found for value-added carriers offering services to the general public, with MPT succeeding in retaining entry regulation but less-firm controls than it had sought. However, MPT would not be allowed to turn down a request for entry, or issue software or hardware adjustment orders, without first consulting MITI. Moreover, MITI's administrative vice minister would have a voice on the Telecommunications Advisory Board, where final decisions about market entry were to be made.

Embedded in the maddeningly opaque licensing system was a rather subtle compromise between the PARC Telecommunications Division (representing the status quo providers), and the Commerce Division (representing users and potential entrants). The status quo would be altered to

---

meet the new demands of the business community. But change would be gradual, and would take into account the interests of the status quo firms. By the time the cabinet voted to submit the telecommunications bills to the Diet in April 1984, both sides seemed satisfied that they had done as well as the system allowed.

2.8. Comparisons

In both countries, the political pressure for reform came from users, manufacturers, and potential entrants in telecommunications services who were excluded from the vertically tied, regulated monopoly system. But the methods used by these interests differed dramatically.

The Japanese advocates of reform focused on the ruling party in the Diet because legislative change was required to undo a government-owned statutory monopoly. Reformists were forced to compromise with defenders of the status quo to protect all interests represented in the LDP so that the ruling party would not risk its majority in undertaking regulatory reform. The U.S. reformers, operating under statutes that permitted competition, focused instead on the FCC, repeatedly asking permission to compete with the ubiquitous regulated monopoly. The FCC's structure and process led the agency to proceed slowly, but nevertheless it gradually liberalized on its own. Moreover, the U.S. system of easy and extensive judicial review pushed the process faster than the FCC was willing to go.

The process began earlier in the United States because the legal technology of telecommunications policy had not clearly decided whether the industry should be monopolized or competitive, regulated or not, as it had in Japan. Hence, as each new technical innovation opened a new opportunity for competitive entry, the issue was brought to the FCC. In Japan, the legal technology firmly established government-owned monopoly as the preferred state, so that technological and economic change had to cumulate in order to build a strong enough coalition to overturn the reigning statutes and bring dramatic, discontinuous change. Even then, the change was structured as a compromise between entrenched interests and their challengers because both groups were highly influential within the ruling LDP.

2.9. Policy flexibility and speed of change

The speed of reform clearly varied dramatically between Japan and the United States, largely because of the legal environment of the policy process. U.S. telecommunications policy has been a matter of controversy since the Bell patents expired in the mid-1890s, and no regulatory regime has survived for more than twenty-five years without significant change.
In essence, the regulatory process was constructed in a manner that allows each new potential entrant to be partially accommodated in the system without a major disruption. By the time of the 1984 divestiture, the commitment had already been made to liberalize most of the system, so that the event itself was not disruptive of the industry. Thus, the U.S. system is highly flexible and inherently procompetitive, but designed to make change go slowly.

The legislative system in the United States is, by contrast to the regulatory process, inflexible to the point of ossification. As in Japan, the major players all have champions in the government, but unlike Japan, the U.S. process for changing legislation requires running a gauntlet of veto gates. Negotiating an accord when a change would worsen the lot of any interest that controls a veto gate is very difficult, requiring the identification and implementation of a statutory "side payment" to the losers that, because it would have to be visible, would also have to be legal and nonscandalous. In Japan, few players actually possess vetoes. And, because agreements are negotiated behind the scenes, with cash used for side payments, a legislative deal need not reveal all of its terms, and so is easier to reach. Thus, in Japan, the ruling party could completely rewrite its underlying statutory basis for telecommunications policy in less than three years.

The nature of telecommunications liberalization in Japan was also dramatically different from that in the United States. First, Japan's parliamentary and unitary (nonfederal) system of government gives the majority party in the Diet unfettered influence over the bureaucracy and over the regulatory process at every stage of implementation. Second, because during the liberalization period the LDP had a stable Diet majority that was likely to govern for the foreseeable future, it could rely on the Diet to resolve implementation disputes as they arose in the liberalization process, and had no interest in granting the judiciary an independent role to stabilize policy through possible changes in the government. The effect of these features on regulatory institutions was that the lines of authority in the policy-making process were clearer and more predictable than in the United States. By the same token, because the LDP controlled both legislative and executive functions, it could easily adjust one to suit the needs of the other, and so tended to write statutes that more completely specified the policy direction than is the case in the United States.

Despite the flexibility inherent in the Japanese system, the government is not able to make sweeping regulatory changes in a short time. True enough, once the LDP made a decision on the basis of the party's overall interests, party discipline ruled, and backbenchers had to go along with the party's decision. But before decisions were made, the party had to deal with serious sticking points if not vetoes--from within: the groups of backbenchers with vested interests in various aspects of the status quo.
The LDP leadership could not simply steamroll these backbencher interests, because the electoral system and the consequent need to divide the vote made backbenchers and the interests they represented important for maintaining the party's Diet majority.

In telecommunications, party leaders concluded that it was important to respond to the changing interests of businesses not in the NTT family, but they met with fierce and effective resistance from the PARC Telecommunications Division. So long as the LDP had to compete electorally in the framework of multimember districts and single nontransferable votes, the party leadership was reluctant to eliminate any important source of campaign contributions to an important group of LDP members. Rather, the party was likely to strike bargains, balance competing interests, and cut new players into old deals.

The ultimate effect of the Japanese system was that change of any kind had to wait until several interests coalesced to form a power base that mattered for the LDP's future. When this occurred, change was more sweeping than a single reform event in the United States, but represented a carefully crafted compromise between the upstart challengers and the defenders of the status quo. The Telecommunications Business Law and the NTT Corporation Law are more sweeping than any single reform decision that was made in the United States; however, these laws also did not liberalize the industry as much as the cumulative effect of the many separate, and individually less sweeping, separate decisions in the United States.

The 1993 Diet elections and subsequent reform activities raise an important issue regarding the future of telecommunications policy in Japan. The most likely permanent outcome of the Japanese political reform appears to be a system combining proportional representation and single-member legislative districts, as in Germany. This system will reduce the special-interest orientation of members of the Diet, and will increase party competition and the instability of single-party control. Most likely, these changes will make regulatory policies in Japan somewhat more favorable to consumers, and less favorable to equipment suppliers, than has been the case in the past. But reform will not eliminate the unification of the legislative and executive functions and will not bring a federalist structure. Consequently, these changes are not likely to lead to the form of procedurally complex regulatory policy making with extensive judicial review found in the United States. For example, administrative systems in the United Kingdom and Germany do not exhibit the procedural complexity of the U.S. system.

Similarly, this type of reform will not eliminate the importance of the personal vote in the electoral success of many Diet members, and so will retain the incentive to trade favors for campaign contributions. Only if
reform includes substantial restrictions on campaign financing for individual candidates is the special-interest orientation of the Diet likely to be radically reduced. But, as in
the United States, significant reform of campaign financing seems unlikely because it clearly conflicts with the long-term electoral security of individual Diet members. Hence, reform may moderate, but probably will not substantially reduce, the role of organized interests in policy making. The implication for telecommunications policy is
that the general pattern of reform is not likely to change dramatically when the new system is firmly in place.

3. POSTLIBERALIZATION PERFORMANCE

Because the political forces motivating and orchestrating reform differ between the two countries, the effect on the performance of the industry is also expected to differ. In
this section, we examine the postreform record of both countries according to several economic performance indicators—entry, prices, and costs—as well as by a measure of
political performance, that is, the extent to which the postreform industry has given rise to political scandals.

3.1. Scandal and corruption

The U.S. government has been involved in its share of scandals, but the public record tells of none in telecommunications. The presence of multiple veto points in the U.S.
system, including the Congress, the president, and the multimember FCC, makes coordinated corruption among them all quite difficult—and prone to disclosure. The problem
is exacerbated by the empowerment of numerous conflicting groups in the formal regulatory and judicial review processes, not just the regulated industry.

In Japan, corruption is endemic to telecommunications policy. Prior to NTT's privatization, as one might imagine from the close relationships among NTT, its
suppliers, and politicians, sweet deals were commonplace. The ostensible reason for Shinto's replacement of Akigusa as NTT president in 1981 was the revelation of
wrongdoing at the top in NTT. NTT management had apparently faked accounts, claiming to have taken business trips and hosted golf tournaments when they had in fact
routed substantial sums to LDP politicians. Akigusa was forced to resign in the face of this scandal, although Nakasone already had his reasons.

---

40. The record is not so happy in the FCC's other domain, broadcasting. During the late 1940s and 1950s, the FCC assigned most of the nation's VHF television stations, many of which went to politicians -- among them, eventual president Lyndon Johnson.
for shaking up NTT personnel. At about the same time, a similar scandal also rocked the international carrier, KDD.42

Lest NTT privatization and telecommunications reform seem to have expunged corruption from the regulatory process, think only of Recruit. The Recruit affair, which caught more politicians in its sticky net than any other postwar Japanese scandal, stemmed from telecommunications regulation in the new regime. Recruit was an upstart employment-information company, and its chairman, Hiromasa Ezoe, was eager to lease lines from NTT to transmit its employment data base (as a value-added service), as well as to resell high-speed digital transmission service to small companies that could not afford their own lines.43 In 1985, Ezoe gave tens of thousands of Recruit shares to NTT president Shinto, a host of politicians (allegedly including Prime Minister Nakasone), and a smattering of other business executives and well-placed academics in exchange for their "goodwill."

Although much is still unknown about the Recruit affair, the motive for Ezoe's generosity apparently was that he expected regulatory difficulties in MPT and the PARC Telecommunication Division.44 He was ensuring that the LDP would look out for him. The Recruit scandal suggests that the pattern of regulatory favors from the preprivatization days has not been eliminated, but rearranged.

3.2. Market Structure

Before liberalization, the structures of telecommunications markets were similar but not identical in Japan and the United States. In the United States, AT&T, a private company, accounted for about 85 percent of local-access customers and equipment sales, and enjoyed almost a complete monopoly in long distance. Western Union had a monopoly in telegraph services. GTE had about half of the remaining local-service market and was a monopoly supplier of its own equipment. Approximately fifteen hundred other companies had small fractions of local service. The U.S. international market was divided among several companies, including AT&T, RCA, Comsat, Western Union, and ITT, with regulation

42. The timing of the scandalous disclosures was probably not mere happenstance. This kind of money politics is common in Japan, and the Japanese system does not provide any incentive for an insider to blow the whistle on LDP officials. The split within the LDP over reform, however, would create a reason for revealing scandal involving the defenders of the status quo.
rather than competition allocating traffic among them. In Japan, NTT enjoyed a monopoly in all domestic services, and KDD, which had been privatized in 1952, was a monopolist in international services. Four consortia of electronics firms supplied virtually all equipment to these carriers. In both countries, this picture had changed radically by 1990.

3.3. Entry in the United States

In the United States, the initial liberalization in long distance in 1969 induced important but limited entry. Probably the best measure of the number of firms in the long distance toll market is the number of companies with carrier identification codes. These three-digit numbers enable a local-access customer to dial into the network of the associated carriers.45

By December 31, 1982, approximately when the divestiture settlement with AT&T was announced, eleven long distance providers had carrier identification codes.

A year later, when divestiture formally took place, forty-two companies had carrier ID. By mid-1991, this number had jumped to 597. Of these, 327 provided "equal access" long distance service.47

Market share data show considerable concentration in toll calls (Table 6.2). At the time of divestiture, AT&T accounted for approximately 85 percent of total interstate toll minutes, and 99 percent of "premium minutes"—equal-access calling at standard long distance toll tariffs. Not until 1986 was equal access provided to a majority of telephone lines, and this fraction did not pass 90 percent until late 1990. AT&T's market share has steadily fallen as equal-access provision has increased. By 1992, its share of both premium and total interstate switched-toll minutes was

45. No distinction is made between facilities-based and resale carriers; however, in the U.S. system this distinction is unimportant. Carriers in either category can enter the other, and most are hybrids, owning transmission facilities along the most heavily used links in their network, and sharing or leasing use of facilities elsewhere to provide greater geographic coverage.

46. The data about the number of carriers and their market shares come from the FCC's annual publication, Statistics of Communications Common Carriers. As the industry had become more competitive and less regulated, the quality and scope of the FCC's data have diminished. In sad realization of this state of affairs, telecommunications expert Bruce Owen has remarked, "If I had known deregulation meant that they were going to stop collecting the data, I would have been against it."

47. Equal access means that a customer can choose to make the carrier the long distance company that handles all inter-LATA toll calls that are dialed without a carrier ID code. In the United States, local-access customers select a primary long distance carrier, but can gain access to other carriers by dialing the carrier ID code before dialing the long distance number. In some cases, a customer using a carrier ID would also have to dial an account number, for the local-access carrier does not provide billing services for many carriers. A customer can switch primary carriers by simply informing them and paying a small fee.
around 60 percent. Its share of presubscribed lines was higher, about 75 percent.\textsuperscript{48}

International telecommunications has not changed as dramatically since divestiture. In 1982, the United States had six telephone carriers and six record carriers serving international markets. By 1990, four new telephone carriers and two new record carriers had entered; however, exits and mergers kept the number of telephone carriers at six and reduced the number of record carriers to five, one of which had shrunk to almost nothing. The problem, of course, is that international carriers are governed by international regulatory rules, which are anticompetitive.

\textsuperscript{48} Although these market share data indicate that long distance service is still quite concentrated, they probably overstate AT&T's actual market power. Virtually everywhere it operates, AT&T faces competition from several carriers, including three with nationwide networks and marketing efforts. Although AT&T's rates continue to be regulated by the FCC, the rates of the other carriers are not.
Intra-LATA toll is still largely monopolized by local-exchange carriers (LECs), and as shown in Table 6.3, accounts for about one-sixth of LEC revenues. The extent of competition in this service is growing, because some states have relaxed prohibitions against intra-LATA toll competition; however, the extent to which the recent decline in LEC toll revenues (and growth in interexchange carrier revenues) is accounted for by intra-LATA competition is unknown because these data are not collected.

Market shares in telecommunications equipment reveal a pattern that is similar to long distance.49 In terminal equipment, AT&T experienced precipitous sales declines after divestiture, with shares falling to 20 percent of previous level or less, in several markets. In central-office switches, AT&T has retained about 60 percent of sales; however, as with long distance, the better indicator of the degree of competitiveness is the magnitude and speed of lost sales—a decline in market share of more than 20 percent in three years. The main beneficiary has been Northern Telecom

49. For more details, see Noll and Owen (1989).
munications, the manufacturing affiliate of Bell Canada. Japanese and European switch manufacturers have not been successful in gaining a major foothold in the U.S. market except, in the case of Siemens, through acquisition of an American company, Rolm.50

In local-access service, despite the rapid growth of cellular telephone usage, local wireline access monopolies account for well over 90 percent of access. Since the federal government began to encourage competition in the 1960s, state regulatory policy has been significantly less procompetitive than federal policy. The stated reason is to maintain a pricing policy that cross-subsidizes residential access prices; however, recent studies of the economics of telephone service conclude that the actual pattern of subsidies is from business customers in larger cities to all customers, business and residential, in rural communities.51 To date, access competition has been limited to the relatively minor overlap between mobile telephones and wireline access, the possibility of providing an independent local service among telephones in a large company or a large building, and the presence of a few alternative access providers that have been allowed to enter in to the central business districts of a few large cities.

Nevertheless, even this last bastion of protected monopoly is beginning to erode. On April 16, 1993, Ameritech, the Bell operating company serving the Great Lakes states, submitted a proposal to the FCC to sell separately all components of local-access service, to allow resale of all of these components, to advocate the elimination of regulatory barriers to entry in all unbundled elements of local service, and to introduce "number portability"—the ability of a customer to retain the same telephone number when switching to another access provider—in return for permission to offer long distance service.52 Eventual adoption of the plan is certainly several years away at best, in part because it is controversial among other local-access providers and long distance carriers, and in part because many of the implementation details remain to be specified. Nevertheless, several state regulatory commissions, including four that regulate Ameritech, have formally supported Ameritech's proposal.

50. The reason for the lack of success of foreign firms in the U.S. switch market is still a matter of controversy. The old Bell companies, AT&T and Northern Telecommunications, are arguably the most efficient switch manufacturers in the world; however, some observers believe that the lack of success of foreign firms in the U.S. arises for basically the same reasons that U.S. firms are not very successful in Japan and Western Europe: Traditional procurement patterns and different national technical standards create high indirect trade barriers. See, for example, Fransman (1992), who cites the lack of success of ITT, a U.S. switch manufacturer with substantial foreign sales, in penetrating the U.S. market after divestiture because it could not adapt its high-quality switch to U.S. standards at a reasonable cost.


52. The details of the proposal, and the responses and counterproposals of others, can be found in Federal Communications Commission docket DA 93-481.
In mobile telecommunications services, the market contains literally thousands of firms, but competition has been limited (although it is growing). All seven regional Bell operating companies, GTE, and several independent companies provide cellular telephone service, and in 1993 AT&T bought the largest independent supplier, McCaw. Actual competition is limited, however, because the FCC has licensed only two cellular telephone systems in each geographic area. But the FCC has also created a very large number of "private land mobile" systems, categorized by type of business user and technology. One category, Specialized Mobile Radio (SMR), which was originally intended for fleet services, has been permitted to be connected to the telephone network for more than a decade, but historically, regulatory restrictions have prevented SMR companies from selling services broadly that compete with cellular systems.

The historical limitations on radio telephony are rapidly eroding. Recently, the FCC relaxed restrictions on some providers of private radio services, enabling them to reconfigure their systems to offer mobile telephony. In 1993, several companies responded by announcing their intentions to convert specialized radio services to multiuse systems, including mobile telephones; one such company, Fleet Call, has already received FCC permission to enter the cellular business. In March of 1993, the House of Representatives joined the parade by passing a bill adopting a proposal by President Clinton that would transfer the spectrum now reserved for the government to new radio telephone technologies. The FCC began implementing this legislation that September by announcing plans to allocate this spectrum to allow the entry of three to six national personal-communications service providers. Through these policies, the FCC is gradually introducing real competition into the mobile telephone business; however, the agency officially maintains that the purpose of these policies is not to create a competitive radio-access alternative to ordinary telephone service.

The FCC's hesitancy to publicly advocate publicly a competitive local-access policy is comprehensible only within the context of U.S. regulatory federalism. States are the principal authorities for regulating local access and all other local common carrier service. The FCC creates categories and restrictions in radio communications in part to avoid having the courts declare that these services are local common-carriers and, therefore, outside the FCC's regulatory jurisdiction. This enables the FCC to retain the authority to license numerous providers and to eschew price regulation in these technologies. The use of radio telephony for basic

53. For a detailed analysis of competition in cellular telephone and other forms of mobile radio, see Rosston (1993).
access to the national telephone system is a common-carrier service, and so within state jurisdiction. Many states have subjected it to rate regulation, in part in fear that if its prices were too low, it would siphon business from local-exchange carriers.

Obviously, the FCC's reluctance to create structural competition in common-carrier services is understandable if the end result is not real competition, but state-regulated cartels. Nevertheless, recent events indicate that many states are now willing not to regulate if competition emerges, encouraging the FCC to relax its restrictions and to pursue an avowedly procompetitive access policy. These events indicate that radio telephony not only will become more competitive in the near future, but may become a serious access competitor to wireline companies within a few years.

Finally, one of the more controversial issues in the United States is the state of value-added or information services. The public debate rages over whether the United States is rich or poor in the availability of enhanced services. On the one hand, the United States has extensive private data networks, and a very large number of companies offering bulletin boards, electronic mail, answering service and voice mail, and specialized videotext (such as catalogs and electronic delivery of news). The United States also has by far the most extensive cable television system in the world, with over sixty national networks providing programming to more than 50 percent of homes, and more personal computers with modems than any other nation. On the other hand, the United States does not have anything like France's Minitel, extensive switched video, or many other services that are imaginable. The only generalization about which there is widespread agreement is that computer-based information services that use ordinary telephone lines face no entry barriers from regulators or telephone companies for the simple reason that neither organization even knows why any given business orders local-access lines. The controversy arises because only ordinary telephone lines are available in all but a few areas. More technologically advanced means of interconnection are essentially available only over private systems.

Procompetitive policies in the United States have made almost all components of the telecommunications industry more competitive. Only in local access and intra-LATA toll has competition not become significant, and even here there is a growing prospect as state regulation becomes less restrictive and radio technologies claim more of the access business. Whereas all of these trends began in the early 1970s, clearly divestiture was a major event. Only in low-end customer equipment did competition become vigorous before divestiture. In all other areas, most of the increase in competition has taken place since the breakup of AT&T into eight independent companies.
3.4. Entry in Japan

Entry into telecommunications in Japan has also been substantial since the implementation of the reform legislation in 1985. Table 6.4 shows the number of new companies entering each major category of service since then. As in the United States, the focal points of competitive entry have been interexchange services, value-added services, and mobile communications. In all cases the absolute numbers are far lower in Japan than in the United States. Nevertheless, in the absence of other constraints, the numbers would be sufficient to produce a competitive market.

In long distance, three national terrestrial networks and three satellite systems are available; in the highly populated area surrounding Tokyo, Osaka, and intermediate points (the Tokyo–Osaka corridor) regional car
riers are also active. Mobile telephone service is much like that in the United States. Whereas numerous companies participate, the number is limited to two in each geographic area, except for three in Tokyo. International facilities-based entry has been minimal, as in the United States.

Table 6.5 contains a summary of the size of various Japanese telecommunications services markets and the aggregate market shares of the competitors. In addition to these data, another indicator of the penetration of competitors is market shares of interprefectural calls, which are roughly comparable to inter-LATA calls in the United States. In 1990, the new entrants had captured 16 percent of these calls, and 46 percent of interprefectural calling in the Tokyo–Osaka corridor.56 These data are not strictly comparable to U.S. data; however, the combined share of AT&T plus all local-exchange carriers in total telephone revenues (including leased circuits) is about 85 percent, compared to NTT’s 93 percent, indicating that competitive entrants are about twice as important in the

---

56. InfoCom Research (1992: 31). These data apply to only the prefectures where new entrants provide service. Only NTT serves some of the more remote areas.
United States as in Japan. Of course, because AT&T competes with LECs for leased access and in some cases for intra-LATA tolls, and because the LECs compete outside their service territories in radio telephone and information services, this comparison understates the greater development of structural competition in the United States. Nevertheless, the new entrants are growing rapidly in Japan, and these differences primarily reflect the fact that the key event in the United States—divestiture—took place nearly three years before structural competition was first licensed in Japan.

An important part of the story about entry in Japan is the identity of the companies providing common carrier services (Type I and Special Type II). In the United States, these companies are generally strictly telecommunications services companies, whereas in Japan they tend to be joint ventures among families of companies that have a strong presence in the electronics industry. Table 6.6 provides a road map to the complex world of Japanese industrial combines—which companies are aligned with which. Table 6.7 shows the largest investors in Type I carriers, and Table 6.8 presents the same information for the Special Type II carriers.

The data in these tables indicate that the number of independent entities is far smaller than the number of total entrants shown in Table 6.4. For example, Mitsubishi is a major investor in two of the three national long distance carriers, one of the three satellite carriers, five of the seven regional carriers, one of the two international carriers, seven of the sixteen mobile telephone carriers, and ten of the thirty-six Special Type II carriers. Many of the carriers are associated with other infrastructural firms, such as electric utilities or railroads, which in turn are part of industrial families that include equipment suppliers. Moreover, the general pattern of ownership is overlapping joint ventures. Sometimes Mitsubishi will venture with Mitsui, sometimes with Sumitomo, and so on. The end result is a complex tapestry of interrelated companies. This pattern is consistent with the view that the purpose of entry has been primarily to give more large companies and combines a share of the telecommunications business, and less to provide real competition to users.

When cross-ownership is taken into account, the new facilities-based companies can not be regarded as competitors with each other. As Table 6.7 shows, all of the national and regional entrants are a joint venture involving Mitsubishi and Mitsui. Likewise, all of the cellular companies are a joint venture involving Daini Denshin-Denwa Inc. (DDI), which in turn is a joint venture among the same two families, three other keiretsu, and electronics firms Kyocera and Sony. All three new digital carriers are owned in part by Japan Telecom, which is a joint venture involving Mitsubishi, Mitsui, and Sumitomo. Thus, the apparent entry boom in Japanese facilities-based telecommunications is more accurately seen as the
creation of a second large rival to NTT by business alliances that have a significant presence in the electronics industry but that were not part of NTT's procurement family.

The final important structural feature is that NTT remains largely unprivatized. NTT is also a partner in several of the Special Type II carriers. Because the government owns most of the stock, it faces a conflict in regulating the industry. More vigorous competition will reduce its net
revenues and its prospects for selling the remaining stock that is to be privatized.

The conclusion from these facts is that the raw nose-count data vastly overstate the extent of structural competition. Overlapping ownership patterns reduce the likelihood that most of the new companies will actually compete.

NTT continues to procure much of its equipment from its “family firms,” as Table 6.9 suggests. The government's aim in allowing new entry was not to make carriers adopt a more diverse procurement policy, but through new carriers to give more equipment suppliers access to the industry. The one possible exception was foreign suppliers, for pressure from U.S. trade negotiators led to assertions by Japanese leaders that privatization and structural competition would be part of a strategy to make equipment markets more open to U.S. firms. In some ways, this has occurred, for several American firms have secured ownership positions in various new carriers (this being the distinctly Japanese way to securing access to equipment procurement). Hughes, for example, has an interest in one of the new satellite carriers, and AT&T, IBM, General Electric, Sprint, and Unisys have interests in Special Type II carriers. NTT has also dramatically increased its procurement from foreign firms, from $19 million in 1981 to $603 million in 1991 and $784 million in 1992. These figures are clearly more than “mops and buckets.” In some areas, foreign purchases have become a large fraction of total procurement, most notably in information-processing systems, where foreign suppliers accounted for 40 percent of procurement in 1992. Nevertheless, for all NTT procurement, purchases from foreign firms are still less than 5 percent of NTT's annual investments.

Not surprisingly, the thrust of liberalization policy in Japan is not to create what Americans would call competition. The pattern of overlapping ownership and vertical integration makes the number of distinct decision-making entities far smaller than the number of legal entities. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the change in the industry is far from trivial, in that the growth of new entrants in Japan is broadly similar to the growth in the United States. The government service monopoly has clearly

57. In April 1993, the MPT announced intentions to lay an extensive fiber optics network with government funds, rather than rely on investment by the carriers themselves. According to an executive with whom we spoke at a new long distance carrier, this reflects the government's desire to bolster NTT's ability to continue subsidizing equipment suppliers in the face of long distance competition. See also Aizu Izumi, April 16, 1993.

58. Data on NTT procurement from NTT Procurement Activities 1992, NTT, pp. 5, 43, and NTT Procurement (no date), NTT America. Procurement of U.S. and Canadian products accounts for about 95 percent of total purchases from foreign firms (private communication from Koichiro Hayashi, president, NTT America), but only recently did NTT buy its first U.S. switches. See Bradsher (1993).
been broken while government still possesses most of the ownership in the dominant domestic carrier; formerly excluded industrial combines have gained an important foothold in the industry; and even several Japanese divisions of large U.S. firms have become members of the families of firms involved with several new entrants. American equipment manufacturers have had modest but important success in selling some high-technology products in the formerly closed Japanese network equipment market. While this is not open and free competition in the American sense, it is most definitely liberalization within the Japanese context.

3.5. Service prices, usage, and costs

Because the political objectives of telecommunications reform differ considerably between Japan and the United States, patterns of pricing in the two countries can be expected to differ, with consumer prices relatively lower in the United States. Likewise, to the extent that telecommunications carriers are regarded first as protected markets for equipment suppliers, costs and prices in Japan can be expected to be higher than in the postdivestiture United States. Finally, differences in the level and structure of prices should produce corresponding differences in patterns of use. In particular, higher costs and prices in Japan should result in less usage, and the Japanese policy of charging for use for all calls (not just long distance) should reduce local-exchange usage relative to the United States.

The long-term general price performance of telecommunications is broadly similar in Japan and the United States. Historically, prices of all telecommunications services have increased less rapidly than the consumer price index (CPI). In Japan, the CPI increased fivefold from 1960 to 1990. Between 1962 and 1990, basic access prices doubled in larger cities and tripled in smaller ones, and the price of a local call rose from seven yen to ten yen (about 40 percent). Long distance calls during weekdays remained largely unchanged, although prices fell slightly for the longest calling distances in the last two years of the period. In the United States, the average annual increase in the CPI between 1935 and 1991 was 4.2 percent, and for telecommunications services the average increase was 2.1 percent. Thus, in both countries there has been a steady long-term decline in the real price of telephone service of approximately the same magnitude.

In recent years, the pattern of price changes and relative prices have not been the same in the two countries. Table 6.10 shows several relevant price increases in various categories of services in the United States since
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59. Historical data on postwar NTT prices are from internal documents provided by staff of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications.
1978. Because of the nature of the regulatory process, telecommunications price changes lag by a year or two changes in the general rate of inflation, which is revealed in the late 1970s and early 1980s in Table 6.10. The 1978–81 CPI inflation hit telecommunications in 1980–82, with the latter increasing a little more than half as fast as the former. Divestiture on January 1, 1984, led to a major increase in telecommunications prices. Given a background inflation rate of a little less than 4 percent during the period just before and after divestiture, the expected price performance would have been for telecommunications prices to increase by about 2 percent per year. The excess price increase attributable to divestiture was about 10 percent for 1984 and 1985. Since divestiture, however, the price performance has been substantially better than historical experience. From 1986 through 1991, telephone prices have increased by about half a percent per year, on average, while the CPI has increased at about a 4.4 percent annual rate. This below-trend performance in telecommunications prices has now offset the immediate price increases after divestiture.
The four leftmost columns of Table 6.10 indicate that telephone prices were dramatically restructured in the United States during the 1980s. Between 1980 and 1986, real basic monthly service charges for both residential and business customers rose sharply. The average price (including taxes) for residential basic access with unlimited local calling rose from $8.32 in 1980 to $16.13 in 1986, an annual rate of increase of about 11 percent. The same service then rose to $18.64 in 1991, an annual rate of increase of less than 3 percent (and so more like the historical pattern).61

Interstate telephone calls, except for the inflation year of 1980, rose much more slowly in the early 1980s, and after divestiture fell dramatically. Table 6.11 shows the changes in AT&T's federally regulated long distance tariffs from 1984 to 1992. For calls during the day and early evening exceeding fifty-six miles (ninety km), prices have fallen, in most cases by more than 40 percent. These price reductions have tracked price cuts by the essentially unregulated competitors, who remain a few percent cheaper than AT&T. Since 1987, intrastate toll rates have also been falling, although not as dramatically as federal rates. Intra-LATA toll rates are regulated separately in each state, but generally they are lower than the
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rates for comparable inter-LATA distances. As an example, in California in 1992, the rate for calls to adjacent calling areas was ten cents for the first three minutes, plus four cents for each additional minute, so that a three minute call in the lowest AT&T rate distance category would be 18 cents, not $1.00, if made within a LATA. For distances of twenty to seventy miles, California peak rates for three minutes varied from 66 cents to $1.02, for evening rates from 46 to 72 cents, and for night rates from 27 to 40 cents, all of which are below the comparable AT&T rates. Again, the price per minute is higher for the first minute, so that calls of longer duration are still less expensive than the AT&T rates. Because almost all short distance toll calls are placed within LATAs, these prices are the better indicator of the U.S. price structure.

We have not been able to locate telephone price indexes for Japan; however, NTT's historical pricing data since 1953 reveal distinctly different patterns than those in the United States. Since 1977, the nominal price of basic monthly service has remained virtually unchanged in Japan, although it has been unbundled, as in the United States, into separate charges for basic access, inside wire maintenance, and telephone instrument rental. As in the United States, customers are free to provide their own terminal devices, but unlike in the United States, inside wire maintenance must still be procured from the local-access provider. The monthly rental for telephones in Japan has fallen slightly, while the other prices have not changed.

To compare Japanese and U.S. prices requires selecting an appropriate dollar value for the yen. All of the calculations in this chapter assume that a dollar is equivalent to 130 yen, which is at the high end of the value of the dollar during the entire reform period and is higher than the average exchange rate during the early 1990s. At the average exchange rate for the early 1990s, the dollar value of Japanese telephone services prices would be about 10 percent higher than the figures reported here.

Tables 6.12 and 6.13 compare October 1991 U.S. prices and January 1992 Japanese prices for various residential and business access services. Both tables break down prices by size of local calling area; however, the table for Japan is a complete representation of the NTT price system, whereas the U.S. table averages prices for selected local areas for Bell operating companies across all states. Because all states have different local-access pricing systems, one cannot construct strictly comparable
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62. The main reason for this phenomenon is that inter-LATA carriers are required to pay usage-based "carrier access charges" for the portions of calls between the inter-LATA carrier's points of presence in each LATA and the ultimate origin and destination of the call. This amounts to paying two local toll calls as part of each intra-LATA call.

63. These prices are taken from the local-calling prices in the Pacific Bell White Pages, May 1992. Because the data appear as prices between specific calling areas, maps were consulted to determine approximate distances.
tables for the United States and Japan. Likewise, in Tokyo, TTNet (a regional carrier) also sells local access according to a different price structure than NTT's.

The first important fact that stands out from these tables is that local-access prices are not very different. In particular, for large cities, local measured service in Japan costs $11.94. Adding the fifty calls per month that are included in the U.S. rate, the comparable Japanese price is $14.79. This price is a little lower than unlimited service in the U.S. and a little higher than U.S. local measured service, with the gap between large and small communities greater in Japan. Although Japan has really not yet started the process of bringing prices more in line with costs in its less-populated areas, average access prices are broadly similar in the two countries.

The second important fact is the dramatic difference in installation fees. The initial subscription fee in Japan is $560 per line, with an additional $73 every time a subscriber moves. There is no differential between residential and business users. This phenomenal difference in the initial installation fee, which is the equivalent of about $4 per month in the basic access charge, makes telephone access in Japan more expensive than in the United States. After adding the monthly equivalent of the difference in installation fees, the residential rural rate becomes $13.63, which is only slightly below the average U.S. rate for measured service. The large city rate becomes about $19, which exceeds the price of unlimited local-calling service in the United States.

Third, the cost per call for measured service is lower in the United States. For example, in California, the measured-service local-calling rate is 4 cents for the first minute, and 1 cent per minute thereafter, whereas the Japanese rate is 7 cents for each three minutes, so that for calls exceeding three minutes, the U.S. charge is much cheaper. Moreover, Japanese local tolls have been remarkably stable, at least until 1993. NTT has always charged for local calls. This price was 7 yen per three minutes in 1953, and was increased to 10 yen in 1976. In 1993, NTT proposed doubling this rate to 10 yen per ninety seconds. This increase will make the price of a three minute local call about 15 cents, which is more than twice the U.S. charge and approaches the U.S. price for calls from pay telephones.

Fourth, long distance tolls have not been affected by liberalization as much as have U.S. long distance rates. NTT introduced direct-dial long distance calls in 1962, and the prices established then, which distinguished
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64. The other access provider, TTNet, has a different price structure: $650 for installation for installing a single line, plus $37 a month for service that includes fifty hours of call duration for all calls up to twenty km, plus $19 for each additional twenty-five hours of local calls. InfoCom Research (1992: 37).
between day and evening calling, remained unchanged until 1980, when a lower late night rate (9 AM to 6 PM) was introduced. In 1981, a further distinction was made between weekdays and Sundays and holidays, with prices cut for daytime calls in the latter times. In addition, price cuts of about 15 percent were adopted for the longest long distance category (over 320 km). But for all other price categories, NTT prices were the same in 1988 as they had been in 1962.

The changes in toll prices during liberalization are shown in Table 6.14. Since 1988, NTT toll prices have dropped for the shortest and longest categories, but for calls between 40 km and 160 km, prices for weekday daytime and evening service remain exactly the same as in 1962. Because well over 90 percent of telephone calls in Japan are for distances under
the implication of these changes is that for nearly all calls, NTT prices have not changed in three decades. For the competitive carriers other than TTNet, the prices shown do not include the charges by NTT for local access. For customers without private lines, NTT local access charges are at least 10 yen per three minutes on each end. The exact amount is determined by the distance of the call over NTT lines from a competitive carrier's points of presence to the points where the call begins and terminates. Thus, from the customer's perspective, the prices charged by NTT and its competitors are essentially the same. The conclusion to be drawn from both the historical stability of long distance prices and the parallel pricing between NTT and its competitors is that the entrants have been brought in under a price umbrella at the old monopoly tariffs.

Tables 6.11 and 6.14 illustrate a very important difference between toll prices in Japan and the United States. Note that AT&T's prices are insensitive to distance. As a result, AT&T's prices are much higher than Japanese prices for short distances, but at longer distances are much lower. Prices are about the same in the range of fifty to sixty miles. In the United States, these shorter calls would be mostly intra-LATA toll calls provided by local-exchange carriers, with substantially lower prices than AT&T's. The longest distances in Japan fall into the AT&T category of 926–1,910 miles, which has a peak price of $1.19 for AT&T compared to $1.85 for NTT and $1.54 for the new Japanese carriers. For shorter distances, the comparison with the California intra-LATA rates produces a similar result. The California price for calls to adjacent local exchanges is 18 cents for three minutes, compared to NTT's fifteen cents for less than twelve miles (twenty kilometers); however, beyond three minutes the California price is lower because of the lower prices of additional minutes. For longer calls, California intra-LATA rates are about the same as NTT below thirty-six miles (sixty km), but are 10 to 30 percent below the NTT rates beyond this distance. Perhaps the most striking differences between Japan and the United States emerge for cellular telephone service. In the United States, cellular prices not only vary among states and carriers, but most carriers offer customers a menu of pricing plans, each with a different basic monthly hookup charge and a price per minute of use in peak and off-peak periods. For the pricing plan with the lowest monthly charge (and the highest per-minute charges), the average price in the United States in 1990 among a sample of sixty-five systems was $20.59, and the average per-minute charge was 55 cents. In Japan, the monthly charge varies depending on the type of telephone used (auto, shoulder phone, or hand held), but not by geographic area. The unweighted average across tech

ologies and carriers was approximately $100, and the unweighted average per-minute charge was about 61 cents.\(^6\) But in addition, Japanese subscribers face an initial subscription fee that averages about $350, for which there is no counterpart in the United States.

Price comparisons clearly show that most telecommunications services are substantially cheaper in the United States than in Japan. Moreover, Japanese pricing penalizes both usage and long distance calling relative to shorter toll calls. The overall effect of this pricing structure should be to reduce utilization; moreover, because in both countries the profits of the dominant carriers are limited by regulation, the main explanation for higher prices in Japan should be higher costs. In particular, based on the conclusion that the Japanese political system should bias telecommunications policy in favor of equipment manufacturers, we hypothesize that the Japanese system should have higher capital costs and less-efficient usage of capital than the U.S. system. Data pertaining to all of these issues are summarized in Table 6.15.

One striking performance indicator is the overall penetration rate of telephone service. The high installation charge in Japan holds down the number of lines to levels usually associated with less wealthy, less technologically advanced economies. In 1991, the United States had 51.4 lines per 100 population, whereas Japan had 42.0, nestled comfortably among Italy (40.0), New Zealand (43.4), and the United Kingdom (44.4).\(^6\) Likewise, in cellular telephone service, where both installation and monthly access charges are much higher in Japan, Japan had an estimated 1.6 million subscribers in 1992, compared to about eleven million in the United States, amounting to a penetration rate that is more than three times higher in the United States.\(^7\)

Another striking comparison is the extent of usage. High calling prices hold down calling in Japan. Japan has almost exactly half the population of the United States; however, Americans make more than six times as many telephone calls. More amazingly, Americans spend twelve times as many minutes using the telecommunications system, and almost fifteen times the amount of time on local calls.

Given the differences in usage, the Japanese pay a great deal more per unit of service than do Americans. Japanese pay slightly less per telephone line in total charges; however, NTT's revenues per telephone call are double the figure for the United States.

Finally, as expected from the analysis of the political forces at work in Japan, the Japanese system is more capital intensive: Revenues per dollar of capital investment are more than 10 percent higher in the United States,
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and capital investment per call in Japan is nearly three times as high as in the United States. Investment per line is about the same; however, Japan's far lower usage rate should make their investments lower in the part of the system that is usage-sensitive. Moreover, the higher population density of Japan should lead to shorter access lines, on average, which in turn should produce lower investments in the usage-insensitive aspects of telephone service provision.

Apparently NTT has actually become more capital intensive since privatization. Although its ratio of the value of capital investments to sales fell in the years before privatization, since 1985 this ratio has actually
increased about 7 percent. Employment has declined since privatization. While total personnel expenses have increased by about 15 percent, revenues per employee have grown nearly 40 percent. Hence, NTT's high prices and costs are attributable to its investment activities, not its employment practices.

A final feature of NTT is that privatization has actually led to greater, not smaller, payments to government. In fiscal year 1985, the net payments to government by NTT were only $660 million, but this rose to $1.75 billion in 1990. Interestingly, the dollar value of dividends to all stockholders remains unchanged since one-third of NTT was privatized. All of the government's increase in revenues from NTT comes from higher taxes. Together with the expenditure data, these facts indicate that the beneficiaries of NTT privatization have been its equipment suppliers and the government, not stockholders or customers. These effects provide considerable insight into why the price of NTT stock has fallen by two-thirds since the end of 1987, and why the government has been unable to complete its privatization plans on schedule.

4. CONCLUSION

Telecommunications liberalization clearly does not mean the same thing in Japan as in the United States. In the United States, liberalization was for the purpose of introducing more competition into the industry, which in turn had the effect of bringing prices more in line with costs and, on balance, reducing prices by forcing service suppliers to be more efficient. The effect has been to open service provision and equipment procurement, but as a means of reducing costs and prices. In Japan, the intensely politicized telecommunications industry has been influenced by the politics that is common to Japanese industrial policy. Consumers are heavily taxed to support industrial suppliers, and the regulation of firms has been a patronage system that supplies favors to the stalwart supporters and contributors of the ruling party. The resulting system is remarkably expensive and underutilized for a nation that prides itself on being a world leader in information technology. The implicit differences in technology policy that lie behind the performance data are quite interesting. The United States is clearly relying on domestic market competition to force improvements in both equipment and services. By taxing domestic markets, Japan is relying on implicit subsidization in both service and equipment to generate funds for innovation. To the extent that demand pull and market competition have a role in Japan, it is in the international market, in which the biggest customer is the United States.

72. Ibid., 106.
The Japanese approach gives its information-technology sector a clear advantage: a large domestic market in which they are insulated from competition, but a large U.S. market in which they compete and, to succeed, must be responsive to customers. Although one can question why the Japanese pursue a policy that undermines living standards in Japan, the policy seems to give Japan's companies the best of both worlds. But it also makes them very vulnerable, for a weakly performing domestic telecommunications system may inhibit the ability of Japan's information-technology companies to remain competitive in world markets.

In both nations, one commonly expressed reason for liberalization was precisely this: to induce performance improvements in the domestic network that would cause telecommunications services to support the communications needs of a world-class information-technology sector. The same firms that are benefiting from equipment sales to carriers in the Japanese system are also going to be harmed as customers of the network by the corresponding low efficiency and high prices. As the data show, high usage prices deter the development of information services and the equipment and software that goes with them because they discourage the long connect time that is necessary for interactive use over the network. Hence, information services in Japan, compared to the United States, will be biased in favor of simple data delivery (e.g. electronic publishing) but against systems that require on-line interactions between users and information suppliers (e.g. electronic shopping).

Meanwhile, the Japanese telecommunications system reveals clearly the major drawback of the Japanese political system that prevailed until 1993. Policy in Japan has not been oriented toward providing low-cost, widely available consumer service, and the measures of consumer welfare indicate that telephone customers are substantially better off in the United States than in Japan.
1. INTRODUCTION

Japanese and American electric utilities have pursued sharply different nuclear energy policies since the mid-1970s. U.S. utility companies have all but abandoned nuclear power. They have ordered no new nuclear power plants since 1978. Moreover, they have canceled all plants ordered after 1974 as well as one-third of those ordered before 1974. While nuclear power continued to grow as a percentage of both total electricity generation and installed capacity throughout the 1980s, that growth rate slowed markedly as the number of plants in the construction pipeline dwindled. Nuclear's share of power production is expected to begin declining as older plants are decommissioned without any new plants to take their place. All this is occurring, despite evidence that utilities had formulated ambitious plans in the 1960s and 1970s for its development.  

1. Total net nuclear power design capacity (i.e., units licensed for operation, under construction, or on order) declined from 163 gigawatts electric in 1980 (169 reactor units, 70 of which were then in operation) to 121 GWe (130 units) in 1985 and only 113 GWe (120 units, 111 of which are in operation) in 1990 (World Almanac 1992: 196).

In contrast, Japanese nuclear capacity has mushroomed. Utilities currently operate forty-one nuclear-powered plants (32.2 GWe capacity) generating 26 percent of electricity supply, up from five plants (1.8 GWe) in 1973. Japanese utilities also have another eleven plants (10.6 GWe) under construction, and Japanese policy makers expect nuclear-generated electricity to make up 35 percent of capacity by the year 2000.
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1. Policy makers in the United States anticipated that American utilities would eventually bring as many as five hundred light-water plants on line, generating enough cheap power to render electricity “too cheap to meter.”
Economists have argued that the difference between United States and Japanese use of nuclear power plants follows from differences in construction and operating costs in the two countries. This is undeniably part of the explanation. Much of that cost difference can, however, be attributed to differences in government policy, which are a matter of choice. This chapter offers an explanation for why nuclear power policies in the United States and Japan have diverged since the 1970s.

In assessing policy choice, regulatory economists have observed that bureaucratic processes (such as the licensing of power plants) impose compliance costs on regulated industries and can change relative prices in an economy. To the degree that utilities cannot shift the costs of nuclear regulation to other parts of the economy, it follows, demand for nuclear power will be reduced. Both economists and political scientists have remarked on the myriad bureaucratic hurdles that utilities must overcome to build new nuclear power facilities in the United States (implying high compliance costs), whereas their Japanese counterparts face relatively few such impediments (implying relatively lower compliance costs). Simply put, the Japanese face less red tape, so their licensing process is cheaper than ours. It follows, all else equal, that Japanese utilities will place greater emphasis on new nuclear capacity than will American utilities. What is not explained is why government policies toward nuclear power differ in the two countries.

We argue that the policy differences largely follow from different constitutional structures (a federal, Madisonian system in the United States versus a parliamentary system in Japan) and different electoral systems (Japan's single nontransferable vote–SNTV–system versus the United States's single-member-district, plurality elections). In the United States, the nuclear power plant construction industry is dead for two complementary reasons: First, environmentalists and not-in-my-backyard (or NIMBY) citizens' groups gained a say at many levels (local, state, and federal) in policy making. These groups' interventions slowed to a crawl the regulatory process in approving the siting, planning, construction, and operation of nuclear power plants, and forced costly modifications of plant designs to reduce thermal and radiation pollution emissions and increase plant safety. Second, at a time when real incomes in the United States were stagnant or declining, political opposition to new, expensive generating capacity and congressional passage of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA) gave utilities in high demand-growth areas strong incentives to abandon plans to build new capacity. Instead, they turned to policies to promote the more efficient use of existing capacity, including the creation of a nationally integrated electrical grid to wheel power from areas of excess capacity, and a variety of demand-management policies intended to conserve energy and smooth
power use. These two factors—political opposition to new facilities and the availability of alternative supplies through wheeling and demand management—sharply reduced utilities' short-term requirements for new generating capacity in the United States, both nuclear powered and conventional (Joskow 1974).

Japanese utilities faced a much different environment. At the time of the first oil shock in 1974, more than 50 percent of installed generating capacity in Japan was oil fired. Policy makers responded to the economic crisis caused by the oil embargo by encouraging the diversification of the base generating capacity, including nuclear power.

Japan also has an environmentalist movement and NIMBY activists who oppose the development of nuclear power (Donnelly 1991; Krauss and Simcock 1980; McKeen 1981). However, Japan's regulatory process offers many fewer points at which opponents of nuclear power can intervene to stop or delay development of nuclear power (see Figure 7.1). This is a matter of political choice, however; the Japanese legislature can create as many (or few) checks on bureaucratic decision making as it desires. Nuclear regulation could have become as complex in Japan as it is in the United States, but it did not. We argue that this difference in policy choices reflects not just a different constitutional system, but also the interplay between Japan's SNTV electoral system and the Liberal Democratic Party's electoral strategy. Major industrial supporters of the LDP demand policies that favor large construction projects; nuclear power plants are among the largest such projects. The potential opposition to nuclear power in Japan, on the other hand, consists of environmental groups, who tend to support opposition parties and thus are of little consequence in LDP electoral calculations; and NIMBY constituents, such as farmers and fishermen, whom the LDP placates with further side-payment policies.

The plan of the chapter is as follows: In Section 2 we present the arguments and evidence regarding the relative costs of nuclear power plant construction and operation in the United States and Japan. Critical differences between the two countries include demand characteristics, the structure of utility rate regulation and risk factors faced by utilities in the two countries. The evidence clearly supports the claim that nuclear power is competitive (vis-à-vis alternative generating capacities, such as oil, gas, coal, and conservation) in Japan but not in the United States. We present our explanation for this divergence in Section 3, where we trace the differences in the two countries' nuclear power market and regulatory structures. Section 4 concludes.
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2 Among other requirements, PURPA requires electric utilities to purchase the output of qualifying cogeneration and alternative energy generation facilities at rates no lower than the utility's incremental ("avoided") costs. This requirement raises the risk to utilities that any new power plant it might build would contribute to excess capacity.
2. COMPARATIVE ELECTRICITY ECONOMICS: JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES.

Why is Japan seemingly so successful at building and operating nuclear generating capacity, while in the United States nuclear economics no longer glows? In explaining the divergent records of nuclear programs in the United States and Japan, the economics literature has focused on construction costs for reactors in the two countries. Costs are indeed lower in Japan today. Japanese construction costs relative to U.S. costs dropped from rough comparability in the early 1970s to less than half of U.S. costs in the 1980s (on a per-megawatt basis, based on comparisons of published U.S. figures with proprietary data obtained from Japanese utilities; see, e.g., Hinman and Lowinger 1987). Stated operating costs in Japan are approximately one-half U.S. operating costs (on operating costs see, e.g., Navarro 1988, 1989). Because of different nuclear cohorts, these comparisons overstate the cost differential. In particular, the Japanese did not begin building nuclear plants in earnest until just before the United States gave up. Therefore, the oldest Japanese plants are the same cohort as the newest American plants. The construction and operating costs of similarly sized and aged plants are roughly similar in the two countries. Newer Japanese reactors, however, have no counterparts in the United States, rendering comparisons of construction costs impossible and of operating costs problematic. Nevertheless, economists have argued that these cost differences arise from construction delay, learning, management structure, and financing. We will deal with each of these in turn.

Much of the construction cost difference between U.S. and Japanese nuclear power plants is attributed to differences in construction lead times (the time required to build a plant). Plants that came on line in Japan in the first half of the 1980s had a construction lead time averaging 5.3 years; in the United States, the figure was 11.2 years (Hinman and Lowinger 1987). Longer lead times increase charges for borrowed capital. In the United States, it is not uncommon for 40 percent of the cost of a nuclear power plant to consist of interest charges on debt. Furthermore, unexpected delays involve additional charges, including contract penalties and substitute power purchases.

The learning and management differences in plant construction are apparent in the structures of both the utility industry and the construction industry. In Japan, there are only three vertically integrated vendors of nuclear plants serving only nine utilities. Japanese nuclear plants are standardized to a much greater extent than those in the United States, as Japanese utilities buy nuclear facilities under turnkey contracts (in which the facility is to be delivered, ready for operation, at a set time for a set price). U.S. vendors, in contrast, ceased selling turnkey reactors in 1966.
Thereafter, utilities assumed the risk of cost overruns for plants in which the multiplicity of vendors (architects, engineers, construction firms, and balance-of-plant companies) resulted in an extraordinary degree of customization (Cohen 1979: 69). Since 1975, increased standardization has headed the list of every set of policy proposals intended to enhance the safety or economic competitiveness of nuclear power in the United States, reflecting the belief that customization has imposed a crushing penalty on the attractiveness of the technology.

Finally, the financing issue represents a fundamental difference between the two countries. The Japanese Development Bank subsidizes loans for nuclear power development. Utilities pay the lowest interest rate that the JDB offers, which is on average about a percentage point lower than the long-term prime rate offered by commercial banks. By contrast, American utilities have had to compete for financing in the capital markets. This has resulted in relatively higher costs for loans and a higher risk burden for utilities.

A closer examination of these three cost components—lead times, standardization, and financing—reveals their connection to policy choices. Administrative obstacles—that is, red tape—is often as costly as economic ones (see U.S. Department of Energy 1980: 145, Table 10).

The licensing requirements in the two countries diverged appreciably in the mid-1970s. On one side, the Japanese government streamlined its licensing procedures in 1977, dropping the potential number of required licenses from 160 down to only 66, stemming from thirty-three different laws.

As outlined in Figure 7.1, in Japan, after a utility selects a location, it submits its application for a site license, including an environmental impact report, to the prime minister. The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) then holds a public hearing to give notice to and hear comments from the local community. The application then goes to the (popularly elected) prefectural governor for approval, after which the Electric Power Development Coordinating Council (EPDCC) offers a recommendation to the prime minister, who has the final word.
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3. For example, the average long-term prime rate offered by private banks in June 1989 was 5.7 percent, while the rate at which utilities could borrow from the JDB for investment in nuclear capacity was 4.85 percent. In June of 1990, the figures were 7.6 percent and 6.4 percent, respectively.

4. The administrative guidance governing these public hearings gives MITI a veto over who may attend and what issues they may address.

5. EPDCC is an “independent” ministerial body attached to the Economic Planning Agency, composed of representatives of eight ministries and eight outside members (usually academics); the prime minister is ex officio chair. The eight ministries and agencies represented are: MITI, the ministries of Finance, Home Affairs, Construction, and Agriculture; and the Economic Planning, Environment, and Land Agencies.
Once siting has been approved, the Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission—panels of academics and industry representatives reporting to the Science and Technology Agency—undertake safety examinations. MITI, with the approval of the prime minister, may then grant separate licenses for construction, testing, and operation. MITI also inspects post construction safety. It is important to note that all of the veto gates just described are subject to the continued pleasure of the majority party in the Diet. Should a majority of the Diet so choose, any or all of these stages could be eliminated, modified, or replaced. We will return to this point in Section 3.

Compare this relatively streamlined Japanese process to the dozens of local, state, and federal agencies, as well as multiple levels of federal and state courts, whose approval is needed in the United States to build and operate nuclear plants. The San Onofre plant on southern California’s coast, for example, had to obtain more than two hundred separate licenses before it could go online.

Power plant siting and utility generating capacity planning in the United States are subject to state and local regulation, whether the plant is to be nuclear or conventional. Several states, including California, Minnesota, Oregon, and Vermont, have legislated special restrictions on nuclear power plant construction on radiological health and safety grounds. In addition, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA)—as amended in 1972—and Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 701 comprehensive planning assistance all give the states powerful tools to check plans for development of nuclear power generating capacity, even to the extent of duplicat
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6. The Diet altered the mission of the NSC in 1978 following a radiation leak in the Japanese self-defense force’s nuclear-powered ship, the Mutsu. The Diet's intent was for the NSC to provide a “double check” along with MITI's check, on the safety of new plants (see the 1978 Amendment to Nuclear Power Commission and Nuclear Safety Commission Establishment Act of 1955, Law No. 188).

7. The Japanese judicial system hypothetically serves as an avenue for challenging the siting and operation of nuclear power plants. A person opposed to an administrative decision to license a nuclear power plant may file suit in court under the Administrative Legislation Act, pursuant to Section 7 of the Nuclear Regulation Act. But in practice, no legal suit brought against a plant has ever prevailed, which is just as one would expect. Since the LDP’s constituents can press their claims directly to the governing party, those who resort to the legal system tend to be outside the LDP electoral coalition. As is typical of parliamentary systems, Japan's judiciary (by being deliberately inhospitable to citizens with grievances) acts as a sort of screening device. The courts limit standing to residents in the neighborhood of the proposed plant site who can demonstrate damage to their person or property. Furthermore, courts limit their own scope for reviewing administrative action (Haley 1978; Upham 1987; Young 1985). Refusing to comment on scientific and technical issues of plant safety, the courts ask only whether the administrative agency granting a plant license met the procedural standards prescribed by law. The courts have found in favor of the agencies in all eight cases brought to date (unpublished internal MITI document). See also Schoenbaum and Ainley (1988).
ing and perhaps challenging NRC reviews (U.S. Dept. of Energy 1980: 35).

What makes the American system especially sticky is that federal licensing agencies and regulations all accord some form of participatory rights to parties (from state governments to local residents of proposed nuclear plant sites) with an interest in the license. At the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission), for example, legal standing in the licensing process is virtually unlimited. Any individual or group that files the appropriate papers receives intervention status. The only limit on standing is the extent of the commission's own legal jurisdiction (for example, prior to 1969, potential environmental intervenors had almost no hope of gaining standing before the AEC). Intervenors may be eligible for federal financial assistance in order to hire legal counsel, and they can introduce evidence, interrogate other parties, cross examine witnesses, and present their own witnesses (Atomic Energy Act of 1954, P.L. 83-703, as amended). Finally, if unhappy with the initial permit or licensing decision they can appeal the whole business to the review levels within the NRC and from there to the federal courts and to Congress. With the construction permit process at the NRC, for example, there are six review stages, four appeals stages, and six separate federal agencies (as well as state and local agencies) involved in making the permit decision.

Opponents of nuclear power have often complained that this structure and process is ineffective because construction and operating plans almost always are approved. Cohen (1979), for example, found that 92 of 116 AEC/NRC construction permit application cases initiated between 1966 and 1974 had been resolved by 1977; all received approval by the commission. Out of 103 "substantive" issues raised in these licensing cases, Cohen found that applicants prevailed 87 times, intervenors only 16 (Cohen 1979: 86, Table IV). But intervenors were much more successful on "procedural" issues, for example, whether a particular topic could be discussed at the hearing or the granting of a delay for further preparation.

More important from our perspective are the dual effects of delay and anticipated response by utilities. Whether or not plant construction ultimately is approved, the effect of all this structure and process is to increase the cost of bringing a nuclear power plant on line. Following the 1971 Washington D.C. circuit court decision in the Calvert Cliffs case, which forced the AEC (later, the NRC) to require permit applicants to comply with NEPA and file environmental impact reports (EIRs), all licenses were held up for more than twelve months as applicants backtracked to complete environmental reviews. One of the effects of NEPA was to incorporate public concerns about the potential consequences of low-probability accidents into the licensing process. While the Atomic Energy Act allowed
the AEC to ignore such events, NEPA required an environmental impact statement that characterized all residual risks and included them in an overall cost-benefit analysis.

In effect, the application of NEPA to the nuclear industry slowed by as much as two years the licensing of reactors (Cohen 1979). The timing was particularly unfortunate for American utilities (who, as we noted above, bore most of the risk of construction delays and cost overruns following 1966), as inflation and interest rates rose sharply in the late 1970s. Consequently, the procedural due process accorded opponents wound up imposing far greater costs on utilities than anyone had anticipated in the early 1970s. The Congressional Budget Office estimated in a 1979 study that financing problems were directly responsible for as much as 19 percent of total construction delay time at nuclear plants. A share of these financing problems probably resulted from previous delays from regulatory activities. The CBO attributed another 19 percent of delay time directly to regulatory compliance (see U.S. Dept. of Energy 1980: 145, Table 10).

Why didn't the United States follow Japan in streamlining its regulatory process? This is especially interesting in light of the fact that in the early 1970s, utilities were still interested in building nuclear plants (as can be seen in the bulge in construction permit applications filed in 1973 and 1974), and were complaining vociferously about licensing delays. As Weingast (1980) observed, Congress, which passed NEPA, could have acted to amend it if members of Congress had become unhappy with how the act was applied after the circuit court handed down the 1971 Calvert Cliffs decision. But to conclude from its inaction that Congress was antinuclear in 1972 is incorrect. The largest federal energy research and development program ever was concurrently getting underway at the AEC to develop breeder reactors, a technology that makes sense only if the country has a big light-water reactor industry in need of fuel; indeed, the breeder program was justified on this basis (Cohen and Noll 1991). Further, public opinion polls indicate that the general population continued to support nuclear power development right up to the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979 (Fort and Hallagan 1991).

Congressional ambivalence about nuclear power is apparent in the history of legislative efforts in the mid-1970s. First, the AEC was abolished in 1974, and a new regulatory institution, the NRC, was established that, divorced from the enormous nuclear weapons laboratory establishments of the AEC, was far more likely to be antinuclear than its predecessor.

Second, instead of streamlining, the United States government added layers into the licensing process, creating new avenues into the regulatory process for opponents of nuclear power. Since the dissolution of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) in January 1977, attempts to
streamline the regulatory process have failed to generate any steam. The JCAE had been established in 1946 as a joint House and Senate committee charged with overseeing the development and promotion of nuclear power. At the opening of the Ninety-fifth Congress, a coalition of antiproliferation and environmentalist Democrats was able to include the demise of the JCAE in the rules of the House, passed by a straight party vote.8

The differences between standardization, financing, and lead times all lend credence to the claim that the gross costs to utilities of building nuclear plants are lower in Japan than in the United States. But in large part the costs of constructing and operating nuclear plants themselves are the results of policy choices. In Japan, for example, the government chooses to subsidize interest expenses, and quells potential opposition by compensating farmers, fishermen, and local governments.9 Japan also streamlined its licensing process in 1977, the same year that the Congress dissolved the JCAE, and at the same time that the United States placed further licensing and legislative obstacles in the way of nuclear power development. Ease of financing is one component of lead-time determination, so that financing policies have a double effect on construction costs. Finally, a probable cause for the lack of standardization in the United States is the overall slowdown in nuclear orders—had the industry continued to expand in the 1980s, U.S. utilities would probably have pushed toward more standardized designs, as has happened in Japan. Thus, rather than telling us about the actual costs of building nuclear power plants, cross-national cost comparisons reflect government policies toward nuclear power development.

More fundamentally, cost is not the determining factor for the success or failure of a nuclear energy program. Utilities in both countries are governed by rate-of-return regulation. This means that cost, as long as it can be included in the rate base, actually adds to a utility's profit and makes relatively costly nuclear plants potentially more attractive than,

8. In the Ninety-fourth Congress, the JCAE was moribund. It reported virtually no important nuclear legislation: Dozens of bills were introduced calling for a curtailment or streamlining of regulation, dealing with nuclear waste policy, and considering international implications of the fuel cycle. The only nuclear power–related bill to pass (other than continuing authorizations) was an extension of the Price–Anderson Act, which limited utility liability in the event of a nuclear accident.

9. The dengen sanpo [three electricity generation laws] for compensation of communities that host power plants were passed in 1974. The laws provide funds that a host town can use for projects such as the construction of roads, schools, and civic centers. The money is raised through the assessment of a small tax (445 yen—about $3.50 now—per 1000 KWh) on all electricity consumption in Japan (Hatsuden yo shisetsu shiiken chiiki seibi ho [The Law for Compensation of Areas Surrounding a Plant Site]; Dengen kaihatsu sokushin zei ho [Electric Power Development Tax Law]; and Dengen kaihatsu sokushin taisaku tokubetsu kaikei ho [Electric Power Development Special Account Law]).
say, smaller oil-fired plants. What costs will be allowed into the rate base is, of course, a matter of policy choice. Note that U.S. utilities were already canceling nuclear reactor orders from 1974 to 1978, when estimated construction costs in the United States were roughly similar to those in Japan. Construction-cost differential alone, therefore, is not a sufficient explanation of the different outcomes in the two countries. Subsequently, the relative cost of building a plant in the United States rose to about twice the (per-MW) cost of a comparable plant in Japan. The cost increase was after the plant cancellations had begun, however, and not before.

We have shown that the supply-side differences between the U.S. and Japanese nuclear power industries are not sufficient to explain those industries' divergent results since the 1970s; we turn now to the demand side. Since 1975, electricity markets in Japan and the United States have experienced divergent patterns of demand growth and price regulation. The differences explain some of the discrepancies in nuclear plant construction schedules and costs in the two countries. In addition, they suggest that very different incentives exist for utilities to invest in new capital-intensive generating capacity, making nuclear power a more attractive investment in Japan than in the United States. In the next subsection, we give an overview of the critical contrasts, finding that the evidence suggests the standard view of the nuclear productivity gap between the two countries should be modified.

2.1. Demand for electricity

In the past two decades, average annual real growth in total megawatt-hours in Japan was 48 percent higher than in the United States (3.45 percent per year versus 2.33 percent per year). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 7.2, for most Japanese utilities demand doubled from 1975 to 1990. The chart indicates that all Japanese utilities have experienced consistent growth in demand, marred only by two blips immediately following the first and second oil shocks.

At the same time, growth in peak summer demand (a measure of maximum demand) in the United States dropped. As shown in Figure 7.3, peak demand in the United States was growing at more than 8 percent prior to 1973; after 1973, growth averaged less than 3 percent. Thus, the need for new capacity has fallen by over half in the United States since 1973.

Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 7.4, U.S. projected growth in demand exceeded actual growth in demand by roughly 100 percent between 1978 and 1987. A dramatic falloff in demand growth and persistently optimistic demand-growth forecasts meant that utilities undertook far more capacity additions from 1970 to 1976 than proved necessary. Thus,
as shown in Figure 7.5, as new plants came on line, U.S. capacity reserve margins grew from the 1970s into the late 1980s. Prior to 1974, utilities maintained on average 16 percent more generating capacity than they needed to meet their highest annual demand for electricity (the summer peak). When demand failed to materialize in the mid-1970s, additional capacity continued coming on line, and reserve margins increased to 25 percent. In Japan, by contrast, capacity reserve margins average about 13 percent. The result of slackening demand in the United States was that virtually all new capacity under construction was delayed or abandoned and new orders were unnecessary. Indeed, utilities cite demand considerations as a cause in over one-fourth of the construction delays during this period (U.S. Dept. of Energy 1980: 145). Of course, increases in delays lead to higher costs, especially interest charges, which make up about 25 percent of all costs for American utilities.

2.2. Rate regulation

In both countries, in setting electricity rates utilities are guaranteed a specified rate of return on their capital investments. The sum of the capital investment on which profit is made is called the rate base. Japan and the United States differ on what capital expenses can be included in the rate base, when they can be included, and for how long. Japanese rate base calculations allow 50 percent of projected construction costs to be placed in the rate base at the beginning of construction (MITI n.d.: 9). Allowing such projected costs into the rate base is known as using “construction work-in-progress” (CWIP) allowances.10 In the United States, twenty-three of fifty state public utilities commissions (PUCs) allow some CWIP, although the amount is typically quite limited. Ohio, for example, allows 20 percent of previous expenditures on plants at least three-fourths complete. In general, U.S. utilities get an “allowance for funds used during construction.” This means that interest charges during construction are added to other construction costs and included in the rate base after the plant is placed in service, to the degree allowed by the state PUC. The dramatic differences in rate-setting practices between the two countries makes cost comparisons, which are already skewed by subsidies and financial practices, all the more problematic.

---

10 Actually, the rate base does not change automatically every time a utility makes an investment. A utility must petition MITI when its profits have been squeezed by increasing costs, but MITI has proved generous in granting increases. Naturally, a major capital investment will cause such a squeeze and lead to a revision of the rate base before too long. The interval between rate-base revisions has averaged about three years in the period under consideration (personal communications with MITI officials, 1992).
2.3. Regulatory risk

In Japan, utilities commission the construction of nuclear reactors based on turnkey contracts. They purchase a reactor whole from the vendor, so they are quite certain from the outset of what it is they are buying and what it costs. Also, utilities in Japan are blessed with certainty as regards rate making. They know that all capital expenditures can be included in the rate base, when each portion of CWIP will be included, and for how long each will be counted.

In the United States, many utilities have had part of their expenses disallowed at the last minute. In some cases, such as the Shoreham plant on Long Island, a working reactor was not allowed to operate. In others, such as Diablo Canyon in California, operation was delayed for years. Such delays sometimes lead to canceling the project altogether; for example, construction on the Cherokee Nuclear Station in Gaffney, S.C. was halted and its half-finished reactor containment vessel was converted into a gigantic swimming pool used to film the movie *The Abyss*.

Thus, in Japan there has been sufficient demand to warrant expansion of base-load capacity and, because of the form of utility regulation, such expansion is profitable and virtually risk-free. In the United States, by contrast, utilities were hit from both sides of the electricity supply equation. On one hand, growth in demand did not meet projections, so it was not as profitable to build new base-load plants as it had been in previous decades. On the other hand, changes in the regulatory process and the decline in congressional support made it more expensive and riskier (with respect to the likelihood that the utility could earn a return on its investment) to build nuclear plants.

3. POLITICAL DETERMINANTS OF MARKET AND REGULATORY STRUCTURE

While Japanese utilities continue to order nuclear reactors, U.S. utilities do not. Furthermore, because of the regulatory atmosphere, even as the demand for electricity is again picking up in the United States utilities are still unwilling to order new nuclear capacity. We have identified four pertinent critical differences between the United States and Japan: (1) cost, (2) demand, (3) utility regulation, and (4) risk with regard to rate and profit. The question is, why do these differences exist?

---

11. When the rate of return exceeds the interest rate (and by definition any "fair" rate of return allows a real return on capital) then the utility winds up ahead on any debt that can be accounted for under CWIP. From a financial viewpoint, lengthy construction schedules will not detract from company profits.
The United States has a system of separated and federated powers. Authority is divided among the House of Representatives, the Senate, the president, and the corresponding branches of state governments. Moreover, the constitutional structure of the United States was constructed on the principle that "Ambition must be made to counteract ambition" (Federalist 51). Not only is decision-making authority shared, it is shared by people who are elected at different times, from different constituencies, and by different rules, so that they often (and by design) have contrasting and conflicting incentives and goals. Each added player, responsive to his own electoral constituency, in the policy-making process implies, ceteris paribus, that fewer policy compromises will be reached. The multiplicity of such players collectively implies an increase in both the number of opportunities and the diversity of strategies available for access to and influence on policy-making processes by the opponents of any prospective policy choice.

From a social choice perspective, all else constant, the greater the number of veto players and the greater the diversity of preferences among them, the less likely there exists a policy that is satisfactory to all players (Cox and McKelvey 1984; Hammond and Miller 1987). From a transactions-costs approach, we learn that as the number of veto players increases so too do the transactions costs involved in striking deals among the players and, all else constant, the less likely it is that policy compromise will be reached. Thus, in policy areas such as nuclear power that have significant federal and state involvement, agreements will be difficult to strike and nearly impossible to maintain.

This multiplicity of veto gates means that the reversionary outcome—that is, the policy that prevails should no agreement be reached, is privileged. Prior to 1969 and the passage of NEPA, the U.S. policy-making apparatus was biased in favor of promoting nuclear power. Environmentalists and prospective neighbors had few grounds on which to challenge proposed new plants; pro-nuclear members of Congress populated the JCAE; and both electricity demand, and demand expectations, were growing, while the real cost of electricity to consumers was plummeting. Thus consumers wanted new capacity and hardly noticed the bite of paying for it, while utilities wanted to build new nuclear power plants. The worm turned with NEPA and Calvert Cliffs. Suddenly, environmentalists and NIMBY activists had a seat at the table. The costs of buying these opponents off in the U.S. system quickly outstripped utilities' desire to build new nuclear-powered capacity.

---

12. For example, the reversionary outcome could be the maintenance of a program at the levels prescribed in the last voted budget, as in the cases of Social Security and agricultural subsidies, or, alternatively, it could be the termination of the program.
Japan, on the other hand, has a system of unitary and fused powers, where executive and legislative authority reside in the same body, the Diet, which is sovereign at all levels of government. This means that the majority party in the Diet controls all levels of government, and that only one bargain need be struck for a policy decision to be reached. Naturally, since policy is relatively easy to make, it is also easy to change. This contrasts with the United States, where the same gauntlet of veto gates that renders original policy choice an arduous process awaits later attempts to change reversionary policies. So, with respect to the long-term continuity in Japanese nuclear energy policy, it is highly relevant that the majority party in Japan has remained the same for the entire period under consideration. Indeed, the LDP has held the reins of government continuously since 1955.13 With this background in mind, we proceed to an explanation of the four crucial differences between U.S. and Japanese nuclear regulatory policy.

3.1. Cost

In the United States, numerous distinct government authorities, each with a veto, establish regulatory processes for nuclear power. Because ambition is pitted against ambition, the regulators’ interests often conflict. Conflict and delays increase with the number and diversity of interests represented in the process. Thus, costs to utilities—primarily interest payments and foregone revenue—are large and increasing. Such site-specific costs as environmental impact assessment and safety-related expenses are also larger, as there are more and more hoops through which the utilities must jump.

In Japan, there are many fewer veto gates and licenses, all of which are controlled by the same party. Although the description of the regulatory process represented in Figure 7.1 listed several government agencies, our point is that all of these bureaucrats serve one political master—the majority party in Parliament. Once “party approval” is given, the remaining licenses should be pro forma. Thus regulatory costs are relatively small, as are site-specific costs.

A final word can be said about the different subsidies in the regulatory processes of the two countries. In Japan, we observe side payments that

---

13. The LDP lost its majority in the Upper House for the first time in 1989, but because the Lower House is sovereign on budgetary decisions and the choice of the prime minister, this is not as important as it would be in the United States. In contrast to the United States, Japanese rules with respect to nuclear plant licensing do not require explicit actions by anyone other than ministry officials, the prime minister, and the prefectural governor, all of whom in many prefectures remain under the control of the LDP. Further, since basic geographic and geologic facts constrain nuclear power plant siting to only a few areas in Japan, only a few of the prefectural governors are relevant to nuclear power policy.
grease the wheels of regulation and administration. The “Three Laws” (see note 9) are but one example. In Japan, electricity rates are structured to favor industrial users, whereas in the United States, rates favor residential consumers, who are not generally considered to be a specific constituency group. The explanation for this discrepancy can once again be found by looking at the relevant institutional structures. Since in the United States there are so many veto players without overlapping preferences, we expect the range of feasible alternatives to be quite limited. Further, as we expect fewer deals to be struck under the American than under the Japanese system, we also expect less compensation (fewer side payments) to be allocated.

3.2. Demand

In the United States, the response to the inflationary and environmental concerns of the 1970s was to discourage demand for electricity. In most states, increasing block rate structures were established for all users of electricity. Further, many states set up redistributive rate structures, so that industrial users paid a far greater share of the per-unit costs than was true in Japan. Combined with PURPA policies, overconstruction in the early 1970s, and a recessionary economy, utilities were therefore able to put off the need to build new electric generation capacity and allay some of the environmental concerns with regard to electricity generation.14

It is not clear that Congress could have encouraged the use of nuclear power by subsidizing it, even if it had wanted to do so. The actions of state legislatures and PUCs to increase prices and to dampen the demand for electricity meant that utilities would not have been able to earn a return on investments in nuclear power plants. States like California and Texas, where demand for electricity was still growing, would have found it tough to encourage the building of nuclear power plants because support for nuclear power at the federal level had evaporated. Air, water, and waste-disposal regulation, as well as other nuclear regulation, would have made it impossible to meet increased demand using oil, coal, gas, or nuclear energy. Moreover, opposition to nuclear power at the federal level had become firmly entrenched in the regulatory process via NEPA and the Calvert Cliffs decision; and in the House and Senate committee systems, as jurisdiction over nuclear power issues was distributed to several committees in each chamber. Nuclear power advocates lost their privileged

---

14. PURPA also helped in this regard, by creating large regional markets for electricity. Areas such as San Diego, in which the demand for electricity has actually grown over the past two decades, have met their increased demand by buying surplus electricity off the grid from other states and even other countries.
institutional position for good when House Democrats unilaterally dismantled the JCAE in 1977.

In Japan, oil was the issue (Eguchi 1980; Samuels 1987). At the time of the first oil shock, more than 50 percent of electric generating capacity was oil-based. By contrast, the United States relies very little on oil-fired electricity generation—it was only 5.7 percent of net generation in 1989 (U.S. Department of Commerce 1991: 579, Table 972). The Japanese government sought to resolve its uncertainties with respect to energy supplies by reducing oil consumption. The question is, Why? There were many policy options available, from electricity conservation (as in the United States) to the purchase of long-term contracts for oil. The answer lies in the politics of LDP decision making.

In Japan, oil was the issue (Eguchi 1980; Samuels 1987). At the time of the first oil shock, more than 50 percent of electric generating capacity was oil-based. By contrast, the United States relies very little on oil-fired electricity generation—it was only 5.7 percent of net generation in 1989 (U.S. Department of Commerce 1991: 579, Table 972). The Japanese government sought to resolve its uncertainties with respect to energy supplies by reducing oil consumption. The question is, Why? There were many policy options available, from electricity conservation (as in the United States) to the purchase of long-term contracts for oil. The answer lies in the politics of LDP decision making.

In elections to the Lower House, the Japanese use a single nontransferable vote (SNTV) system. Each district sends up to six representatives to the Diet; each voter gets only one vote to cast for an individual, and the top six individual (as opposed to party) vote-getters are elected; it is thus possible for a party to win almost all the votes cast but take only one seat, if all those votes were to go to a single candidate. In contrast, the United States uses a single-member-district system, in which the candidate with the most votes wins.

The SNTV electoral system requires any majority-seeking party to run more than one candidate per electoral district. Consequently, the party must engage in some form of vote division in order to spread the "party vote" optimally among its many candidates in each district. The particular solution used by the LDP is to subsidize its candidates' pursuit of personalistic votes while simultaneously marketing the party label as a public good for all endorsed candidates. Each candidate caters to a distinct bloc of voters, and dispenses various regulatory and budgetary favors as well as large sums of money to build up personal loyalty as a supplement to party loyalty (McCubbins and Rosenbluth in Chapter 3 of this volume).

In Japan as elsewhere, a heavy reliance on particularistic politics implies the need for massive amounts of money. Indeed, election campaigns in Japan are four to eight times as costly as in the United States. For the LDP, a large share of campaign financing comes from domestic industry, the biggest consumers of electricity. Earlier, we suggested that one possible response by Japanese utilities to the oil shocks of the 1970s could have been a turn toward longer-term contracts for oil. However, MITI approved rate increases averaging 56.8 percent in June 1974, essentially passing through the oil price increases. A second major rate increase, averaging 21 percent, was approved in 1976 (Samuels 1987: 163). The

---

15. The 512 members of the Lower House in Japan are elected from 130 two- to six-member districts. Therefore, a majority of 257 implies an average of two seats per district for the majority party.
brunt of these increases was borne by small businesses and residential customers, however, thanks to the use of a diminishing block rate structure and utility side payments to major customers (for example, when the utilities garnered windfall profits in 1986 due to changes in the exchange rate, they kicked back $6.2 billion to industrial customers; see Samuels 1987: 225).

Thus, it was relatively painless for the LDP to substitute away from oil. For electricity, the move has been to coal, gas, and nuclear power, as well as some price-induced conservation for small (residential) users. In keeping with the LDP's tradition of favoring its big contributors, the Japanese government also established a pricing system that discourages residential consumption and encourages industrial use of electricity with a declining block rate structure. Indeed, as shown in Figure 7.6, in some years, residential consumers subsidize business users.

3.3. Regulation

In the United States, PUCs are established and appointed by state governments and have long favored residential interests over those of the utilities. Prior to the advent of inflationary and environmental concerns after the 1973 oil shock, PUCs had quite cozy dealings with utilities that sought price decreases. Electoral competition in the states caused the PUCs to be opened up to consumer and environmental interests after the mid-1970s (Joskow 1974).

These new interests succeeded in establishing new regulatory requirements. The addition of new requirements to the regulatory process necessarily implies the creation of new potential bottlenecks, points at which the licensing process can grind to a halt. Furthermore, insofar as these new veto gates are placed in regulatory, political, or judicial arenas, they increase the number of points at which opponents of nuclear power may access the process and exert pressure for the exercise of one veto or another. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that utility regulation has become increasingly hostile to the utilities as new structure and process has been added to regulatory decision making.

The LDP's continuous domination of Japanese politics suggests that there has been no electoral pressure to change policy away from producers and big customers and toward residential consumers. Because the LDP's electoral strategy depends heavily on providing private goods, they are not seen as being as concerned with public-goods issues as their opposition. The out parties, which are unable to provide particularistic goods, concentrate their electoral rhetoric on classic public-goods issues, such as nonproliferation or environmentalism. Unitary government, par
liamentarism, and majoritarianism combine to allow for only one access point to government decision making: the majority party. If Japanese opponents of commercial nuclear power cannot get a hearing with the LDP, they are out of luck. Japan’s political-institutional structure has allowed the LDP to ignore politically unimportant opponents of its policies.

It is understandable, then, that utility regulation has remained quite favorable to the utilities (and to industry in general), and that the costs of favorable treatment are not borne by the LDP’s other important constituents. Industry does not subsidize residential consumption; rather, residential customers bear most of the costs of nuclear development. And farmers and fishermen, also traditional bastions of LDP support, are actually compensated by the LDP (see note 9); once again, residential consumers pay for these subsidies.

3.4. Risk

Finally, differences in profit risk follow from the differences in rate regulation and regulatory cost. PUCs and courts in U.S. states cannot commit years in advance to allow part or any of a utility’s expenditures into the rate base. Because the numerous veto gates are controlled by institutionally distinct and often politically opposing agencies, the receipt of one license has no implications for success or failure in receiving other licenses farther down the line. These battles will be fought at a later time by sides yet to be determined. In other words, intervening elections at any level of government could alter the partisan control of certain veto gates, rendering prediction about probabilities of success a risky game. In Japan, as long as the LDP rules, there is no uncertainty. Of course, utilities and other beneficiaries of the regulatory structure do their best to ensure that LDP does in fact continue in power.

4. CONCLUSION

Electrical generating capacity in Japan has grown over the past fifteen years, with roughly equal contributions from the development of new capacity in gas and coal as well as nuclear power. In the United States, in contrast, electrical generating capacity has stagnated: Part of the untold story of the demise of the nuclear power plant construction industry in the United States is that no new capacity has been added in coal, gas, or oil either. The number of licenses required to site, build, test, and operate a nuclear power plant in the United States is much higher than in Japan. Since each license requires an administrative decision, each is a veto gate.
All else equal, the more veto gates there are, the greater are the costs of nuclear power, and the higher is the risk that the utility will not earn a return on its investments.

Indeed, the evidence shows that before nuclear power development in the United States ground to a halt, the lengths of delays at virtually every step of the process were growing, at great cost to the utilities in terms of interest charges and revenue foregone. Fully built plants have not been allowed to operate, and utilities did not know how much of their capital outlays would be included in the rate base by state PUCs. By contrast, the Japanese system is streamlined. Uncertainty is reduced, and utilities know that all of their costs will be allowed into the rate base.

This characterization, while accurate as far as it goes, begs the question of why the licensing procedures in the two countries are so different. Again, the answer lies in their different institutional structures. The large number of distinct, constitutionally defined players in the United States makes for a multitude of veto gates, often with contradictory goals and preferences. If one player or, alternatively, any number of players with identical preferences were in charge of issuing the more than two hundred licenses required to generate electricity in the United States, the number of steps would not necessarily imply long delays and uncertainty. Any proposal that survived the first step would not subsequently be stymied. This is basically the system in Japan, where all licenses are controlled by a single veto group—the majority party. Only one gatekeeper need be satisfied for a proposal to go forward. Thus we find that the constant increasing trend of growth in nuclear capacity coincides with the continuance of LDP supremacy in the Diet.16

Nuclear power plants are more attractive investments for Japanese utilities than for their American counterparts. This is unsurprising given the lower costs—including subsidized financing, lower risk, a streamlined regulatory process, and a more favorable demand structure for electricity—in Japan. All of these aspects of the cost–benefit analysis are endogenous to the political systems of the two countries, however. The Japanese and American governments decide what may be included in the rate and when, who will bear the risks, and whether to encourage or discourage demand. These governments are made up of a greater or smaller number of veto players, as determined by their respective constitu

---

16. Additionally, almost all prefectures with nuclear power plants had LDP governors at the time of siting. Ultimately, though, the majority party in the Diet has the power simply to eliminate the prefectural governor's veto from the licensing process. Although other officials—elected or not—may have formal decision-making authority, all power under the constitution resides in the Diet. The same cannot be said about the U.S. House of Representatives.
tions, with more or less contradictory incentives. The divergence of policy with regard to nuclear power generation is the consequence of political choices made by actors in radically different institutional environments, and the decisions themselves are equilibria induced by those different structures.